


The book that will unleash a musical revolution-

A Manual on the Rudiments of 

Tuningand 

Registration 

BOOK I: 

Introduction and 
Human Singing Voice 

From Tiananmen Square to Berlin, Beethoven's 
Ninth Symphony was chosen as the "theme song" 
of the revolution for human dignity, because 
Beethoven's work is the highest expression of 
Classical beauty. Now, for the first time, a Schiller 
Institute team of musicians and scientists, headed 
by statesman and philosopher Lyndon H. 

LaRouche, J r., presents a manual to teach the uni
versal principles which underlie the creation of 
great works of Classical musical art. 

Book I focuses on the principles of natural beauty 
which any work of art must satisfy in order to be 
beautiful. First and foremost is the bel canto vocal
ization of polyphony, sung at the "natural" or 
"scientific" tuning which sets middle C at approxi
mately 256 cycles per second. 'Copious musical 
examples are drawn from the Classical musical liter
ature to show how the natural registration of each 
species of singing voice, along with natural tuning, 
is the composer's indispensable "raw material" for 
the rigorous creation of poetic ironies without which 
no work of art can rightly be called "Classical." 

"This Manual is an indispensable contribution to 

the true history of music and a guide to the inter
pretation of music, particularly regarding the tone 
production of singers and string players alike .... 

I fully endorse this book and congratulate 
Lyndon LaRouche on his initiative." 

-Norbert Brainin, founder and first violinist, 
Amadeus Quartet 

" ... without any doubt an excellent initiative. It is 
particularly important to raise the question of 
tuning in connection with bel canto technique, 
since today's high tuning misplaces all register 
shifts, and makes it very difficult for a singer to 

have the sound float above the breath .... What is 
true for the voice, is also true for instruments." 

-Carlo Bergonzi 
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From the Editor 

In many of the greatest Classical songs, a principle known as "con
trary motion" is used to powerful effect. Precisely at the turning
point of the poem, the composer-Mozart or Schubert, for exam
pie-will lead the singer's voice in one direction orYer a line of notes , 
while the same pattern is simultaneously performed in the opposite 
direction, frequently at a different pace, and always in a different 
register, by the piano accompaniment. This comes at a moment in 
the poem when the text is evoking opposite strong:emotions, such as 
overflowing joy and intense sadness. 

Even though some listeners may not be conscious of how this is 
being done, if they really pay attention they will undergo the elation 
which comes from solving a problem as they hear, in their mind, the 
"intervals between the intervals." Because it is onlt through a quality 
unique to the human mind that these conflicting emotions, so directly 
evoked by music, can be resolved, and the hearer (or performer) can 
be uplifted to a higher level of humanity, capable of the creative 
breakthroughs that will enable our species to survive. 

I invite readers to see that kind of "contrary m(l)tion" in the pages 
of this issue of EIR. The Feature reports on a mil�stone in the battle 
to save the minds of our nation's youth, the conference to found a 
National Conservatory of Music movement which Lyndon 
LaRouche addressed at Howard University on May 28. 

The contrary voice (to extend our musical simile) is contained in 
the International section, where we document the gruesome United 
Nations plans for a world dictatorship, with the avowed aim of 
reducing the world's people by half. Articles on Haiti, Iraq, Korea, 
and the Indian subcontinent show the test cases for enforcement of 
these policies through Boutros-Ghali's U.N., which LaRouche has 
dubbed "Hitler in Blue Helmets." 

In that context, the national lead story points in the direction of 
an effective resistance, potentially coming out of t�e pope's meeting 
with President Clinton, through the reassertion of national sovereign
ty and real human rights, which can only be based on the principle 
of the human being in the image of God the Creator. For a beautiful 
reiteration of that concept, see LaRouche's addiress to the music 
conference on page 19. 
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Smash monetarism to 
build maglev rail sys�ems 
by Anthony K. Wikrent I 

The "Pittsburgh project ," a plan to revitalize the "rust belt" 
industries of the U . S .  Great Lakes region by building mag
netically levitated (maglev) transportation systems , was pro
posed afresh the first week of June . The renewal of this 
proposal comes as similar schemes are being proposed for 
the state of New York and the Baltimore-Washington area in 
the United States,  as German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and 
French President Fran�ois Mitterrand reach agreement to ex
tend French and German high-speed rail networks eastward 
into Poland and Russia, and as the Chinese government is 
proposing to' construct high-speed rail transportation along 
the ancient trans-Asiatic "Silk Route . "  The increasing num
ber of such proposals underscores the importance of shaking 
free from the tattered remnants of failed "free-market" and 
International Monetary Fund dogmas , and taking up once 
again a Hamiltonian overview of national needs and pur
poses , including recognition that general economic and tech
nological progress is the common interest of the community 
of nations . 

One would think that the need for such a return to national 
economic sanity would be especially evident in the United 
States . It was the United States that pioneered the technology 
for magnetic levitation , beginning with experiments by rock
et scientist Robert Goddard in the 1 930s . By the late 1960s , 
various U . S .  companies were ready to begin construction of 
demonstration projects , waiting only for funding . But the 
United States forfeited its expansive lead, solely through 
economic obtuseness . Not only proposals for maglev sys
tems , but also conventional high-speed systems have been 
stymied or outright abandoned in Florida (Orlando Airport) ; 
Texas (Dallas , Houston , San Antonio) ; California (Los 
Angeles , and Los Angeles to Las Vegas); Ohio (Cincinnati , 
Columbus ,  Cleveland) ; Illinois and Michigan (Chicago to 
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Detroit) ; Illinois ,  Wisconsin, lind Minnesota (Chicago, Mil
waukee , Minneapolis-St. Paul); Colorado (Greeley , Denver, 
Colorado Springs) ; North Carolina (Raleigh , Durham, Win
ston-Salem, Charlotte); and Alabama (Birmingham, Mont
gomery , Mobile) . The culprit: i lack of financing . 

If the nation 's  banking a�d financial system cannot or 
will not fund such basic infrastfuctural development, and lets 
a national technological lead i,1 such technology wither and 
die over the span of 20 years , perhaps the question ought be 
asked: What 's  wrong with the banking and financial system? 

i 
I 

The Pittsburgh Maglev iProject 
The idea of making the Plittsburgh region into a center 

of maglev manufacturing wa� first put forward in 1 978 .  In 
February 1 990, the Maglev Working Group, a consortium 
of industry , labor, and local and state governments , led by 
Carnegie Mellon University ' s  .Rail Systems Center, reissued 
the proposal , calling for the construction of a $300-648 mil-I 
lion maglev system connectimg downtown Pittsburgh with 
the airport. This pilot project would be the seed crystal for a 
30-year program for a regional maglev system connecting 
the cities of the Great Lakes region with those of the East 
Coast , at an estimated cost of $29 billion . 

At the time , Prof. RichardiUher, head of Carnegie' s  Rail 
Systems Center, expected tht rapid emergence of private
public partnerships to provide the financing for the Pittsburgh 
Maglev Project , as it was called. S ince Japanese interests had 
provided $250,000 for the initial study , Uher was especially 
hopeful that a "Golden Triangle Project" would materialize , 
in which Japanese financing would purchase German maglev 
technology that would be manufactured by U . S .  industry. 

Now , four years later, the Pittsburgh consortium,  having 
established a corporation named Maglev , Inc . , has further 
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refined its study , and reissued its proposal . The study rejects 
the inherently flawed cost-accounting approach which , for 
three decades , has led dozens of similar studies to conclude
wrongly-that maglev technology is simply too expensive , 
insisting instead that a maglev system operating at its full 
potential , especially its top potential speed of over 300 miles 
per hour, can generate enough revenue to cover its operating 
expenses , and some of its capital construction costs as well . 

The most significant aspect of the Maglev , Inc . report 
flows from its recognition that the minimum turning radius 
of a maglev vehicle operating at its top speed of 311 mph is 
nearly four miles, or 21 ,000 feet. The analysis performed for 
Maglev , Inc . found that even with a reduction in speed to 
250 mph, a maglev system would be able to use only 55% of 
already-existing rights-of-way , such as , for example , those 
available along interstate highways. Confining a maglev sys
tem to only already-existing rights-of-way cuts the potential 
top speed to less than 150 mph. The report thus distinguishes 
itself by calling for the creation of entirely new rights-of-way 
that will allow a maglev system to operate at its full potential . 
The first guideline listed in the study is ,  "When outside met
ropolitan areas , develop new right-of-way and keep speed 
above 250 mph ."  

The disaster of monetarist methodology 
At issue here is something much more fundamental than 

mere speed. As was demonstrated by EIR Economics Editor 
Chris White in a Nov . 6, 1992 feature article , the key to de
termining the true cost of any transportation system is to focus 
on the carrying capacity per unit of time of the system under 
consideration . Looking only at the investment cost per mile 
or per kilometer is inherently flawed . As White pointed out: 

"The number of· passengers carried per transport unit 
multiplied by unit frequency per hour, gives a number of 
passengers carried per hour. This is called the line capacity 
of the mode of transportation . The passengers are carried at 
a certain speed . The line capacity of the system multiplied 
by the operating speed gives the productive capacity of the 
system-the number of passenger-miles or passenger-kilo
meters produced per hour. . . . 

"Increasing the speed at which passengers are carried 
. . . increases the productive capacity of the system, just as 
increasing the number of passengers carried increases the 
line capacity . Increasing speed of service , therefore , also 
should decrease cost, just as a system which can carry more 
passengers than another ought to be cheaper than the other. "  

Thus , even though a maglev system' s  investment cost 
per kilometer is four times greater than upgrading Amtrak' s  
Boston-Washington Metroliner from 85 mph to 100 or  even 
150 mph, the investment per passenger-kilometers capacity 
per hour of a maglev system is at least 15% cheaper (and as 
little as one-quarter the cost , when the line capacity of the 
Japanese EDS maglev is used for the calculations instead of 
the German EMS maglev) . 
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Standing in sharp contrast to the Maglev , Inc . report is 
the November 1993 report of the U .S . General Accounting 
Office (GAO), "High-Speed Ground Transportation: Issues 
Affecting Development in the United States ,"  which is af
flicted by the inherently flawed monetarist/cost-accounting 
methodology exposed by White . The GAO report , in tum, 
relies on a 1991 study by the National Research Council , 
"In Pursuit of Speed: New Options for Intercity Passenger 
Transport ," which gave the following estimates for invest
ment cost per mile: Japanese maglev, $30 million per mile ; 
French TGV, Japanese Shinkansen � and German ICE (all 
conventional steel wheel on steel rail technologies) ,  $20 mil
lion per mile; and an incremental approach to improving 
Amtrak' s  Metroliner, including the use of the tilt trains devel
oped in Sweden, Italy , Spain , or Britain, $10 million per 
mile . 

The key to attaining high speeds is to have dedicated 
rights-of-way . Amtrak has concluded that running trains at 
over 100 mph through at-grade crossings will result in de
railment in the event of a collision , inflicting severe injuries 
or death on passengers . Not only does the GAO reject the 
apparently costlier options of $20 million and $30 million a 
mile , but at $6-20 million per proje¢t to eliminate at-grade 
crossings , the GAO concluded that it:was also too expensive 
to eliminate all at-grade crossings.  Thus ,  under the GAO 
approach ,  the maximum top speed for any system over much 
of its route would be 100 mph . And tbis ,  after the GAO itself 
defined high-speed ground transportation as operating at over 
150 mph! The obvious conclusion: Why bother building any
thing? 

The Maglev , Inc . report is also noteworthy for having 
abandoned Uher's hope of four years ago for private financ
ing , and forthrightly calling for government funding to cover 
most, if not all , of the initial capita) costs . But this step is 
unfortunately too little , too late . The United States has 
reached the precarious position that it will soon be spending 
almost the entirety of federal revenues on interest payments 
and other costs of servicing a national federal debt of around 
$4 trillion . 

The import of this is a very unpleasant truth that President 
Bill Clinton is only beginning to realize: The United States 
has lost its economic and financial sovereignty to the nation' s  
creditors . Rather than bellowing abOut being forced by the 
bond market to act like "Eisenhower Republicans ," what 
Clinton must do is lead the country back to a reassertion of 
control over its financial affairs . A dozen or more regions, 
states,  and localities have proposed and desire maglev sys
tems . Here is a project of vital national significance, which 
awaits only funding and leadership . And here is a banking 
and financial system which refuses to provide the former, 
and threatens to eviscerate anyone ptoviding the latter. It is 
high time to adopt a national outlook, !  based upon the Ameri
can System economics of AlexanderiHamilton , that will en
sure the development of a coherent national system. 
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Interview: Lawrence Lidsky 

Safe pebble-bed nuclear reactors 
are just what Russia needs 
Professor Lidsky is professor of nuclear engineering at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology . He was interviewed 
on May 25 by Jonathan Tennenbaum, director of the Fusion 
Energy Forum in Germany . 

Q: I understand that you have been involved in organizing a 
cooperative effort between the United States and Russia in 
the field of "inherently safe" nuclear power stations .  What 
exactly does that project involve? 
Lidsky: The idea is in fact to provide the first commercial 
version of a technology that has been discussed worldwide 
for the last decade or so, and which a number of countries 
are interested in . The idea is to provide the inherently safe 
pebble-bed reactor, which was developed in Germany, with 
a gas turbine power conversion system. The result of doing 
that is that we end up with the inherent safety of the gas
cooled pebble-bed reactor and the great economy and small 
size of the gas turbine . The combination turns out to be a 
very attractive commercial source of nuclear power. As it 
happens ,  the Russians have , distributed over a number of 
sites , all of the technology needed to develop the system very 
well .  And they have , as a result of their weapons effort, the 
fuel that would be needed to fuel a great number of these 
systems around the world. In fact, the installation of these 
systems would be one of the best ways you could think of to 
use up , in a socially beneficial way , the great Russian stock 
of weapons-grade uranium. 

Q: How much is that? 
Lidsky: There is an extraordinary amount, probably greater 
than 500 tons of very highly enriched uranium. With each 
reactor system that you build , you commit about three tons 
of that uranium for the first 30 years of its lifetime. So one 
could. in principle , by selling the reactor and committing 
fuel , account for a very large fraction of the Russians' weap
ons stockpile . 

Q: What are the advantages of this type of reactor for com
mercial use? 
Lidsky: The gas-cooled reactor is one that was developed 
quite a while ago to take advantage of the very favorable 
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high-temperature properties of the fuel . Shortly after the 
Three Mile Island accident , s�rne researchers in Germany 
realized that you could take a�antage of this fuel and pro
duce a reactor that was limite4 in size , but had an inherent 
safety , in the sense that there is hothing you could do to cause 
a release of radiation from thislreactor. You could draw out 
the control rods , you could release the coolant , you could do 
all the things that would causQ extraordinary difficulties in 
the classical light water reacto� which are used everywhere, 
and it would have no effect whatever, with respect to the 
safety of the public or, in actuality , even to the survival of 
the plant . ' 

This is a very interesting cottcept, because what one real
ly wants to do with nuclear power is to spread it to developing 
countries ,  which in the courseiof the next half a century or 
century would bum massive amounts of fossil fuel . One 
really wants them to have an !alternative , and it is hard to 
imagine that the current light water reactor, with its great cost 
and great size and its extraordinary complexity , furnishes that 
alternative . So one would haveiin principle a reactor that one 
can , with a light heart, distribt¢e around the world . Further
more it uses a fuel cycle thati does not lend itself well to 
proliferation of nuclear materi*ls .  So in terms of safety and 
in terms of nuclear proliferatilon it is a marvelous reactor 
type . 

The down side is the fact that this reactor is limited to 
about 200 MW or possibly at most 300 MW electric power, 
which is very much smaller than the current light water reac
tors . In the ordinary course of: events , that would make the 
electricity from such a reactor very expensive , because there 
are economies of scale which (avor big generating plants . It 
turns out that the use of the helium gas turbine with these 
reactors makes it possible to iovercome those drawbacks . 
First, it is possible to build smaill gas turbines without paying 
a penalty with respect to larger ones .  Secondly , the system 
can yield a very much higher efficiency than is ordinarily the 
case with nuclear power plant$-efficiencies of the order of 
45% to over 50% are possible . Whereas the ordinary nuclear 
power plants have efficiencies, from the low to middle 30% 
range . The combination of the �mall size and high efficiency 
balances the higher unit cost for small nuclear power plants , 
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and the combination becomes very attractive. It achieves the 
dual ends of inherent safety, so you can distribute it around 
the world, and low cost. Also the small size matches very 
well to the needs of the developing countries, where the 
transmission grid is not very well developed. 

Q: These units could be produced in series-
Lidsky: In fact, since these are very much smaller than ex
isting reactors, the idea would be to build them in a central 
factory and ship them around. They have a very much simpler 
installation. The present reactors are larger and you have, 
effectively, to build each one on site, because there is so 
much material outside the reactor core itself. This particular 
reactor has exactly the opposite situation. The reactor and 
the power conversion system can be built in a central factory, 
and merely assembled on site. 

Q: So building the reactor would come out being extremely 
economical. 
Lidsky: That's right. It's very hard to obtain very large 
economies of scale, but there are great economies of serial 
production, and if you get into a production-line mode-and 
you will with reactors of this sort, because with their lower 
power levels you will need a lot more of them-there is no 

The 'pebble-bed' reactor 

The key to the type of high-temperature reactor (HTR) 
technology developed in Germany lies in the use of novel 
spherical fuel elements (the "pebbles" or "potatoes") that 
prevent the release of radioactive fission products up to 
extremely high temperatures. The fission fuel (typically a 
mixture of enriched uranium and thorium) is prepared in 
the form of tiny particles of approximately 0.5 millimeter 
diameter, which are coated with multiple layers of carbon 
and a special form of the high-temperature ceramic materi
al, silicon carbide (SiC). Several tens of thousands of 
these "coated particles" are embedded in a ball of graph
ite-the "pebble"-about the size of a tennis ball. In ad
vanced versions now under development, the outside sur
faces of the spheres are coated once more with multiple, 
chemically bonded SiC layers, for foolproof protection 
against corrosion. 

The core of the reactor is simply a pile of these "peb
bles" sitting in a cylindrical container with a funnel
shaped bottom. Unlike light water reactors, which must 
periodically be shut down for refueling with the familiar 
fuel rods, the "pebble-bed" reactor is continuously fueled; 
new "pebbles" are fed in at the top while used ones flow 
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question that you gain great economi�s. 

Q: What is the historical background of the Russian project 
you mentioned? 
Lidsky: Some very interesting things happened. In the late 
1980s, there was a very strong progI]am that had developed 
between Russia and Germany, to I1roduce a prototype of 
this reactor and begin production of them. An extraordinary 
amount of money was spent on setting up to build that proto
type. It was somewhere between half a billion and a billion 
dollars spent in developing and trapsferring the German
developed pebble-bed fuel-making technology to the Rus
sians. For their part, the Russians developed the biggest high
temperature, high-pressure helium t¢st loop existing in the 
world. That project was very close to fruition when, almost 
simultaneously, the German reunification put a great strain 
on the Germans' ability to finance that project, and develop
ments in Russia took attention and money away from their 
ability to complete their half of the project. So the project, 
which came very close, fell apart. 

On the other hand, all of the piece$ are still there, in many 
cases still unused, and so there is an enormous infrastructure 
in place, in Russia, to develop and produce reactors of this 
sort. There is a great desire on the part of many large Russian 

out through the bottom. Because of this, the reactor con
tains at all times only as much fuel as is necessary for 
normal operation, avoiding excess r¢activity, which is a 
safety concern in other reactors. 

A crucial feature of the "pebble-bed" HTR is its very 
strong "negative temperature effect';: If the temperature 
rises above a certain level, the fission chain reaction shuts 
down immediately. This is due to th� temperature depen
dence of neutron interactions in the: system, and occurs 
independently of any outside interveqtions. The combina
tion of this feature, the high-temper",ure tolerance of the 
fuel elements, and a modular reactor providing for a large 
heat capacity and "passive" heat coqduction to the envi
ronment, ensures that this system is '"inherently safe"-a 
serious accident with major release of radioactivity is 
ruled out physically, even in the event of sudden loss of 
coolant and failure of pumps, contrpl systems, or other 
components. 

The high-temperature gas-cooledireactor (HTGR) and 
modular HTGR developed by Generail Atomic in the Unit
ed States share many of the advantageous features of the 
"pebble-bed" design. In the American designs, the "coat
ed particles" are embedded in pristnatic fuel elements 
which are periodically changed, instead of being cycled 
as in the case of the German reactor. 
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laboratories to do just that, because it would be a very good 
use for much of their technology. The gas turbine, for exam
ple, would be an ideal thing for the people who have been 
building their aircraft engines, to be involved in. The fuel 
supply, as I mentioned previously, would be a great use of 
the Russian stockpiles of uranium, and the fuel production 
facilities are very well developed. As it happens, in Russia 
they have done extensive fuel testing. In many ways they 
carried the development of the fuel further than in fact had 
been done in Germany. So the Russians had, just before the 
project fell apart, some of the world's very best fuel for 
reactors. 

Q: These are the so-called pebbles? 
Lidsky: These are the pebbles for the pebble-bed reactor. 
This is all based on a reactor that operated in Germany for 
more than 20 years, the AVR reactor. It was meant as a test 
bed for a much larger reactor, and was then converted to a 
test bed for smaller, modular, inherently safe reactors late in 
its life. Pebbles were developed for that use, and literally 
millions of pebbles had been developed and tested in that 
device. That technology has been transfered, in one form or 
another, to Russia, to China, to Japan, and other countries. 

Q: What happened after the Russian-German project shut 
down? 
Lidsky: The program stagnated. For four or five years noth
ing further developed. The people who worked on tt re
mained intensely enthusiastic about it, but it is very hard to 
get a project for nuclear power to happen anywhere in the 
world. The reason for that is that most people view nuclear 
power as one extension or other of existing light water tech
nology, which has taken up all the available niches in the 
countries where it evolved, and is not at all suitable for instal
lation in developing countries, and knowledge about this sort 
of system is not widespread, and governments tend to view 
nuclear power with the drawbacks of the light water reactors. 
And so there is a combination of problems involving educa
tion and economics, that need to be solved. 

Q: What are the more recent efforts that you have been 
involved with? 
Lidsky: I was involved in an effort put together by a compa
ny called Advanced Physics Corp. in San Diego, California, 
that attempted to match private funding with a consortium of 
Russian laboratories and manufacturing firms, to build the 
reactor. It would be built in Russia for initial use in Russia, 
but could in principle provide Russia with a very valuable 
source of hard foreign currency if they exported these reac
tors. But the initial goal was to provide for a reactor built in 
Russia by Russians, for Russian use. If it worked out, this 
could be distributed much more widely. This had clearance 
at the very highest levels in Russia, including Minister of 
Atomic Energy Mikhailov, who was very enthusiastic about 
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this project. Mikhailov was very insistent about the fact that 
this reactor would meet the very highest world standards for 
safety-including the German standards and IAEA [Interna
tional Atomic Energy Agency] standards-and was con
vinced that this reactor could do,that. The reason for this is, 
of course, the Russian sensitivity about nuclear power safety; 
they would have to show they could meet the world's highest 
standards. It is also an expression of the fact that they expect
ed to be able to export this reactor anywhere in the world 
after it had been developed. 

Q: How long would that devellOpment take, if the project 
went full speed ahead? 
Lidsky: The prototype would take a while, because some 
things need to be developed and some things that had fallen 
into disrepair would have to be put together. But one could 
have that done within probably six years, very realistically, 
if in fact it were funded at the ipitial level. The succeeding 
reactors of course take much less time than that, because they 
can be factory built. But the very first one, considering that 
parts have to be designed in detail, would probably take six 
years. 

Q: Did this involve the Kurchatpv Institute? 
Lidsky: This involved a number of institutes in Russia. It 
involved the Kurchatov Institute; it involved Energomash, 
which participated in most of their rocket engine develop
ment; it involved another major 1lI1anufacturer responsible for 
a number of crucial developme�ts; it involved Chelyabinsk 
70, a weapons laboratory, and agroup in Novosibirsk which 
was the factory responsible for the reactor fuel production 
plant. So there is a group of five :or six major Russian labora
tories involved in this-Kurchatov having the lead but with 
all very actively involved. 

Q: What is the situation now? 
Lidsky: The present situation is stasis. The Russians have 
come together with a design andla plan for this reactor. It was 
a remarkable effort done in a very short period of time. The 
funding is proving to be just a little bit too high for the private 
funding that Advanced Physics had put together. So the pro
gram is waiting now to see whether additional input can be 
made of funding from some o�er source, or some way can 
be found to bring the price down in Russia. It is a great 
shame, because it is something that the world needs. It is 
something that if carried to fruition, the Russians could do as 
well as anyone in the world. And because of their very large 
stock of weapons-grade uraniUin, it could supply fuel at an 
advantageous cost to the whole world for quite a period of 
time. So it really is something that the Russians would like 
very much to be able to do, and; they find themselves caught 
short by a funding shortfall. 

Q: Why shouldn't this kind of project have enthusiastic sup-
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port from the U.S. government? Vice President Gore, when 
he was in Russia, spoke of the need to preserve the scientific 
manpower and capabilities in Russia, and I know that people 
in the United States are concerned that the scientists in Rus
sia, especially scientists who were involved in the military 
domain, be given reasonable things to do in the civilian do
main. So it would seem to be a perfect way to realize what 
many people inside and outside the U.S. administration 
want, to have projects which would really benefit the Russian 
economy. Everyone knows that to the extent the economy 
deteriorates further, the political situation will also deteri
orate. 
Lidsky: You are absolutely right. It is hard to imagine a 
project that would better use the capability of the Russian 
weapons laboratories and the Russian military establishment, 
at the same time provide power for Russia, and draw down 
their weapons stocks. Rationally, this should be given sup
port at the very highest levels. But, in fact, the current U.S. 
administration, as a matter of principle, has stated that it will 
provide no money whatsoever to advanced nuclear power 
research in any form. The only item which was singled out 
by name in President Clinton's first State of the Union ad
dress, was the cancellation of all work on advanced nuclear 
power systems. So rationality does not really enter into the 
discussion. . . . 

Q: But the administration must have in some way been will
ing to have it happen. 
Lidsky: Yes. This was cleared, for example, with the State 
Department and with other responsible agencies. But at the 
very highest levels in the Clinton administration there is abso
lute unwillingness to have anything whatsoever to do with 
this, to support it in any way or even to facilitate in any way 
whatsoever work on advanced nuclear power systems. 

Q: Even if it would be done in Russia? 
Lidsky: Apparently so. 

Q: What would you like people to do about this? 
Lidsky: The issue is quite clear. The Russian capability is 
there, the Russian interest is very high, the results of having 
the Russians develop this technology would be very good for 
Russia and for a large fraction of the developing world. This 
technology could be well established and we would cut down 
enormously on the burning of fossil fuels as the developing 
countries develop in the course of the next half-century. The 
only thing standing in the way of a successful Russian pro
gram, if it could be done before Russia collapses even further, 
is money. 

The issue is putting together sufficient funding, by one 
route or another, to make the project possible. After that, 
everything comes easily. The goal is the production of a 
prototype, to prove to everyone the potential of this tech
nology. 
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Q: I would like you to comment on an area where nuclear 
energy has a decisive role to plax in providing for peace 
through economic development: �e peace process in the 
Near East. On the background of ne�otiations between Israel 
and the Palestine Liberation Orgal1ization, Israeli Foreign 
Minister Shimon Peres, as well as �arious Arab spokesmen, 
referred repeatedly in public statements to the potential of 
nuclear-powered desalination of seawater. These statements 
echo the "Oasis Plan" proposed in the July 1 990 by Lyndon 
LaRouche, which envisages the cOllstruction throughout the 
Near East region of a network of agro-industrial centers pow
ered by modular nuclear reactors of the high-temperature 
reactor (HTR) type, which would be linked together by mod
em rail systems, water canals, and pipelines, and would 
apply desalinated water to high-tech agriculture and related 
activities for "greening the deserts�" What do you think of 
this perspective for the region? 
Lidsky: The goal is admirable. The technology exists. The 
idea is a sound one. Clearly what the region needs is energy 
and water. This technology provides both in a safe form that 
is suitable for installation in that p� of the world. Now the 
particular technology we are talkin,g about is high tempera
ture, compared to the light water reactor technology. The 
trick is to produce both electricity lind water. As it happens, 
water production is almost a crude bY-product of the develop
ment of power by the gas reactor system. In a reactor of the 
more conventional sort, the light ""ater reactor, one has to 
choose between producing power : and producing water; if 
you do more desalination, you pr<><llice less electrical power. 
With the gas reactor, you don't have to make that choice. 
The heat that is thrown away after being used at high tempera
ture in the gas-cooled reactor, is still of sufficiently high 
quality as to be useful for desalination, without at all affecting 
the process of electricity generation. Water generation is thus 
a low-cost by-product of power generation. It is my belief 
that you need both, to make the desert bloom. 

Q: What about the issue of proliferation? 
Lidsky: Proliferation is a problenl when nuclear fuel is re
processed. When the nuclear fuel is not reprocessed, the 
plutonium which is an inevitable effect of producing nuclear 
energy, is locked up in a form that is totally unusable for 
weapons and is totally untouchable. The fuel elements of 
the gas-cooled reactor are far more; difficult to reprocess for 
removal of plutonium than in the light water reactor. In fact, 
one of the reasons why the light; water reactor gained its 
ascendancy early on, was because there was a great desire to 
do reprocessing for a number of reasons that are no longer 
valid. So it is far more difficult to'reprocess the HTR fuel, 
albeit not impossible. It would certainly be very difficult for 
any group smaller than a large natfonal group even to think 
of attempting such a thing. So, it iis not proliferation-proof, 
but is far more proliferation-resistaet, than any of the existing 
nuclear reactor types that people are considering. 
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u.s. Unemployment Coverup 

What the graph shows 
The U.S. Labor Department's monthly un-
employment rate (U-5b) is based on a sta-
tistical sampling of approximately 57,000 
households. But in order for someone to be 
counted as unemployed, the respondent 
member of the household (often not the per-
son who is out of work) must be able to 
state what specific effort that person made 
in the last four weeks to find a job. If no spe-
cific effort can be cited, the jobless person is 
classified as not in the labor force and is 
ignored in the official unemployment count. 

But over 6 million of these discarded people 
are also reported on the quarterly survey in-
dicating that they "want a regular job 
now." These appear in the graph in dark 
gray shading. In addition, over 6 million 
more people are forced into part-time work 
for economic reasons, such as slack work 
or inability to find a full-time job. These 
people show up as employed in the official 
statistics, even if they worked only one hour 
during the survey week. These appear in 
the graph in lighter-gray shading. 
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"Want a job now" 
Last month 

Part-time for economic : 
reasons 

Last month 

7,902,000 
8,408,000 

7,297,0001 
6,574,000' 

4,878,000 
4,757,000 

Total 
Last month 

: 20,077,000 
I 19,739,000 

Civilian labor force 
Last month 

Employed 
Last month , 

Non-farm payroll emPlotees 
Last month ' 

i 

130,774,000 
130,747,000 

122,872,000 
122,338,000 

112,847,000 
112,088,000 

Total unemployed and partially employed 
(1965-94) 
(in thousands) i 

P,.rt-time Total 
for unemployed 

Civilian Official "Want a ecPnomic and 

labor unemployed job now" reasons underemployed 

force % % % % 
Year (a) (b) (bla) (c) (cia) (d) (dla) (b+c+d) (b+c+d)la 

1965 74,455 3,366 4.5% na1 1,9 8 2.6% na1 

1970 82,771 4,093 4.9% 3,881 4.7% 2,1 8 2.7% 10,172 12.3% 
1975 93,775 7,929 8.5% 5,271 5.6% 3,5,1 3.8% 16,741 17.9% 
1980 106,940 7,637 7.1% 5,675 5.3% 4,; 3.8% 17,376 16.2% 
1985 115,461 8,312 7.2% 5,933 5.1% 5, 4.6% 19,579 17.0% 
1990 124,787 6,874 5.5% 5,473 4.4% 4,8 3.9% 17,207 13.8% 
1991 125,303 8,426 6.7% 5,736 4.6% 6,046 4.8% 20,208 16.1% 
1992 126,982 9,384 7.4% 6,181 4.9% 6,3,5 5.0% 21,950 17.3% 
1993 128,040 8,734 6.8% 6,319 4.9% 6,�8 5.0% 21,401 16.7% 
19942 130,708 8,414 6.4% 6,7073 5.1% 4,8

,
8 3.7% 20,009 15.3% 

1. 'Want a job now" category estimated as 3,350 or 4.5% lor bar grap�. 

2. Cumulative average. 

3. Weighted average 01 quarterly complied figure. 
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Heated battle breaks out in 
Germany over drug legalization 
by Frank Miichler 

In the wake of the Gennan Constitutional Court's controver
sial decision that the possession of small quantities of hashish 
is not a punishable offense, precisely what EIR has warned 
against is now occurring: The moment you begin to let the 
legalization of so-called "soft" drugs in through the back door 
of the justice system, all restrictions are lifted step by step, 
until you arrive at the legalization of "hard" drugs as well. 

This is the currently operating scenario, and the perfidi
ous juridical hypocrisy with which the Gennan Social Demo
cratic Party (SPD) is pushing forward on this, gives grounds 
for concern. 

The justice minister of the state of North Rhein-Westpha
lia, Krumsiek, for example, said on May 19 in reference 
to the Constitutional Court's latest decision: "North Rhine
Westphalia is fulfilling the Constitutional Court's require
ments, and is issuing new guidelines for the attorney general 
and the police. [The guidelines] contain no legalization of 
soft or hard drugs." That is simply untrue: It is indeed legal
ization, when the precise amount of drugs that is not punish
able is specified. According to the new preliminary guide
lines for the state, the threshold is 10 grams for hashish and 
marijuana, 0.5 grams for heroin, cocaine, and amphet
amines, and three units for morphine and LSD, which is 
considered to be a day's dose. 

It is a poor excuse indeed, when it now turns out that this 
practice is already the rule in the other SPD-ruled states of 
Schleswig-Holstein, Hamburg, and Hesse. Apparently, the 
SPD has been covertly promoting drug legalization for some 
time now. 

Faced with growing criticism from within his own ranks 
against the new guidelines, Krumsiek took refuge in juridical 
hair-splitting. He claimed that he had not really changed 
the legal status of drugs, since the Constitutional Court's 
decision also applies to heroin and cocaine and the law makes 
no mention of particular drugs. 

Drugs and the Stasi 
The North Rhine-Westphalian SPD's fight to legalize 

hard drugs has not always been entirely above-board, as is 
shown by the case of Dr. Wilhelm Vollman, a delegate in the 
state parliament. Last Sept. 16, his parliamentary immunity 
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from prosecution was lifted after he came under suspicion 
of having engaged in espionage activities on behalf of the 
Communist East Gennan secret police, the Stasi. In his ca
pacity as chainnan of the Cologne Drug Aid, and as drug 
policy spokesman for the SPD state parliamentary group, 
Vollman had been pushing for years for step-by-step legaliza
tion of heroin. Whenever he was opposed in this by organiza
tions such as the Anti-Drug Coalition or the Association for 
Understanding the Human Psyche, he weighed in with ugly 
smears taken from the Stasi's rumor stockpot. Perhaps his 
mask will fall further still, when he is forced to testify about 
many of his otherwise completely incomprehensible actions. 

At any rate, the new "preliminary" guidelines have had 
one beneficial effect: All the secret advocates of drug legal
ization are now venturing into the public with their proposals. 
And that makes the conflict more dear-cut. Hans Lisken, 
for example, the chief of police ill Dusseldorf, made the 
following revealing comment in the May 19 issue of the daily 
newspaper Tageszeitung: "We hardly need to change our 
current practice here in North Rhi�-Westphalia. This isn't 
about dropping all prosecution of illegal trade in mind-alter
ing substances, but rather it's aboutdecriminalizing the end
user, insofar as we can countenance that. For if I want to 
effectively combat the illegal drug trade, then I must make 
the drug addicts into my own allies: They must no longer be 
in the desperate situation of having to tum to an illegal dealer. 
But if I offer the individual addict a therapeutic location 
where he can legally get access to these substances, then he 
is no longer dependent upon the drug trade-which in tum 
will leave the illegal market generally high and dry. Medical 
doctors have their own particular i<ileas about how drug de
pendency begins, and you can't justgive dogmatic, legalistic 
answers to questions of natural science. Penal law will not 
solve any of our society'S problems." 

Setting aside the question of what kind of "therapy" he is 
talking about, where one can "legally get access to these 
substances," Lisken ought to be reminded that the state gov
ernment has so far said nothing abou� creating new opportuni
ties to get therapy, and that the available facilities are far 
from adequate to handle a strategy of "therapy instead of 
punishment." He should also be asked who or what has been 
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Currency Rates 
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preventing him up to now frorp proceeding in a big way 
against the illegal drug trade. 1t 1 certainly wasn 't the law on 
the books. 

On the Westdeutsche Rundfunk radio station, Erwin 
Scholz, head of the Ahlen Dn).g Consultation Center and 
chairman of the Federal Associatiion for Accepting Treatment 
of Drug Addiction and a Human� Drug Policy, characterized 
the new guidelines as a small ' step in the right direction. 
The justice ministers of Hesse �nd Berlin also lined up on 
Krumsiek' s  side, and the Brem¢n social welfare authorities 
saw an affinity with Krumsiek ' s line of thought. SPD federal 
parliamentary representative Singer has already announced 
that following this summer ' s  federal elections, there will be 
a careful relaxation of drug pdlicy in the direction of the 
North Rhine-Westphalia guideliines. It is indicative that it is 
only after the elections that the SiPD intends to come out with 
its true policy; some party offi(jials apparently suspect that 
they will not be able to win vote� with this kind of program. 

I 

'Repressive' policy a success 
Krumsiek' s  initiative is part�ularly incomprehensible in 

view of a report issued by two state representatives following 
a visit to Stockholm, Sweden. ,t.ccording to the daily paper 
Die Welt on May 3, Wolfgang Kj.lschke (SPD) and Hermann
Josef Arentz of the Christian Democratic Union, who are 
their respective parties ' drug abuse experts, said they had 
been impressed by Sweden ' s  successful "repressive" anti
drug policy. Arentz reported tljlat as a result of Sweden' s  
liberal drug policy during the 1960s and 1970s, the number 
of drug addicts had doubled thete. But since the late 1980s, 
Sweden has drastically changed course, and has made not 
only the possession, but also thel consumption of mind-alter
ing drugs, including hashish, punishable by fines and jail 
terms. The Swedish judicial system also was given the power 
to force every drug-dependent ilildividual to remain for up to 
six months in a therapeutic insti1Ution. Since then, the statis
tics have been going downward. In 1967, some 17% of all 
teenage girls and 23% of all boys polled admitted that they 
had taken drugs, whereas by 1?92, the figures had sunk to 
only 3-5%. 

Kuschke also spoke out agaihst a proposal by state social 
welfare minister Miintefering, according to which legal 
"fix"-studios would be established for everyone ' s  use; this, 
he said, is tantamount to starting an ad campaign to promote 
consumption of hard drugs. Kuschke added that the Dutch 
had made many mistakes, such �s when they permitted such 
establishments, called coffee sht>ps, in which heroin often is 
also on sale. 

But all is not lost, despite : the negative developments 
portended by Krumsiek' s  guidelines. The fatal consequences 
of a policy of drug legalization njlUst and can still be exposed, 
citing the examples of England j the Netherlands, and Swe
den. The current election campaigns in Germany provide an 
opportunity to do this, and the b/lttle can still be won . 
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Report from Bonn by Rainer Apel 

The virtual reality of Bonn politics 
The established parties are claiming there is an economic 

upswing amid rising unemployment. 

Looking at the programs of the es
tablished political parties, one can't 
escape the impression that in this "su
per election year," with 19 cam
paigns, the politicians are about to 
tum the country into one big theme 
park-the dominant theme being "vir
tual reality." 

Especially in economics, the gap 
between reality and political state
ments couldn't be bigger. On June 6, 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, at the 
cornerstone-laying ceremony for the 
new micro-chip plant of Siemens 
Corp. in Dresden, said that the "un
mistaken signs of the economic up
swing" were only unrecognizable by 
those who fixate on the increasing job
less figures. The chancellor expects 
Germans to simply accept that this 
"upswing" is one without the creation 
of new jobs. 

The few thousand new jobs creat
ed by such largely automated new 
plants are somewhat symbolic, how
ever, if at the same time several thou
sand jobs in the traditional industries 
are sacrificed, and if the nation spends 
about DM 90-100 billion ($60 billion) 
a year for jobless benefits. To use the 
money instead to create 7 million jobs 
in industry, is viewed as "politically 
incorrect" by the political estab
lishment. 

Economics Minister Gunter 
Rexrodt has pioneered the idea that 
the "new upswing" is one without a 
substantial impact on employment, 
and as allegedly one without any alter
native. In propagandizing the virtual 
reality of economic life, Rexrodt is 
outdoing all the rest of the politicians. 
For example, the day after Kohl's 
Dresden event, Rexrodt announced a 
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second "economic miracle" before the 
OECD council in Paris. 

While he spoke, two major new 
corporate defaults, which created tur
bulence on the Frankfurt stock ex
change, were reported in Germany: 
Rumors that the Munich-based real 
estate giant Doblinger was in deep 
trouble because of DM 1. 7 billion in 
unsecured debt, sent the assets of the 
two "house banks" of the firm, Com
merzbank and BayernHypo Bank, 
down by several percent; and the ar
rest that same day of the entire board 
of directors of Balsam, on charges of 
credit fraud of up to DM 2 billion, 
gave Deutsche Bank, the nation's 
largest financial institution, more bad 
press. 

Balsam, more than the other big 
defaults in recent weeks such as Met
allgesellschaft and the Schneider 
Group, each of which involved unse
cured sums of several billion deut
schemarks, is indicative of the "virtu
al reality" phenomenon. In this case, 
one is entering the world of the "living 
dead," since Balsam has been bank
rupt for almost two years and kept 
"alive" only with fraudulently bor
rowed monies invested in derivatives 
and other risky, highly speculative op
erations. 

The government itself is heavily 
engaged in this "living dead" busi
ness, since it claims that 1995 will be 
the year for "turning the tide" that will 
make the budget "less in deficit." Yet, 
DM 450 billion of accumulated "old 
East German debt" will be added next 
year to the already exorbitant public 
sector debt of DM 2 trillion, and thus 
20% of the budget will be absorbed 
just for debt service. 

The fact that the government is 
spouting such propaganda reflects its 
confidence that voters may not believe 
it, but also won't believe there is any 
alternative. Much of the propaganda 
involves attacks on those who say that 
they have a solution to the economic 
problems, in an effort to inoculate vot
ers against studying alternatives to 
government policies. 

An example is the fact that in re
cent weeks, almost every senior poli
tician has denounced the idea that 
there is a "cure .. all prescription" for 
the economic crisis, while at the same 
time admitting that they don't have 
one. This is like saying that whereas 
everybody walks around naked, any
body walking around with his pants 
on simply must be a ghost, something 
outside "reality. " 

The only political force that has the 
slogan "We have the cure-all prescrip
tion," and campa�gns for policies to end 
the depression, is the LaRouche move
ment and its campaign organization, 
Civil Rights Movement Solidarity. 

Previous establishment efforts to 
contain the LaRouche movement's 
political impact, by keeping it under a 
media blackout, will not function well 
in a situation whrre politicians call at
tention to the ''<lure-all prescription" 
slogan which belongs to that political 
movement alone, a fact widely recog
nized by voters. This irony under
mines ongoing rfforts by the estab
lishment to keep the facade of the 
miraculous "upswing" intact, creating 
the conditions fqr important constitu
encies to support the LaRouche move
ment's program. 

The established parties are faced 
with waning credibility. Given their 
moral degeneracy, they can be expect
ed to re-arrange their virtual reality 
themes-which just underlines the 
importance of the work being done by 
LaRouche's associates. Nobody else 
will tell the voters the truth. 
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Business Briefs 

Industry 

Ukraine, Georgia report 
sharp drops in output 

Ukraine and Georgia reported sharp drops in 
industrial output, worse even than that ofRus
sia, according to a Community of Independent 
States (CIS) report released in May. The eco
nomic data document that while Russiaexperi
enced a dropof25 .4% in output in the first four 
months of 1 994 compared to the same period in 
1993 , the respective figures are 39% for 
Ukraine and 65% for Georgia. 

The only CIS republic that reported a slight 
increase in industrial output, which may be due 
to less enforcement of shock therapy policies, 
is Armenia. 

The statistics for some otherCentra1 Asian 
republics show a significant increase in oil and 
gas production, but this comes against an over
all collapse of productive capacities and a drop 
in gasoline refining output. 

Space 

Europe embarks on new 
projects to Moon, Mars 

"A new era of space projects" shall be started 
by a European Moon exploration program, 
Roger Bonnet of the European Space Agency 
(ESA) proclaimed in Paris on May 30. He said 
that experts have wolked out a proposal for a 
project to establish a European station on the 
Moon by the year 2020, which would be pre
pared by a lunar orbital mission in the year 
2003 . That mission would deploy robots to the 
surface of the Moon to explore its potential in 
raw materials .  

The project for a station on the Moon is  to 
be seen in the larger perspective of manned 
missions to Mars, Bonnet said. The whole 
package is scheduled to be presented to the Eu
ropean Union governments in a first draft in 
July , and the final go-ahead is expected by no 
later than the summer of l 995 . The entire proj
ect is based on the Ariane space launcher pro-
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gram. Cooperation with the Russians, Japa
nese, and Americans is envisioned. 

On May 30, the Franco-German heads of 
state summit in Mulhouse, France endorsed 
the next phase of space cooperation, with the 
commitment to develop and build the nextgen
eration of orbital launchers, the Ariane 5 rock
et, and to examine options for a joint orbital 
satellite to be launched early next century . The 
surveillance satellite project would supply Eu
ropeans with data independently of U . S .  satel
lites . It has been proposed repeatedly by 
France, but was not accepted by Germany. 

The Ariane program, basically a Franco
German project, is the most successful and 
most fail-safe launcher for non-military satel
lites in the world. Over 50% of all launches 
are now done by the Ariane 4 from the base at 
Kourou, French Guyana. 

Labor 

u.s. study warns of 
underclass in work force 

A report by the Commission on the Future of 
Worker-Management Relations , appointed by 
President Clinton and sponsored by both the 
Labor and Commerce departments , released 
findings on June 2 that show the proportion of 
low-wage earners in the American wolk force 
is rising, creating an "underclass" in a two-tier 
wage structure, Associated Press reported. 

The "stagnation of real eamings and in
creased inequality of eamings is bifurcating 
the U .S .  labor marl<:et, with an upper tier of 
high-wage skilled wolkers and an increasing 
'underclass' of low-paid labor," said the re
port. It warned that "a healthy society cannot 
long continue along the path the U . S .  is mov
ing with rising bifurcation of the labor 
market. "  

The report states that the number of Ameri
can low-wage workers has "grown greatly ,  
with the result that a sizeable proportion of 
U .S .  workers are paidmari<:edly less than com
parable wolkers in other advanced countries . "  
By  contrast, high-paid wolkers earn more than 
their counterparts in other nations . Less skilled 

, 

workers suffer higher levels of unemployment 
than better ePucated ones. And once inflation 
is taken into;account, the real hourly compen
sation of American wolkers has stagnated in 
the past two decades and actually fell for male 
workers , ad�velopment"unprecedented in the 
past 75 yellI)i in the country." 

Labor S�tary Robert Reich, in a news 
cOnferencet' nouncing the report, stated, "A 
society divi ed between the haves and the hav
e-nots or the ell-educated and the poorly edu
cated . . . cannot be a stable society ."  He said 
the nation i� not at the point of being danger
ously dividdd along such lines , "but there is 
cause for concern. " 

Mining 
i 

Clean Water Act 
destroying industry 

I 

The U .  S .  mfuing industry will be destroyed by 
revisions to : the Clean Water Act, according 
to Philip D. Brick, chairman of the American 
Mining Co�gress Water Quality Committee 
and direct<t of environmental affairs for 
Cleveland-Cliffs Inc . 

In a congressional hearing in late May, 
Brick targetl!d revisions introduced by Rep. 
Norman M�eta (D-Calif. ) .  "The metals min
ing industry: has been unfairly singled out for 
particularly onerous , and in some instances ,  
impossible �uirements . These new require
ments present a real and significant threat to 
the continuCd viability of the metals mining 
industry in the United States, with little or no 
corresponding environmental benefit," he 
said. ' 

Brick said that two new sections included 
in the subs�te "would effectively ban" any 
ongoing or jfuture exploration, mining, and 
processing �f metallic minerals .  If enacted, 
they would �sult in "widespread shutdowns of 
existing mining operations around the nation, 
including, f(>r example, copper mines in Ari
zona and utah, gold mines in California and 
Nevada, silver mines in Idaho, iron mines in 
Michigan aM Minnesota, and zinc mines in 
New Yolk and Tennessee," Brick said. 
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"In addition, any new metallic mineral 
mines would be prohibited from opening. In 
fact , any mining or processing facility that has 
operations near any groundwater would be 
forced to shut down," Brick stated. The re
quirements , he said, are unattainable and 
woulddestroy an $1 1 . 5 billionindustry. "Tens 
of thousands of the nation's  highest wage-pro
ducingjobs will be lost , the United States will 
become totally dependent upon imports for all 
of our metallic minerals ,  and little or no corres
ponding environmental benefit will be 
achieved ." 

Medicine 

Broader basic research 
etTort needed for AIDS 

Dr. Bernard Fields of Harvard Medical School 
called for a broader basic research approach to 
fight AIDS , in the May 12 issue of the science 
journal Nature . "A treatment or preventive 
strategy for the disease is likely to come from 
fundamental discoveries in fields other than 
AIDS research as from those targeted for 
AIDS. Paradoxically, by targeting too nar
rowly, we may slow down progress in combat
ting AIDS ," he warned. 

Meanwhile, British scientists reported in 
Nature that the virus that causes AIDS can not 
only disguise itselfto trick the body's immune 
system, but can also temporarily inactivate 
killer immune cells, according to Reuters on 
June 2. The human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV) provokes a strong response by the im
mune system, but the virus always manages to 
escape the T -cells sent out to destroy invaders . 
"The virus can not only hide from the killer 
cells ,  but can also change . . . surface proteins 
in such a way that, while they still provide tar
gets for the T -cells, they do not provoke a lethal 
immune reaction," researchers at the Medical 
Research Council and the Wellcome Trust said 
in a statement. 

Andrew McMichael, one of the research
ers, said that "the T -cells . . .  may actually be 
inhibited from recognizing the normal virus . 
The T-cell may actually make contact with the 
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variant bit of the virus . It'll sort of half-recog
nize it, but be turned off, temporarily ."  He said 
researchers were working to find out how the 
T -cells were turned off. 

Another tearn reported in the same issue 
of Nature that they had found that the hepatitis 
virus could act in a similar way againstT -cells . 
"This mechanism could represent a powerful 
factor for the development of persistent infec
tion by the hepatitis B virus, and perhaps by 
other viruses that display uncommonly high 
mutation rates, such as [HIV] and hepatitis C 
virus ," researchers at the University of Parma , 
Italy and Cytel Corp. in La Jolla, California, 
wrote . 

Economic Theory 

AIlais again attacks 
economic orthodoxies 

Humanity is threatened by the evil caused by 
prevailing economic orthodoxies that are in
cessantly repeated but have no basis in scien
tific reality, Nobel Prize economist Maurice 
Allais wrote in the June I Paris daily Le Fi
garo. Allais has recently vigorously attacked 
policies of "liberal free trade" and speculation. 

According to Allais, "the greatest danger 
in social sciences and in politics is the estab
lished truths and the dogmatism which assures 
their domination. In economics ,  as in all sci
ence, too many propositions too often tend to 
be presented as definitively established, and 
the postulates on which they rest end upacquir
ing a sort of metaphysical sanctity . Certain the
ories, whose foundations are, to say the least, 
questionable, are presented as definitive 
truths. Not an iota of their supposed perfection 
appears to be seriously questioned; none of 
those facts are examined that don't appear to 
fit into these imposing constructions . These 
theories only become true by the simple virtue 
of their repetition. " 

Certain recommendations from experts 
are often "only cold monsters" which threaten 
to "envelop all humanity in Manichean plans 
that are as unrealistic as they are unjustified," 
especially as they "ignore human beings ," he 
warned. 

8riljly 
• SUDAN . revalued its currency, 
the pound , 12 .5% against the dollar 
in mid-May, following central bank 
regulations Qn hard currency deal
ings .  The move came as the Interna
tional Mone� Fund is threatening 
Sudan with �xpulsion , the German 
business daily Handelsblatt reported. 

• THE TQKAMAK Fusion Test 
Reactor at : the Princeton Plasma 
Physics Laboratory in New Jersey 
produced 9 megawatts of power on 
May 27 , surpassing its previous re
cord of 6 . 2  MW set in December. 
The goal is '0 reach 10 MW by the 
end of September when the program 
is to end . 

• RUSSIA was relieved of $7 bil
lion in 1 994 debt repayments by the 
"Paris Club!' of creditor govern
ments , whicll hold $45 billion ofRus
sia 's  $80 billion foreign debt, in early 
June , the French Treasury an
nounced . 'The debt will be paid off 
over 15 year$ with no payments due 
the first thr¢e years . The govern
ments urged Russia 's  private credi
tors to reach Ii similar accord. 

• CHINA'S state statistical bureau 
has warned officials to stop fabricat
ing statistics .  the China Daily report
ed on May 30. "The deliberate falsi
fication of economic statistics by 
local official� could affect the gov
ernment' s  decision-making and lead 
to disastrous consquences , "  it said . 

• GERMAIN Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl warne� the Christian Demo
cratic Uniorl ' s  economic advisory 
council in Munich on June 3 that 
"getting out of nuclear technology 
would be an ,assault on the future of 
our country;" Nuclear power is 
among the "pioneer technologies" 
that Germany needs for the next cen
tury , he indiqated. 

• AUSTRJ\.LIA'S richest man, 
Kerry Packet, has bought a 46% in
vestment in Vietnam Investment Re
view, the Ho Chi Minh City-based 
weekly newspaper, through the Aus
tralian Consolidated Press magazine 
group . Packer is suspected of ties to 
narcotics trafficking . 
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�TIillFeature 

Let us found a 
National Music 
Conservatory 
by Marianna Wertz 

The international movement to restore the principles and practice of Classical 
musical composition and performance took a great s1iep forward over the Memorial 
Day weekend, when over 500 musicians, communiCy activists, and students gath
ered for an all-day conference on May 28 at Howard University in Washington, 
D.C .  to plan out the long-overdue establishment of a National Conservatory of 
Music in the nation's capital. . 

The conference, along with a gala concert hetd the previous evening, was 
sponsored by the Schiller Institute, and was dedicat� to the late Marian Anderson, 
the "voice of the century" and later American cultural envoy who personified the 
right of all Americans to the best fruits of universal Classical culture . It was 
entirely fitting that the conference was held at H<)ward University, which was 
founded in 1867 during the pre-"Jim Crow" Reqonstruction period, and was 
intended by its founders to be a hub of Classical learqing, along with Fisk Universi
ty in Nashville, Tennessee, which had been founded one year earlier . 

The conference also represented a milestone for the movement launched in 
1988 by Lyndon LaRouche, to bring the standard .uning pitch back down to the 
natural value of C=256 Hz, as was demanded by the Italian opera composer 
Giuseppe Verdi, and as was considered the norm for all the great composers of 
Classical polyphony . It was in fact a dialogue on the science of music between 
former Metropolitan Opera tenor George Shirley and other top American musi-I 
cians, Schiller Institute co-founder Lyndon LaRouche and his associates, and the 
audience, which actively participated . 

LaRouche keynoted the conference with his speech "Why the World Needs a 
National Conservatory of Music Movement in Arilerica" (see p .  19) . Professor 
Shirley, the first black tenor at the Metropolitan ?rra and professor of voice at 
the University of Michigan; Dr . William Warfield, ;leading concert artist and past 
president of the National Association of Negro Mu�icians; and Sylvia Olden Lee, 
renowned vocal coach and pianist, all spoke extenslvely . 
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Robert McFenin, who in 1 955 was the first black male artist to 

perfonn at the Metropolitan Opera, gave welcome participation 

in coaching the students , as did pianist Raymond Jackson, per

fonnance director of the Howard University Music Department. 

Two grand pianos were on stage to assist in the many dem

onstrations and examples presented throughout the day . One 

was tuned to the modem high pitch of A = 440 Hz,  while the 

other was at the natural "Verdi" pitch of A = 430 . 5  Hz,  which 

corresponds to a C at 256 Hz. This arrangement was the same 

as that used in April 1 993 by the famed Italian Carlo Bergonzi ,  

when he came to  New York City to  demonstrate the superiori

ty of the natural tuning at a demonstration concert sponsored 

by the Schiller Institute at the Weill Recital Hall of Carnegie 

Hall . As the Schiller Institute ' s  Kathy Wolfe ,  co-author of 

LaRouche ' s  textbook , A Manual on the Rudiments of Tuning 

and Registration . Book I .  explained in her presentation at the 

conference , it is only at the "Verdi pitch" that Classical com

positions become intelligible . This ,  she explained , is because 

all music is based on how the well-trained bel canto singer 

uses his natural registration in order to enunciate poetry . At 

the higher pitch , that poetry is destroyed . 

The first National Conservatory of Music , the inspiration 

for this movement , was initiated 1 00 years ago by New York 

teacher Jeanette Thurber, who brought the Czech composer 
Antonin Dvorak to New York to head the school . Dvorak 

sought to create in the United States a school of Classical mu

sic using the bel canto singing of native American themes , as 

the basis of a scientific school of counterpoint, in the style of 
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Dennis Speed of the 
Schiller Institute 
discusses the way that 
the "multicultural zoo" 
created by the British 
Lord Palmerston 
spawned the "race 
scientists" who put the 
African pygmy Ota 
Benga on display at the 
Bronx Zoo at the 
beginning of this 
century.  

Beethoven and Brahms , and used African-American spiritu

als as a major source of Classical material . 

Over the past year, the Schiller Institute sponsored a series 

of concerts in the Washington area,  aimed not only at founding 

a National Conservatory , but also more broadly at remoraliz

ing residents of the District of Columbia, so that they might 

muster the courage to force the removal of the statue of Con

federate general and Ku Klux Klan founder Albert Pike , 

w/lich still blemishes downtown Judiciary Square . The two 

issues are closely related : Already last year ,  it had become 

evident to the organizers of the anti-Pike statue campaign , 

that just as during the civil rights movement of the 1 960s , it 

will be the singing and playing of music in the Classical tradi

tion which may well be the margin between defeat and victory . 

The Schiller Institute ' s  Dennis Speed emphasized that this 

National Conservatory of Music is proposed not as a building , 

but an idea, whose purpose is to "rid the arts of the rule of the 

cultural (and countercultural) Philistines" through a move

ment composed of mass choruses ,  educated through semi

nars , concerts , and symposia, "intended in these troubled 
times to bring back into focus the need to reestablish the arts 

as the center of our lives . "  In his opening presentation , Dennis 

Speed discussed the reason why the first effort to found a Na

tional Conservatory failed . He showed how the kind of culture 
represented by Frederick Douglass-whose grandson be

came a concert violinist-was anathema to the British and 

British-allied "race scientists" who , following their bitter de

feat at Abraham Lincoln ' s  hands , were desperate to ruin the 
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post-Civil War reconstruction effort. Speed contrasted the in
tegrated post-Civil War state legislature of South Carolina , 
which was the first to institute free public education , to the 
revolting story of Ota Benga, the African pygmy who was 
kept at the Bronx Zoo at the behest of the gaggle of British
backed race-scientists based at the American Museum of N at
ural History. 

Beauty as science 
"Music is a serious business ,  a scientific business , not 

recreation ," Lyndon LaRouche began . He said that his inter
est in music had been a by-product of a scientific venture , 
his work beginning in 1947 to refute Norbert Wiener and 
information theory . Wiener wanted to reduce the content of 
ideas to statistical procedure , to dehumanize people . Mr . 
LaRouche was sufficiently angered to begin a project to re
fute this idea , as well as that of John Von Neumann, the 
father of the computer and of game theory (although, joked 
LaRouche , "I don't know exactly how the act of conception 
was performed") . 

Refuting Wiener , Mr. LaRouche continued, required 
proving that he was wrong in a field other than economic 
science. So , said LaRouche , I chose music . He began a 
broad-based study of composers , beginning in the 1780s 
through Brahms. From the study of poetry , he showed that 
the same principle of discovery in poetry is also the essence 
of music , and of all great art . 

The bel canto method of singing is the most efficient way 
to sing , Mr . LaRouche continued . It is the natural way . And 
as one looks into singing more deeply , one discovers voice 
registers and six species of singing voice , which then lead to 
the natural scale based on the human voice , the well-tem
pered scale. One then discovers, said Mr . LaRouche , that 
Plato and Kepler understood that this principle is related to 
the laws of the universe . 

To restore these creative powers today , Mr . LaRouche 
said, we must engage in this "beloved music," which "enno
bles the soul ." For his own creative activity , Mr . LaRouche 
said, he always turns to the Classical music tradition as a 
"wellspring of spiritual nourishment ." 

'Physiologically more sound' 
Professor George Shirley opened the afternoon with a 

speech on the universal nature of African-American spiritu
als , and of lieder . "There's no reason to sing , unless you say 
something," he said , comparing the dignity of the spirituals , 
which helped black Americans overcome slavery , to the 
power of the lied to help Europeans rebuild shattered socie
ties after the war. The purpose of music is "to awaken, and 
affirm within us , the dignity which is our divine birthright ," 
he noted. "Both the spiritual and the lied speak to the heart 
with rhythmic power , clarity , nuance , and honesty . They are 
both Classical. They are both spiritual ." 

Professor Shirley , Dr. Warfield , and colleagues through-
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out enjoyed experimenting with e two pianos and the results 
of the lower Verdi pitch . For six hours , they coached almost 
a dozen voice students in opera ias ,  spirituals , and lieder, 
comparing the modem A=440 d the Verdi tuning. 

The poetic pedagogical pow rs of these fine teachers was 
a pleasure to observe . Dr . Warfi Id made revelations by just 
speaking the texts of songs. W ile describing how to sing 
Roland Hayes's "Crucifixion ," e brought such differentia
tion to the many repetitions of e refrain "not a word, not a
word ," that there was stunned ilence. In most cases , the 
singers' performances markedly improved, as Dr . Warfield, 
Professor Shirley , Mrs. Olden ee and Mr . McFerrin urged 
them to express the poetry fully . 

"The Verdi pitch certainly akes possible the handling 
of the F-naturals in a way physi ogically more sound," Pro
fessor Shirley told the morning el , after tenor John Siger
son demonstrated Verdi's "Cel te Aida ."  "The higher tun
ing often makes one attempt to d something at a place in the 
vocal range for artistic purpose which is not really healthy 
for the instrument . In 'Celeste Aida' the Fs can be sung 
unshifted at the higher pitch , b t it sounds blatant . Yet , the 
problem is that , if you try to shi t the register there , you can 
choke the voice , because it's t soon for that . 

"At the lower pitch , the Ve i pitch, there is no need to 
shift the register at the Fs,  so it's asy to keep it open , because 
that's the way the larynx wants :  to function . And then , you 
get a marvelous change , when jyou go to the higher notes 
above the F ."  : 

There was also much solid aqvice given about the singer's 
duty to master the language in wljlich he or she is singing. The 
need to do so was underlined by ilie fact that some of the singers 
stumbled when asked to do a spol¢n recitation of the poetry they 
were singing . Tenor and music teiacher Gregory Hopkins (who 
also sang Beethoven's "Adelaide" following Professor Shirley's 
remarlcs) pointed out how in many cases, the singer must know 
the language even better than native speakers. 

'Save singers' throats' 
In closing the conference , Plrofessor Shirley summed up 

the feelings of many when he appealed to the audience: "Be
come advocates !  Save singers' throats ! For me, it has been a 
revelation , to hear the difference in the singing and in the 
sound of the singer's voice whdn singing at the Verdi pitch . 
There's so much gained in terms of color , texture, and ease, 
expressiveness at the Verdi pit(:h . Throats don't change as 
rapidly as Steinway can stretch !strings . I think we've heard 
today enough evidence to support the necessity to make sure 
that there is a return to the pitch level that singers in Verdi's 
time enjoyed. Why should it be any more difficult for us to 
sing that wonderful music?" 

Videotapes of the entire coJ/lference proceedings will be 
made available by the Schiller Institute . For details , contact 
the Schiller Institute , P.O .  Bo� 20244, Washington , D.C.  
20041-0244 . 
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In music, there is a scientific : 
principle which ennobles th� soul 
by Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. 

Thefollowing is Mr. LaRouche's  keynote presentation to the 
conference for a Marian Anderson National Conservatory 
Movement on May 28, 1994 . Subheads have been added. 

This started back many years ago. It started actually in the late 
1940s, after the war, and came as a byproduct of a scientific 
venture which I undertook with considerable passion. 

There was a book published first in 1947, but then pub
lished in a paperbound edition in the United States , which 
was called Cybernetics . It was written by a gentleman by the 
name of Prof. Norbert Wiener , who was one of the chief 
exponents of a fraudulent dogma called information theory: 
the idea that you could reduce the content of ideas in commu
nication among human beings to a statistical procedure. 
That's the well-known theory of information theory today , 
which dehumanizes people. And it's fraudulent in the respect 
that it pretends to represent something that it does not. 

So I was sufficiently angered. I was determined to refute 
this gentleman , and also to refute another gentleman by the 
name of John Von Neumann, who is probably known to you 
as the father of the computer. I don't know exactly how the 
act of conception was performed , but he's supposedly the 
father of the computer. And he's famous also for game theo
ry , which is one of the reasons why the entire international 
financial and monetary system we now have is about to col
lapse. It's off playing in a casino with our money , and nothing 
is at home to feed the children. So it's not working too well. 

But in any case, in refuting this , after considering mathe
matical biophysics as one approach to refuting and discrediting 
Mr. Wiener and his crazy ideas, I happened to choose econom
ics, because it's easier to prove the case in economics. 

Situating the fundamental issue of creativity 
Now let me just take you very briefly through an excur

sion , to show you exactly where the issues of music as they 
arise here are situated. 

Music , I should say , is a very serious business . It is done 
sometimes in a playful spirit , but it's a very serious business . 
It's a scientific business. It's not something that goes on the 
side , or is simply recreation. It's an essential part of language; 
it's an essential part of developing the moral and intellectual 
capabilities of those who participate in it. I'll indicate why. 

The way an economy grows , which we take for granted , 
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is actually a very sacred thing. There is no animal which ever 
existed, which can do what man dQes. If we were animals , 
we would be something like the b�boons or

' 
chimpanzees. 

We would be no more numerous oIlj this planet than baboons 
and chimpanzees , and we would prpbably act , as some peo
ple do , like baboons or chimpanz�s. We had a President 
recently who showed those propens�ties. 

But mankind has the power of creativity , as Moses put it 
in the first book of Genesis. We art created in the image of 
God the Creator, as Philo of Alexandria demonstrated. We 
have the creative power to change ourselves , to change our 
relationship to nature and the univetse , so that we may exert 
dominion over it , for a higher purpqse. Mankind creates. 

Today we think of valid , fundamental scientific discovery 
in the past 550 years , as the image �f creativity. Well , it's a 
good image to begin with , but it is qot the limit of creativity , 
which is the point to which I wish tQ get. 

Now, how does an economy wqrk? How does a modem 
economy work? 

Up until about 600 years ago and somewhat later , in any 
part of the world , to sustain a people , over 95-98% of the 
population worked in agriculture i� a very primitive way, 
just producing sufficient nourishme1)t to maintain the popula
tion as a whole. 

Today , the situation in countrie� which have been devel
oped technologically , is somewhat lreversed. Less than 2% 
of the total population is required tp be engaged directly in 
agriculture , to provide an abundan4:e for the entire popula
tion , provided they are given the tethnology to do this. The 
rest of the popUlation is otherwise i employed in producing 
infrastructure , rail systems , canal siYstems , power systems , 
sanitation systems , schools , medi¢al systems-the things 
which are necessary to improve the i condition of life , and to 
preserve the health and longevity � people. The education 
to develop people as people , but alsO to increase their power 
to use technology , to generate , to Ilssimilate , and to apply 
ideas of a more advanced kind. 

These are the conditions which �ave enabled mankind
which , up until 600 years ago , had never exceeded 3-400 
million people on this planet-to re.ch 5.3 billion today. 

If we applied these technologies j which we already have , 
we could easily sustain 25 billion. It we improved , we could 
sustain more , in a standard of living which is higher than that 
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we enjoyed, say, in 1968, about the time we began to go 
downhill. 

We are also on the verge of exploring and colonizing 
space-not next year, but over the decades to come. These 
are our potentialities. 

Man is God's creature in the universe, for a mission 
which we do not know fully, but we know we have to go 
in a certain direction; and so we should go happily in that 
direction. And we are able to do so. Because unlike any other 
living creature, we have the creative power of reason to 
change ourselves for the better, to increase our mastery of 
nature, and to solve the problems that face man, with cre
atively directed efforts. 

Now this occurs normally. We have scientists in labora
tories who discover things. They go to the laboratory. They 
make a proof-of-principle experiment. When they perfect the 
experiment, you take it to the machine-tool shop and you 
develop a machine-tool principle. And if, in the meantime, 
you've educated your population, people can go to work and 
use a machine which involves that machine-tool principle 
and we increase the productive powers of labor, and thus 
man is able to better his condition-if he wishes to do so. 
And if you don't have baboons running government, you are 
more likely to do so. 

Now, this was easy to demonstrate from the standpoint of 
economic facts back in the 1940s. But what it demonstrated, 
without going into the details, which are published in various 
locations, was that no existing mathematics in the general 
form which is taught in universities, could represent the kind 
of process which occurs when economies function well. That 
is why no general mathematical theory of economics works, 
because it will make an economy break. If you try to make a 
living person act like a dead person, you may get a corpse. If 
you try to make a living economy function on the basis of 
mathematical theories like those of Wiener or Von Neumann, 
you'll ruin the economy, as has been demonstrated recently 
by game theory and speculation and derivatives and so forth. 

Therefore, on this basis, with some advanced researches 
in some very fundamental areas of mathematics, I presented 
what this is all about, and what the solutions are, and came 
up with some discoveries in mathematics and other areas. 
But that's not adequate to refute Norbert Wiener, because 
Wiener said there are some comers of the mind, at least, 
which are not creative, which can be explained by a very 
simple statistical theory. 

So I said, "Well, we've got to show other aspects besides 
discovery in physical science which pertain to the demonstra
tion that man is in the image of God-as a scientific fact, as 
well as a fact we should otherwise know. " 

So, I chose music. 

Music shows that man is in the image of God 
Since I had been semething of a poet, and knew some

thing of music, I took a study which was later replicated by 
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some friends of mine in the 1980&. I took a study of a number 
of composers from about the peood of 1780 through the late 
work of Brahms. And I took a �mber of good composers, 
such as the famous ones, and a mjlmber of competent but bad 
composers, like Reichert. And I included Hugo Wolf, who 
is a very interesting example of $is. 

So from the standpoint of po¢try, I was able to show, in 
music as well as in science, that tlte same principle of discov
ery is the essence of great art, as �ypified by the lied [German 
art-song]. The principle is one w�ich is much discussed now
adays among us, to which I was helped by the very commit
ment I made some years ago, Clm music. Some friends of 
mine, on my persuasion, decide� that they themselves would 
work through and learn how tuning was determined, why it 
was determined; why Bach was l right, why the people who 
attacked Bach were wrong. An� they did it largely through 
the lied. I 

So they learned that the most jefficient way is to start with 
bel canto singing, which is thel most natural way to sing, 
because it's the most efficient. \'tou're given the potential of 
a voice, you develop it, and yo* wish to be able to project 
what you wish to project at the $imum, with the relatively 
least amount of wasted energy. Iv ou want to do something; 
and therefore the best way to use !the equipment you have and 
to train it and develop it, is obviCllusly the correct one. 

Now if you start with bel canto methods of training of the 
Florentine type, which are recorded for us, as by en
gravement in stone, in the 1430s in the choir area in the 
famous cathedral in Florence; if you sing in that way, and 
train children to sing in that way, and continue with this bel 

canto discipline, you discover )lou have things called voice 
registers. You discover that the adult voice is divided among 
species, which are separated from one another in lawful 
ways-that is, the registration is separated. Then you 
try to sing harmonically, to bring voices into agreement in 
composition; and you find you :have certain limitations, as 
Bach did. 

Then you find that you have a natural scale, which is 
called the well-tempered scale, iwhich is the scale you have 
to use if you're going to bring these voices into agreement 
for purposes of polyphony. And thus we have a natural way 
of singing, which is demonstrated perfectly, if we take any 
Bach chorale and relate it to the accompaniment by the organ 
or other instruments as designated: a perfectly natural 
system. 

We can also show, on certain physical principles, which 
pertain to living processes, that-+-as Plato already understood 
this in his own way, and as Kepler also understood this-this 
is part of the natural way of singing. It's related to the laws 
of the universe as they actually exist. 

There's another advanced part about this, because I knew 
something about music to begin with. You always cheat a 
little bit ; you look at the back of the book to determine what 
direction you're going to go inteJ), to find the answer. 
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Baritone William Warfield ( left) and Lyndon LaRouche (right) . 

Having been doing some creative work rather successful

ly,  I was rather aware of those circumstances under which I 

was more creative and less so . Anyone who works seriously 

recognizes that . And 1 found that if I would engage myself 

with my beloved music for a certain part of the day , and 

would particularly engage myself whenever I became frus

trated or angry , or otherwise disturbed or dull , I would find 

that my creative powers in other fields were restored to me . 

And therefore I understood from the beginning, that the art 

of great composition , particularly as exemplified by the songs 

of Mozart , Beethoven , Schubert , particularly Schumann, but 

especially Brahms in the end-that these were the kinds of 

music , as otherwise reflected in the compositions of these 

composers , which ennoble the soul , which enhance the cre

ative powers of those who participate in them, in their perfor

mance-as audiences , as performers , as amateurs , or 

whatnot . 
These are the powers which bring joy when a performer 

does a particularly insightful performance of a work , when a 

performer has mastered the integrity of a work , so that there ' s  

a n  unbroken idea from the beginning to the conclusion . There 

is a tension , a perfection.  

Let me say that you find weaker performers , who tend to 
chop a composition into parts , like a mosaic , and paste it 

together. They don ' t  create the tension . The ones who do the 

excessive rubato and the other things that lose the composi

tion , in trying to get a little sensuous effect in the middle or 
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something . 

But that wonderfu l ,  glorious tension where , from the 

beginning of a composition to its end, you are gripped , which 

is a principle , of course , in performance which accords with 

thorough composition and Classical composition . Whenever 

I felt dull , whenever the world was too ugly ,  wherever there 

was rage and anger about me , that particular kind of music 

for me was like a wellspring of spiritual nourishment which 

would enable me to restore my powers of concentration , get 

back to my desk and my studies ,  and come up with some 

fruitful work . 

The first step toward freedom 
In the history of people coming out of slavery around the 

world , because many people lived under various kinds of 

serfdom and slavery , music was an integral part of their 

liberation . The music began in all kinds of places . It settled 
in churches .  It settled among children singing in churches,  

and other forms of this  sort of entertainment . It grew up . 

Out of this came composers , closely related to poets , 

who took poetic expression of ideas , recognized the natural 

musicality , the natural vocalization , which permeates the 

utterance of the vowel in language ; and used that connection 
between the composition of good Classical poetry and sing

ing to simply sing poetry . And in the singing of poetry , 

because a poem is done again and again ,  the poem is selected 

to be sung in a certain way which conveys the celebration of 
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the idea associated with the poetry , in the person who's hear
ing it , in the person who's singing it . 

And out of this, we had instruments , because all of the 
great instruments were developed on the model of the singing 
voice . The stringed instruments . In the beginning of the Bach 
Inventions, the purpose of the Invention , says Bach, is to 
instruct the student to learn to cause the instrument to sing
the instrument should sing bel canto, the best stringed per
formers make their instruments sing bel canto . The wind 
player who has a bel canto idea of musicality in the mind, 
mysteriously produces a better tone , a better , cleaner perfor
mance . 

These things are all interrelated . 
And also , if I examine, as we are doing now in our 

continuing project , the greatest compositions of music from 
the standpoint of what I know about the mathematics of 
creativity , I can point out to you features of composition , 
especially thorough composition , which are based precisely 
on the most profound principles of scientific creativity . 

The best example of that is in the great mysterious works 
which are usually badly performed because people don't usu
ally understand them: the last string quartets of Beethoven , 
the greatest jewel in all musical composition to date , which 
is poorly understood because people thiOk they're supposed 
to be the pioneering road to dissonance , or Stockhausen , or 
something like that . And they're not . 

But there is a scientific principle which ennobles the soul . 
Rightly have we found music in the churches , where we 

need to transform the message into a form of expression 
which touches the soul . Classical music in Europe was built 
on the churches . It was built because children learned to sing , 
others learned to sing . Training in singing built a pyramid, 
where you had the mass of the population , which were partic
ipating in music , beginning with singing as children in 
churches and similar locations , and out of this you had the 
pinnacles of the great orchestras , the great opera houses , the 
great singers , who represented a distillation of this process 
of singing in music . And the great performers would perform 
for the people and the people would say , "Here is the best 
exposition of music ." And the music would come up the 
ladder , up the pyramid , to the most skilled performers , and 
then back to the people at the base , who were the audiences .  

This is an essential moral part of life .  
During slavery, i t  was said that literacy was the first step 

to freedom, because it was mental freedom. I would say also : 
Music is the first step to freedom. 

In the history of Mexico under the Spaniards ,  singing 
was a crucial part of the development of the Indians ,  which 
is what most Mexicans are-you can't talk about Indians; 
Mexicans are generally Indians . They are the descendants of 
the inhabitants of Mexico , when Cortes arrived . They are 
descendants of the Indians whom, in fact , Cortes helped 
liberate from the Aztec oppressors . It was through music , 
and singing of music in churches ,  that the Mexican people 
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developed a culture . 
This is similar throughout the world . 
We now have in this countrt , and throughout the world , 

oppression . But the worst oppre�sion is the oppression of the 
soul . Worse than mediocrity , � destruction of the sense of 
personality , the destruction of �e ability to concentrate , the 
destruction of the recognition that one's own self is in the 
image of God . The inability to �cognize one's own creativi
ty . The inability to relive the elxperience of discovery of Ii 
great discoverer of the past , ef,' en simply the Pythagorean 
Theorem or something of that s rt, where , by knowing that 
the child has himself or herself replicated the experience of 
discovery of a great discoveret , the child knows: "I , too, 
have that power of creativity . "ind when the child does that 
with a number of cases , the chi d says , "I have this creative 
power which I associate with od the Creator ! I arn in the 
image of God ! It is true . Moses is right . I'm in the image of 
God-and so is he , and so is sh ." 

And then the child wants to relebrate it . And what better 
celebration than a poem? And w at better poem than one that 
is sung properly? , 

And we require music . It's l part of our mind . It's proxi
mate to our powers of creativity . 

If we can take poor , desol te people , or children from 
desolate families , and bring them into music , given to them 
by people who are qualified in the pyramid , so to speak, to 
instruct them , if we can create a center which is dedicated to 
this purpose , if we can catalyze this process , then we can 
take some of these poor creatures , and take their children, 
and teach their children that they are really human; and teach 
their children what their minds are capable of doing . 

Our Sodom and Gomorrah culture 
Look at what we have today around the world . 
The respect for the dignity and sacredness of human life 

has gone . We have the image of this evil man who is a Hitler
admirer personally , Dr . Jack Kevorkian , in Michigan, who 
is running around conning peo¢e into killing themselves . 

I'll just give you one little sidelight on that , which I know 
from my medical friends . 

' 

One of the results of the insurance companies' control of 
medicine today , is that a doctoI1 is at risk if he tries to treat a 
patient who has extreme pain . So someone comes in , a pa
tient , who is in extreme pain , say back pain or some other 
kind of pain , chronic , severe palin . And physicians are reluc
tant to give relief. 

Also today , the insurance ' companies and others say: 
"Catastrophic medical care costs too much . Let us stop trying 
to treat people with catastrophic medical problems . Let us let 
them die ." 

Then along comes a Jack Kevorkian . And he comes to 
some children , adults maybe iri their 30s or 40s . They have 
a parent in the 50s or 60s or 70$ , who has a little nest egg of 
money . And one day , the children say-the children of that 
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parent , that parent who raised them lovingly-"Mommy' s  
spending our inheritance on medical care and food !" 

That ' s  becoming a pattern around this country. And the 
Jack Kevorkians come into that situation , and they go up to 
someone: "Don't you realize you're a burden to your family? 
Wouldn 't you rather have it over with? Can you stand this 
pain?" 

We talk of holocaust; but we have holocaust all over this 
world. We are murdering people in the name of population 
control. We are murdering people in Africa and other parts 
of the world through a stroke of the pen , by creating the 
conditions in which famine and epidemic disease , as well as 
homicide , depopulate whole continents , whole regions of the 
world. 

Not only do we do that to remote countries ,  or we say we 
don't want to think about those countries; we 're doing it here, 
to ourselves , in this country. 

In our zeal not only to get the church out of the state , but 
to get God out of the state , we 've brought the devil in. We 
see it in our schools , we see it in our culture , we see it in 
our children. We have become like Sodom and Gomorrah , 
because we have lost our sense that every human being has 
this power which we can recognize through science , through 
music. That power which makes every baby in the living 
image of God. 

That is the reality. That power which binds us to people 
dead thousands of years before us , because we have an inti
mate , direct relationship to them through the ideas they have 
contributed to make our lives possible. We become aware of 
the link we have to people thousands of years to come. Be
cause if our life is going to amount to anything, we have to 
further those contributions which reach across the millennia , 
to people yet to come , and help to make a better future for 
those yet to be born. 

When we lose that sense , we're gone. 
You look at our school system, you look at our culture , 

you look at our television sets,  you look at our entertainment 
generally; and you see the answer of why we're being self
destroyed by our bending to this rotten, decadent , Sodom 
and Gomorrah culture , which is destroying not only our na
tion , but destroying the souls of our people , so that children 
raised by loving parents , among many yuppies ,  will say those 
ugly words: "Look , mother had her run. And she's now in 
pain. Wouldn ' t  it be better . . .  ?" Or: "So-and-so , that child , 
is crippled. Wouldn't it be better. . .  ?" 

Those are the hallmarks of evil. 
One of the reasons that we've lost the power to resist that 

as a nation, is that there ' s  no science in our schools. In many 
cases , I can tell you, there ' s  no science among our scientists : 
They're frauds !  They will do anything for a buck , for an 
appointment. 

There' s  no music in our schools. There ' s  no music in the 
minds or the heads of our children. Music is a "this" or a 
"that." There is no understanding of the richness , the joy , 
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that many children of my generation had in a good perfor
mance , even if we didn't understand what it was. We were 
reached by something that gripped �s from the beginning to 
the end. We were transported away from the circumstances 
in which we were sitting or standin�. The music transported 
us , because we were focused upon it. We came out of the 
hearing of that music feeling good� We wanted more of it. 
That ' s  why most of them went into, music , not because they 
understood it. What child understands music? 

Why do they choose music? Because of that kind of 
experience. We have to preserve it for them. 

The principles of creativity are intelligible 
We have to do something else , !  which is the last point I 

want to make. The thing that had put me into conflict with 
many professional musical groups and others ,  those who 
teach so-called "aesthetics ," is that � insist , for reasons which 
I 've indicated, that the key elemeI)t is the creative powers 
which are associated with great qassical art, whether the 
work of a da Vinci or a R�phael i in painting-or also in 
music , by the way, with da Vinci; : in great music , in great 
architecture , in great drama , great �agedy , all these things 
which exemplify the creative principle and express it , which 
ennoble the minds of the audiences ¥ well as the participants. 
The lack of that kind of environme�, that kind of education, 
deprives society of the ability to "d<!l science ," as they might 
say. 

The principles of scientific disqovery and the principles 
of artistic creativity , are identical. 1lJ.ey are also complemen
tary. I know of very few creative scientists generally , who 
are not involved , usually in Classic�l music in some way or 
other , or in some form of art. It ' s  the most natural thing in 
the world. Not to have music witl). science , is like having 
only one-half of yourself. It compl!!tes you, just as it nour
ished me. 

And I 've insisted that music is intelligible. It ' s  hard work , 
but it ' s  intelligible. I 've insisted that it ' s  communicable , that 
if we start with children and teach i them to sing , and teach 
them instruments on the basis of understanding simply sing
ing beautifully , that if we do that , we can make it comprehen
sible , in the same way we make science comprehensible. 

Yes , we don't know all the principles. But if we work at 
it , we keep uncovering new principles , just the way some 
associates of mine and I are havin$ a great time with what 
has been a 50-55 year dedication <!If my life to understand 
what the last quartets of Beethoven, are , and why they're so 
great. And today , I 'm beginning to ,mderstand that. 

For me , that illustrates the fact , that all art is intrinsically 
intelligible. There is no intuitive , 111flgical thing about it. It 's 
hard work, but hard work evoking those creative powers of 
the mind which teach us that we are f'!ach in the image of God 
and that we require a form of societty , a form of relationship 
among human beings ,  which recognizes that we 're all broth
ers and sisters , as children , in the iI1!lage of God. 
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The Classical power 
of the spiritual 
by George Shirley 

Following are opening remarks made by former Metropoli

tan Opera tenor and singing pedagogue George Shirley at 

the afternoon panel of a conference on the establishment of a 

National Conservatory of Music. held on May 28 at Howard 

University in Washington . D . C .  

I n  recent years , the spiritual has come into disfavor amongst 

many in the African-American community . As a result of 

the rebirth of racial pride that obtained from the civil rights 

struggles of the 1 960s , anything that appeared to reflect pas

sivity and acceptance of the status quo was rejected by the 

young warriors who fought in the trenches and reaped the 

rewards of political activism . Spiritual s were interpreted by 

the revolutionary generation as "slave music ,"  and were sup

planted in religious services with the more "up" tempo, bois
terous melodies and rhythms of twentieth-century gospel 

music . 

While spirituals and gospel are both characterized by 

strong rhythmic influences ,  the music of the former generally 

reflects more of the quiet dignity with which our ancestors 

met and conquered the cruelties of the New World . The 

"good news" message of gospel-salvation and power 

now!-is borne upon an exuberant, highly ornamented vocal 

line that is musically inseparable from its secular parentage

blues , jazz , race/rhythm and blues . 

The spiritual , offspring of primal African ritual musics ,  

most notably the three-line stanza sorrow song (which proba

bly gave birth to the blues) , and the seventeenth- and eigh

teenth-century European musical influences ,  projects a rela

tively understated , but no less fervent message of hope , trust 

in God , and eventual salvation . 

Slave music or not , it was the power inherent in this 

music that nurtured the spirits of our forebears , highlighting 

the personal relationship with God that enabled them to sur

vive the monstrous attempts of slavemongers to leech their 

dignity and crush their souls . 

There is a power inherent in music that helps mortals to 

live with dignity and affirmation . It was this power that 

brought the slaves through the trials of involuntary servitude , 

and it was this power that helped encourage Europeans who 
were devastated by the destruction of World War II, to re

build their shattered societies . 

It is this role played in our l ives by music that we need 

to highlight today , and bring forcefully into the collective 
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consciousness of our society , sq that the power of music is 

employed not only to shock us oM of our complacency when 

needed , but with equal force to Jwaken and affirm within us I 
the dignity that is our divine birthright . 

Dignity: defined in the dicti nary as "the state or quality 
of being excellent; worthy; ho I orable . "  Dignified: so de
scriptive of many Americans ho have long suffered the 
indignities and traumas of viole ce against their persons and 
psyches ;  who have endured the iseries of slavery , poverty, 
and disease-malnutrition , despair , hatred , disenfran-
chisement . I 

Dignified: Martin Luther King; Thurgood Marshal l ;  I 
Ralph Bunche ; Mary McCloud Bethune; Malcolm X; Roland 

Hayes ;  Leontyne Price ; Jackie R binson; Maya Angelou ; Joe 

Louis;  Paul Robeson; and most a�suredly , Marian Anderson . I 
Slavery could not rob the dIsplaced African of dignity . 

Organized assaults designed to dehumanize and destroy them 

only served to encourage black &ten and women to cultivate 

their faith in the Christian God ho promised them a robe 
and a crown of salvation , and eventual triumph over the 

wickedness and savagery of their oppressors . 

The vocalizations that carribd forth this l ife-sustaining 

message of salvation were imp
1
assioned shouts , cries , and 

melodic outpourings that reca1l9d the homeland and imbued 

the singer with extraordinary powers of survival . The more 
exuberant songs and utterances , jubilees and ring shouts , 

Former Metropolitan Opera tenor 
George Shirley . 
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were balanced by the spiritual , the simplicity , hypnotic beau

ty , and sacred power of which spoke with dignity and grace 

of one ' s  personal relationship with God . 

In spite of the slave master' s  unrelenting efforts to destroy 

and defile,  our ancestors held onto the belief that they were 

indeed excellent , worthy , and honorable enough to eventual

ly be redeemed by their Maker . 

The Classical art music of western Europe shares com

mon ground with the black spiritual in that many of the 

principles that governed its creation also served to define the 

spiritual . There is  quite often an air of formality that hovers 

over the spiritual , for it follows certain rules that determine 

its form . 

Lena McGlyn teaches high school music in Chicago . 

During a seminar on black music held at the University of 

Indiana in 1 969 , Lena McGlyn expressed the opinion with 

which I concur, that the spiritual must be sung basically 

without alterations to the vocal line , as opposed to gospel 

music , which must be sung in an improvised fashion , because 

the style demands that the performer worry the pitches .  

Eileen Southern, in her seminal book The Music of Black 

Americans: A History, identifies various poetic forms that 

characterized the spiritual . She cites the "call and response" 

as one of the most common , where a leader sings the verse , 

and the chorus sings the refrain . Another form is the "stro

phic ,"  typically consisting of four-line stanzas of varying 

form, and four-line choruses boasting a typical structure of 

three repeated lines ,  and a refrain . 
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Baritone Robert 
McFerrin , the first black 
singer to be hired by the 
Metropolitan Opera, 
signs autographs 
following his inspired 
recital, which included 
spirituals arranged by 
his friend and mentor, 
Hall lohnson . 

The African tradition in the family of spiritual forms is 

probably best represented by the three-line-stanza "sorrow 

song ," which , according to Dr. Southern , became in all like

lihood the archetype for the blues . 

The texts of spirituals are strong , poignant , moral , and 

reverent . They communicate their message in no uncertain 

terms with an affecting simplicity that is ultimately poetic . 

They gain direct access to the soul of the l istener; their appeal 

is universal . 

If we look at the music of one of the European composers 

who shared the compositional idiom termed Classical , we 

discover that Franz Schubert ' s  opus embodies many of the 

same principles and characteristics reflected in the spiritual . 

The great strength of his music l ies in its universal appeal . It 

commands this appeal in large part because of the directness 

and accessibil ity of his musical language-a language which 

goes straight to the heart of the poetry that inspired his music . 

His melodies are memorable , disarming in their simplicity , 

yet profound . 

Schubert ' s  l ieder were composed in strophic , modified 

strophic , thorough-composed , and scena form. There was no 

expectation that alterations of any kind would be made by 

singers who performed them--even though,  to the compos

er' s  discomfort, it did happen on occasion . 

Like the spiritual , Schubert ' s  songs exude a dignity and 

grace that are transcendental . Both speak to the heart with 

rhythmic power, clarity , elegance , nuance , and above all ,  

honesty . They are both Classical ; they are both spiritual . 
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McFerrin, Shirley, 
Warfield in concert 
by Kathy Wolfe 

The effort to establish a "National Conservatory of Music 

Movement" in honor of America ' s  premier singer Marian 

Anderson was begun with a concert at the Rankin Memorial 

Chapel of Howard University on May 27 . It featured four of 

the nation ' s  leading African-American artists performing a 

unique combination of African-American spirituals ,  German 

l ieder , oratorio ,  and opera at the "Verdi" or "scientific" pitch 

of middle C = 256 Hz.  

The concert was , as featured Metropolitan Opera tenor 

George Shirley said of the repertoire at the conference the 

next day , "both spiritual and Classical . "  

Former Metropolitan Opera baritone Robert McFerrin , 

who in 1 955 was the first black male artist to perform at the 

Metropolitan Opera after Miss Anderson paved the way that 

year, was in particularly fine voice , as several standing ova

tions attested . 

The other featured soloists were baritone William War

field , renowned concert artist and immediate past president 

of the National Association of Negro Musicians ( 1 985-90) ; 

Sylvia Olden Lee , pianist and vocal coach , and the first black 

professional musician at the Metropolitan Opera; Howard 

University performance chairman and pianist Raymond 

Jackson ; mezzosoprano Kehembe (Valerie Eichelberger) , 

head of the Howard University voice department; and so

prano Detra Battle ,  who won the 1 993 D . C .  Commission on 

the Arts and Humanities Mayor' s  Award for Outstanding 

Emerging Artists . 

'This is an honor for the chapel ,"  said Dr. Bernard Rich

ardson , Dean of Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel ,  in his 

opening remarks , "because once again we 've become part of 

history . This movement is a significant movement , and I 

want to commend the Schiller Institute for keeping your 

dream alive , that young people will benefit from this talent , 

history , and so much more as a result of the work you have 

done . God bless you . "  Howard University is one of Ameri

ca's  top African-American colleges ,  and Rankin Chapel has 

been the scene of some of the outstanding milestones in the 

history of black American education . 

Mrs . Olden Lee , who , as master of ceremonies Dennis 

Speed noted , "teaches only the best ," opened the singing by 
leading the audience in a rousing version of "Lift Every Voice 

and Sing ,"  the Negro national anthem . 

Detra Battle , one of Washington ' s  leading upcoming so

pranos ,  opened the solo portion with the first movement of 
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J . S .  Bach ' s  Cantata No . 5 1 ,  "Ja chzet Gott in allen Landen" 

�"Praise God , All Ye Nati?ns") . �iSS �attle sings with great 

JOY no matter the repertOire , bel it ftond Bach , the languid 

Mozart of "Ach,  ich fiihl ' s" from The Magic Flute , which 

fol lowed , or Brahms l ieder ("Ii-1eine Liebe ist griin") . In 

Brahms ,  she showed the makings of an expert l ieder singer. 

Especially fine were the singing tones of Clarence Mitch

ell II , soloist of the U . S .  Air Fdrce Band,  on the obbligato 
cornet in the Bach aria .  I 

Mezzosoprano Kehembe and pianist Raymond Jackson 

followed with several selections .  Her rendition o f  "He Was 

Despised" from Handel ' s  Messi�h was particularly remark

able .  Few singers are capable of performing this extended da 

capo work at such a slow and dignified pace .  

Qualities of voice I 
George Shirley joined them �or a duet from the Messiah, 

and Mr. Shirley and Dr. Jackson then offered Schubert' s  

monumental "Die Allmacht" and the spiritual "Lit ' l  Boy" in 

the arrangement by the great te or Roland Hayes , who had 

been the original inspiration for Marian Anderson . Every 

time Mr. Shirley sings "Lit ' l  Boy , "  he  recomposes it anew.  

At each repeat , as  he asks of thel Christ child , "How old are 

you?" he creates so many distinct qualities of voice that the 

eternal nature of the question is rbally brought home . 

Mr. Jackson opened the second half with Schubert ' s  pi-

ano Impromptu in G-ftat major, with the delicacy and 
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grace of phrasing which Washington audiences have come 

to expect of him. 

Dr. Warfield and Mrs . Olden Lee then took to the stage 

to present Schubert ' s  beloved "Erlkonig" ("The Elf-King") ,  

W.A.  Fisher 's  "Goin '  Home" from Antonin Dvorak ' s  New 

World Symphony, and a selection of Negro spirituals .  Judg

ing from his facial gestures and acting alone , it is evident 

that Dr. Warfield is  one of America ' s  most beloved concert 

singers . Of the four "characters" in the Erlkonig-the narra

tor , the father, the child , and the elf-king-he brought out 

every distinct nuance of expression , idea, and voicing . Con

sidering how rapidly the singer is forced to shift from one 

character to another, his change of expression and complete 

change of face was close to miraculous .  Mrs . Olden Lee ' s  

piano voicing o f  this ,  one o f  the most difficult o f  all l ied 

accompaniments , was no less than demonic at all the right 

places . 

In conclusion , the audience heard baritone Robert 

McFerrin , Mrs . Olden Lee , and Clarence Mitchell , with 

"The Trumpet Shall Sound" from the Messiah,  "Cortegiani , 

vii razza" from Verdi ' s  Rigoletto , and spirituals arranged by 

Mr. McFerrin ' s  dear friend Hall Johnson . "0 Glory" was 

especially powerful .  

Al l  the performers and the audience were pleased to  con

clude with a joint singing of Margaret Bond ' s  "He ' s  Got the 

Whole World in His Hands" which,  after a concert such as 

this ,  we were sure He does .  
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Dr. Bernard Richardson , dean of the Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel where the conference and concert were held, delivered 
official greetings and praised the Schiller Institute ' s  efforts . 

At the concert 's  
conclusion , al l  soloists 
joined in singing "He 's  
Got the Whole World in 
His Hands . "  Left to 
right: Rev . James 
Cokley , Detra Battle , 
Kehembe ( Valerie 
Eichelberger; , William 
Warfield, Robert 
McFerrin . 
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Boutros-Ghali outlines 
agenda for mass death 
by Joseph Brewda 

United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali re
leased his "Agenda for Development" in New York City 
on May 25 , saying that it represents a "blueprint for a re
energized drive to improve the human condition" and is a 
contribution toward providing a "new and compelling vision 
of the future." The central concept of the report is that eco
nomic progress is deemed irrelevant or even contrary to "hu
man development," which is instead defined as "carrying 
capacity." Hence, population reduction, the only way to en
sure that man 's numbers stay within Boutros-Ghali' s claimed 
limits, is the order of the day. No opposition to this vision 
will be tolerated, Boutros-Ghali makes clear. "In light of the 
new vision of development that is emerging," Boutros-Ghali 
warns, "an alternative to the United Nations in development 
simply does not exist." 

The report complements the "Human Development Re
port 1 994" issued by the U.N. Development Program 
(UNDP) on June 1 ,  which demands that developing countries 
surrender all rights of national sovereignty, and disarm and 
demobilize their armed forces (see Documentation) . It is 
a followup to the secretary general 's "Agenda for Peace" 
released in 1 992 in the aftermath of the U.N. annihilation of 
Iraq, which declared that the "time of absolute and exclusive 
sovereignty has passed," and that from now on the "sover
eignty, territorial integrity and independence of states" is 
limited and defined by "the established international system." 

All three reports are intended to facilitate the ongoing 
British-steered transformation of the U.N. into a one-world 
dictatorship, predicated on the murder of the majority of the 
world 's population through famine, war, and disease, and 
through the reduction of future generations by enforced birth 
control. The British hope to accomplish this transformation 
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at a series of what the U.N. has defined as "landmark confer
ences," whose agenda has largel)l been set by the three docu
ments. These conferences include the September 1 994 Inter
national Conference on PopUlation and Development in 
Cairo, Egypt; the March 1 995 Wprld Summit for Social De
velopment in Copenhagen, Denmark; and the World Confer
ence on Women: Action for Eguality, Development and 
Peace, scheduled for Beijing, Chfna in September 1 995 . 

A 'new conception of dev�opment' 
In his report, Boutros-Ghali s.ys that a "new conception" 

is needed for a "universal, huma4-centered culture of devel
opment, in which peace, economy, the environment, societal 
justice, and democracy are each �onsidered distinct aspects 
of the same drive for a better �orld." Explaining himself 
more frankly in � talk a� Johns Hpp�ins University in Balti
more, Maryland Immediately fol�WlDg the report's release, 
Boutros-Ghali emphasized that 'jeconomy was once of the 
sole dimension of development.�iS is no longer so." 

Boutros-Ghali makes clear at  any sane idea of Third 
World development is dead and ried, and that what passes 
for development these days is me nt to facilitate mass death . 

Peace: "Peace is the foundatfn of development," Bou
tros-Ghali argues, in direct oppos tion to Pope Paul VI 's Po
pulorum Progressio of 1 967 wh h asserted that "develop
ment is the new name for peace . ' And what does Boutros
Ghali mean by peace? Third wor*nations must demilitarize . 

"Development cannot proce easily in societies where 
military concerns are at or near e center of life," he ex
plains . "Societies whose economi effort is given in substan
tial part to military production in vitably diminish the pros
pects of their people for developm�nt. " Therefore, he argues, 
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development requires "promoting the transItIOn toward 
smaller militaries" and supporting U. N. "peace building," 
which allegedly "identifies and supports structures which 
will tend to strengthen and solidify peace ." 

The failure to demilitarize , Boutros-Ghali warns , contri
butes to international tension , and makes more likely con
flicts which "pose security and developmental concerns be
yond a state ' s  borders." Such concerns , Boutros-Ghali has 
specified elsewhere , justify U.N. military intervention. 

The environment: "Development and environment are 
not separate concepts," Boutros-Ghali claims. "Preserving 
the availability and rationalizing the use of the Earth's natural 
resources are among the most compelling issues that individ
ual societies and states must face." And what does he mean 
by this? People must make do with less , and even die. "Com
peting needs and interests must be balanced" in such a way 
that the satisfaction of economic needs do not "undermine 
the viability of ecosystems." To do so requires a "change in 
lifestyles and attitudes ," especially "toward energy con
sumption." 

Failure to address "environmental degradation" also 
poses a security threat to the international community , poten
tially requiring U.N. action. "Environmental degradation has 
produced pressures that have touched off bitter conflicts . . . 
dramatizing the stake that all nations have in addressing the 
challenge of the environment," he warns . 

Justice: "Without societal justice , mounting inequalities 
will threaten social cohesion ," Boutros-Ghali expounds. So
cietal justice, he says, is based on decentralizing government 
while extending greater powers to non-governmental organi
zations (NGOs). "Social development, if it is to take hold , 
must spring from society itself. Government must lead and 
facilitate , but government cannot be the only force for social 
progress. NGOs must be actively involved." 

Democracy: "Without political participation in freedom, 
development will remain fragile." But by freedom, Boutros
Ghali does not mean the ability of a citizen to develop himself 
for the benefit of mankind , but rather a system that provides 
unparalleled opportunities for imperial powers to overthrow 
states. "Democracy provides the only long-term basis for 
managing competing ethnic , religious ,  and cultural interests 
in a way that minimizes the risk of violent internal conflict," 
Boutros-Ghali--currently engaged in supervising the murder 
of Bosnia-asserts. 

Economic growth: "Economic growth is the engine of 
development as a whole ," Boutros-Ghali reports; but what 
does he define by it? "Successful economic growth must be 
based on pragmatic policies . . . the need to take advantage 
of the efficiency of markets." Consequently , "governments 
can no longer be assumed to be paramount economic agents. " 

Back to the Stone Age 
Speaking before the U.N. Commission on Sustainable 

Development, where his new report was released , Boutros-
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Ghali stated that the theoretical \:llsis for his report is the 
"sustainable development" doctrihe rammed through the 
U.N. Commission on Environment and Development in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil in 1 992 .  The conimission had been formed 
at the Rio conference as a standin� body to monitor compli
ance with the decisions taken therel 

"Since Rio ," Boutros-Ghali told over 1 00  environment 
ministers and NGO representatives:, "solid progress has been 
made both politically and organiz�tionally. Sustainable de
velopment is now squarely on th� world political agenda. 
Never again can we speak of develjopment without speaking 
as well of sustainability." 

But what is "sustainable develdpment"? 
In its proclamation of the 1 993 International Year of 

Indigenous People , the U.N. Secretariat officially defined 
the most miserable , backward pe<l'les of the earth, peoples 
deprived of all means of technology , as following practices 
which exemplify the "the very ess¢nce of sustainable devel-
opment." i 

"In their farming and in their (aith ," it reports ,  "indige
nous peoples exercise vital stewar�ship over the Earth's re
sources and environment. Where tnost of humankind tends 
to seek dominion over the natural world , indigenous peoples 
generally favor a holistic approachl that is the very essence of 
sustainable development. Once di$missed as ' too primitive' 
to cope with modernization , and f�r centuries the victims of 
.discrimination , indigenous people� have begun to be recog
nized for their prowess at envirompental management-and 
acknowledged as key players in the global effort to chart a 
more hopeful course of development for the future of hu
manity." 

The Rio conference endorsed tijis perverse view. "Indige
nous peoples and their communiti�s have a vital role in envi
ronmental management," the fina� report of the conference 
claims. "States should recognize tbeir effective participation 
in the achievement of sustainable development." 

But because most people do not want to return to the 
Stone Age , whatever diplomats Iilight formally agree to at 
conferences , U.N. military actioniremains a required means 
of enforcement. 

One pretext for such action i� ongoing efforts to define 
so-called "biodiversity hot spots;l regions where industrial
ization and agriculture have threalened endangered species. 
The December 1 993 cover story 01 Choices, the UNDP mag
azine , identified 1 5  tropical rain forest "hotspots" that require 
"urgent action." The rain foresGs cover most of Central 
America , the Atlantic coast of Br�il , much of Colombia and 
Peru , the Ivory and Gold Coast region of western Africa , and 
all of Madagascar , Malaysia , Indqnesia , and the Philippines. 
Efforts are also under way to iden�ify other "threatened eco
systems ," including deserts and wetlands. Areas considered 
for such designation include the $udd swamp in Sudan, the 
Sonoran desert of Mexico , and �uch of the southwestern 
United States. 
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Documentation 

The UNDP's 'Human 
Development Report 1 994' 

Below are excerpts /rom the U.N. Development Program 's 
blueprint for world government. Page numbers are desig
nated in parentheses at the end 0/ each excerpt. Excerpts 
appear with permission/rom the report's  publisher, Oxford 
University Press . 

* * *  

The roots of the concept of human development can often 
be traced to early periods in human history and can be found 
in may cultures and religions. Aristotle wrote that "wealth is 
evidently not the good we are seeking, for it is merely useful 
and for the sake of something else." A similar strain was 
reflected in the writings of the early founders of quantitative 
economics (William Petty, Gregory King, Fran�ois Ques
nay, Antoine Lavoisier, and Joseph Lagrange) and in the 
words of the pioneers of political economy (Adam Smith, 
Robert MaIthus, Karl Marx, and John Stuart Mill). When 
Adam Smith, the apostle of free enterprise and private initia
tive, showed his concern that economic development shOllld 
enable a person to mix freely with others without "being 
ashamed to appear in publick," he was expressing a concept 
of poverty that went beyond counting calories-a concept 
that integrated the poor in the mainstream of the commun
ity . . . .  (14) 

But it is well to remember Immanuel Kant 's injunction, 
"to treat humanity as an end withal, never as a means only." 
The quality of human life is an end. (17) 

* * *  

Global taxation may become necessary in any case to 
achieve the goals of human security. (5) 

The World Summit for Social Development might want 
to consider . . . urging the international community . . . to 
undertake a comprehensive review of international develop
ment cooperation, and in this connection, to undertake stud
ies on the practicability of such measures as . . . introducing 
a world income tax and supporting the Tobin tax (on foreign 
exchange movements) as a potential source of financing for 
a more effective United Nations. (89) 

Pollution taxes-Tradable pollution permits . . . could 
also generate significant North-South financial flows and be 
an important source of development finance. (69) 

* * * 

A World Central Bank is essential for the 21st century
for sound macroeconomic management, for global financial 
stability, and for assisting the economic expansion of the 
poorer nations. It would perform five functions: 
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• Help stabilize global econCl)mic activity 
• Act as a lender of last resott to financial institutions 
• Calm the financial market� when they become jittery 

or disorderly , 
• Regulate financial instituti�ns, particularly the deposit 

banks \ 
• Create and regulate new iqternational liquidity 
The IMF [International Mondtary Fund] was supposed to, 

perform all these functions, but the industrial countries have 
been reluctant to give it the respopsibility for them, weaken
ing its role considerably over the ilast two decades. 

It will take some time-and probably some international 
financial crisis-before a ful1-sc�le World Central Bank can 
be created. In the meantime, four steps could convert the 
IMF into an embryonic central b�nk. 

1) A renewed issue of Special Drawing Rights . . . .  
2) An expanded compensat0rf and contingency financial 

facility. . . . i 
3) Global macroeconomic nilanagement. An enhanced 

IMF should be central in global macroeconomic manage
ment-reviewing the policies of 411 countries, whether or not 
they are active borrowers. If maj�r countries have unsustain
able policies-such as high budget deficits or inappropriate 
interest rates-the IMF should rdquest the Bank for Interna
tional Settlements (BIS) to link ! the level of reserves that 
banks are required to hold against loans to these countries 
to the IMF's evaluation. This Would affect the industrial 
countries ' ability to raise funds ftom private banks and give 
the IMF an important lever on their policies . . . .  

4) Supervision of internatiomH banking. In collaboration 
with the BIS, the IMF should acquire some regular control 
over international banking agencies. (84-85) 

* * * I 

(From "Special Contribution--Global Governance for 
the 21st Century"-Jan Tinbergeh) 

What is needed is World Goternment. This can best be 
achieved by strengthening the United Nations system. . . . 
The FAO [Food and Agricultur¢ Organization] would be
come the World Ministry of Ag�uIture. UNIDO [U.N. In
dustrial Development Organiz*ion] would become the 
World Ministry of Industry, and tIl1e ILO [International Labor 
Organization] the World Ministry of Social Affairs. 

In other cases, completely new institutions would be 
needed. These could include, tpr example, a permanent 
World Police which would have the power to subpoena na
tions to appear before the International Court of Justice . . . .  
But some of the most important inew institutions would be 
financial-a World Treasury and � World Central Bank. The 
World Treasury would serve i as a world ministry of 
finance. (88)  

* * *  

And for the future, one could �ink of expanding a WTO 
[World Trade Organization] into : a WTPO-a World Trade 
and Production Organization-to �over investment and tech-
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nology transfers , too . (87) 
* * * 

A useful starting point would be to complete the U . N .  

Code of Conduct for Transnationals . . . .  This could be fol

lowed by the creation within the U . N .  of a World Anti

Monopoly Authority-to monitor observance of the new 

code and to ensure that TNs do not resort to monopolistic and 

restrictive practices . (87) 
* * *  

A further role in strengthening the U .  N .  role in sustain

able human development would be the creation of an Eco

nomic Security Council-a decision making forum at the 

highest level to review the threats to global human security 
and agree on required actions . . . .  An intermediate alterna

tive would be to extend the mandate of the present Security 

Council so that it could consider not just military threats but 

also threats to peace from economic and social crises . (84) 

The [Economic Security] council would act as a watch

dog over the policy direction of all international and regional 

institutions . ( 1 1 )  
* * *  

It [sustainable human development] brings human num

bers into balance with the coping capacities of societies and 

the carrying capacities of nature . (4) 

Intensive industrialization and rapid population growth 
have put the planet under intolerable strain . (28) 

The real threats to human security in the next century will  

arise more from the actions of mill ions of people than from 

aggression by a few nations-threats that take many forms :  
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The V.N. 's "new world 
order" in action at the 
Eco ' 92 conference in 
Brazil .  Here V.N.  
Secretary General 
Boutros Boutros-Ghali 
(fifth from left) is shown 
opening the conference . 
Today , the V.N.  is 
moving rapidly to set up 
a full institutional 
structure for world 
government, smashing 
the nation-states that get 
in the way . 

• unchecked population growth . . . . 

The rapid rate of population growth . . .  is overcrowding 

the planet , adding to the enormous pressure on diminishing 

nonrenewable resources . (34) 

The target over the next ten years should be that . . . 

• World population moves towards stabilization at 7 . 3  

billion b y  20 1 5  . . . .  For this compact , all countries would 

have to commit themselves to the following steps:  . . .  
• Participating in annual reviews of the 20:20 com

pact-to be held as joint donor-recipient meetings on each 

country as well as annual reviews in the Economic and Social 

Council . 
* * * 

Four situations would appear to warrant international in

tervention : 1 )  mass slaughter of the population of the state , 

2) decimation through starvation or the withholding of health 

or other services , 3) forced exodus , 4) occupation and the 

denial of the right to self-determination.  Environmental de

struction would appear to be the natural choice for a fifth 

reason . (57)  
* * * 

The poorest regions of the world (especially sub-Saharan 

Africa) failed to contain their military spending . (8 )  

"Special Contribution" by Oscar Arias on a Global De

militarization Fund : 

This fund could add dynamism to the current demilitari

zation trend by rewarding primari ly,  but not exclusively,  the 

efforts of developing countries to : 

• Disarm and demobil ize their armed forces 
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• Re-integrate military personnel into society through 
retraining and re-education . . . . 

• Promote arms control and the shrinkage of arms pro
duction facilities 

• Encourage civic education and participation in full 
democratic political life . . . .  

Who will manage the Global Demilitarization 
Fund? . . .  The World Bank and United Nations agencies 
should strongly be considered . (59) 

The next challenge for disarmament is to phase the Third 
World out of the cold war . . . .  Donor countries should re
duce allocations of official development assistance (ODA) if 
a recipient country insists on spending more on its armies 
than on the social welfare of its people . (8) 

A collective effort must be made at the time of the Summit 
to: 

• Endorse the principle that no nation should spend more 
on its military than on the education and health of its people . 

• Agree on a targeted reduction in military spending for 
the deacde 1995-2005-say 3% a year . 

• Endorse the establishment of a national demilitariza
tion fund in each country as well as the creation of a global 
fund for human security . 

• Recommend a review of the scope of Chapter VII of 
the U .N .  Charter [which sets guidelines for U.N .  military 
intervention] .  (60) 

Some of the most important steps in further world disar-
mament would be to: 

• Establish forums for disarmament 
• Defuse tensions around the globe 
• ' Phase out military assistance 
• Regulate the arms trade 
• Design a new aid policy dialogue 
• Agree on criteria for U .N .  mediation in conflicts with

in nations 
• Create more effective information systems (51) 

* * *  

Mandate the United Nations to maintain a list of sophisti
cated weapons and technologies that should not be exported 
at all , except under international agreement . 

* * *  

Several nation-states are beginning to disintegrate . While 
the threats to national survival may emerge from several 
sources . . . the underlying causes are often the lack of socio
economic progress and the limited participation of people in 

, any such progress . (2) 
For too long , nations have sought to protect their 

security . (3) 
The concept of security has for too long been interpreted 

narrowly as security of territory from external aggression or 
as protection of national interests in foreign policy or as 
global security from the threat of nuclear holocaust . It has 
been related more to nation-states than to people . . . . Human 
security is easier to ensure through early prevention than later 
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intervention . (22) 
The new demands of glob� human security require a 

more positive relationship amor\g all nations of the world . 
. . . In such a design , economic p'artnership would be based 
on . . .  far-sighted internation�ism, not stubborn nation-
alism. , 

* * * ! 
Manufacturing jobs have bee� disappearing, while many 

of the new opportunities are in! the service sector , where 
employment is much more like�y to be temporary or part
time-and less protected by trad� unions . (25) . . . 

Real wages in many parts of the world have declined. In 
Latin America , in the 1980s , the' fell by 20% , and in many 
African countries in the same pe ·od ,  the value of the mini
mum wage dropped sharply-b 20% in Togo , 40% in Ke
nya , and 80% in Sierra Leone . . . In the United States , real 
earnings fell by 3% during the 1 80s . (26) 

All countries have made su stantial progress in human 
development . (95) 

Sustainability is , in a very br ad sense , a matter of distri
butional equity . . . .  (13) t 

The use that nations make of heir wealth , not the wealth 
itself , is decisive . (15) 

Developing countries have c siderable scope for chang
ing their budget priorities: by reducing their military spend
ing . . .  by privatizing their loss imaking public enterprises , 
and by giving up some low prioriity development projects . 

Human development is a broader concept--<iefined in 
previous Human Development Reports as a process of widen
ing the range of people's choices t (23) 

* * * 1  

Using the HDI 
• To stimulate national deb�te . . . .  People have used 

the HDI for advocacy and to hold their representatives ac
countable-fueling a national debate involving political par
ties and the press as well as NGOs . . . . . 

• To give priority to human development . . . . Even the 
poorest countries can afford imptovements in human devel
opment . . . .  

• To highlight disparities wilthin countries . . . .  Disag
gregation by social group or region can also enable local 
community groups to press for more resources , making the 
HDI a tool for participatory development . . . . 

• To stimulate dialogue on aid policy . . . . Should aid 
go to countries with low HDIs-to the needy? Or should it 
go to countries showing the fastest rate of improvement in 
HDI over time-or to the speedy1 Or should it go as a reward 
to countries that already have a h(gh HDI? (101) 

* * * 1 

One radical alternative is drug decriminalization . This 
would reduce the violence and crime associated with drugs 
and allow for production and consumption in less squalid and 
dangerous circumstances . The riSk, however , is that it might 
increase overall consumption . (37) 
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United Nations 
releases hit-list 
by Joseph Brewda 

Eighteen developing sector nations have been targeted for 
dismemberment by a new "Human Development Report 
1 994" released by the United Nations on June 1 .  The report, 
drafted by the United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) , outlines a master plan to impose a U.N. world 
dictatorship aimed at forcing a drastic reduction of the popu
lations of the developing sector. The report outlines the 
creation of a World Police , World Central Bank , World 
Court, and the elimination of the nation-state to that end. 

One means by which the U.N. hopes to achieve this aim 
is through military and related action against 1 3  nations 
which it claims are in the throes of a "disintegration crisis ," 
and five others which it says are vulnerable to disintegration. 
The reason for this crisis , claims the author , former Pakistani 
Finance Minister Mabubhul Haq, is that these nations have 
not complied with the parameters set by the report. 

The 1 3  allegedly disintegrating nations are Afghanistan , 
Angola , Haiti , Iraq , Mozambique , Sudan , Zaire , Burundi , 
Georgia , Liberia , Rwanda , and Tajikistan. The list is self
serving, because the often grave difficulties of these coun
tries are largely not the result of any action or non-action of 
the states themselves , but rather the direct result of genocidal 
actions of either the U.N. or of the permanent members of 
its Security Council. 

The U.N. also cites five countries which it says are 
vulnerable to disintegration due to their unequal distribution 
of resources: Brazil , Egypt, Mexico , Nigeria , and South 
Africa. Of these, all but South Africa are on the list of 1 3  

primary targets for forcible population reduction in former 
U.S. National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger's 1 974 Na
tional Security Study Memorandum 200, which declared 
that population growth in the developing sector constituted 
a national security threat to the United States. 

In his press conference releasing the study , Mabubhul 
Haq emphasized that the UNDP is pinpointing vulnerable 
regions within these five targeted nations , based on regional 
disparities of income, or related regionally based tension. 
"Regional disparities are a particularly strong indicator , be
cause it's not poverty alone that explains disintegration ," 
he said. "If poor people are concentrated in a region ," he 
added , "then they get organized , like Chiapas in Mexico." 
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The Zapatista insurgency in Chiapas that Haq was refer
ring to , is entirely an externally imposed creation of British 
intelligence , using longstanding ".ction anthropology" sub
versive networks working out of raris and Boston , among 
other locations. Haq revealed that the UNDP had deployed 
its agents into Chiapas , and had e*gaged in a detailed study 
of that Mexican state , seven months prior to the outbreak 
of the January 1 994 insurrection. 'He also reported that the 
UNDP is currently fielding research teams in Egypt , Nigeria, 
and Brazil for the same reason. 

In South Africa , the U .N. say$ that the primary exploit
able vulnerability Africa is "wide disparities between blacks 
and whites ," which "raise delicate issues." Since the U .N.  
is  committed to dismantling that country's military, as out
lined in the report, while ensuring that no development 
credits are forthcoming, it is not' difficult to see what the 
U.N. is up to. I 

In Nigeria , the U.N. reports that the impoverished states 
of Borno and Kaduna are suitab� points for insurrection, 
while in Brazil , the disparity of incomes between northeast
ern Brazil and the rest of the country "point to the potential 
for considerable trouble." These l discrepancies "are much 
greater than those between Mexico's state of Chiapas and 
the national average" of Mexico , l the report warns . 

The case of Egypt 
According to the UNDP, Egypt is potentially subject to 

disintegration due to the "disturbiJllg contrast" between rural 
Upper Egypt , on the border with Sudan in the south , and the 
Cairo Governate in the north. "Regional disparities in Egypt 
may not be as extreme as those in Brazil and Nigeria , but 
they are still large enough to deserve immediate attention," 
it states. The Egyptian-Sudanese border region has long been 
subject to British intelligence opeqttions run under the cover 
of archaeological and anthropological research, and more 
recently , American-based "Afro-centric" networks infiltrat
ing both the Christian and Musliffiipopulations of the region . 
Now the destabilization plan , targdting both states , is moving 
into high gear. 

The citation of Egypt as an upc()ming target for the "Chia
pas treatment" is particularly ironlc , since Egypt will be the 
site of the September U.N. Contbrence on Population and 
Development, which is intended tCl> inaugurate the end-phase 
of the U.N. drive for world dictatorship . Egypt, the most 
populous Arab country, has long been on the imperial pow
ers' hit list , especially ever sincel the late President Gamal 
Abdel Nasser helped lead the filon-Aligned Movement's 
struggle for industrial developmeJllt. That tradition has been 
abandoned-as the career of form�r Egyptian foreign minis
ter and current U. N. Secretary Clieneral Boutros Boutros
Ghali attests; but Egypt remains a Itarget. By forcing its gov
ernment to discredit itself by sponsoring the population con
ference , the U.N. is deliberately making a destabilization of 
Egypt all the easier to unleash. 
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Women against the 
birth-control war 

by Gabriele Liebig 

Some 65 women from 24 countries gathered in Comilla, 
Bangladesh on Dec. 12-15 , 1993, in order to "oppose the 
myth of the population explosion," which is only being 
spread "in order to cover up the actual causes of poverty, ' 
inequality, and environmental destruction." The final decla
ration of this "women's summit" states: "We must expose 
the secret aims of the International Conference on Population 
and Development, which is to take place in September 1994 
in Cairo, and which is being organized by the United Nations 
Organization (U. N. 0 . ) .  It is to be feared that this conference 
will pave the way for more aggressive population-control 
measures, under the false assumption that population growth 
is a dire threat to human survival on this planet. . . .  We 
hereby oppose population control. A policy of population 
control goes in the direction of the elimination of poor people; 
it is grounded in inherently racist and eugenic ideologies, in 
that it selects a few who are given the right to survive, while 
everyone else, such as the indigenous peoples, the weak, 
blacks, and others are thrown on the junkheap." 

The symposium, titled "People's Perspectives on Popula
tion," was sponsored by the Research Foundation for Science 
and Ecology (India), the People's Health Network (India), 
the Third World Network (Malaysia), and the Ubinig and 
Resistance Network (Bangladesh). We came across the re
port on this conference in a German-language brochure titled 
"Few Children-Little Consumption," which had been print
ed up by three Swiss groups: the Protestant organization 
Bread for All, the Catholic group Fast Offerings, and the 
Bern Declaration. 

The brochure contains other very informative contribu
tions from women around the world on the question of birth 
control. One of these, by Farida Akther of Bangladesh, says 
that the Cairo conference's watchword, "reproductive 
rights," is nothing but "a slogan for covert population con
trol," since it is intended only to signify contraception. "It 
does not address the right to have children or not to have 
them. The demand is simply to be allowed not to have chil
dren . . . . Poor peasant women are being sterilized without 
their consent . . . .  Of course, we also get Depo Provera-a 
contraceptive injection which is being massively adminis
tered even before all the test results are in. And now we are 
subjected to another assault from Norplant-this 'marvelous 
innovation' from the Population Council." Once the Norplant 
implant is in place, it is difficult for a woman to get it re-
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moved. Many women have reported that their requests to 
have the implant removed have been turned down. "Why 
can't a woman be allowed to decide on her own, whether to 
have more children? Credit-issuing institutions such as the 
World Bank want to lower our pQpulation's birthrate. What
ever term we want to use, the aim is to reduce the number of 
children by means of modem imported contraceptive meth
ods . . . .  These programs are bei�g forced upon us." 

Sumati Nair of Africa traces te birth-control movement 
back to the eugenics movement . n the United States: "The 
eugenics movement had the backing of . . . Rockefeller and 
Ford, and later DuPont, Shell, and many others. It promoted 
sterilization . . .  under the slogan of planned parenthood. 
. . .  Up to the present, 92 Third World countries have been 
subjected to population-policy programs. The greatest pres
sure to introduce these programs over the past ten years has 
come from the World Bank, wit� the assistance of USAID 
[the U.S. Agency for Internation�l Development]." 

Another author, Anna Sax, iJil an article titled "Bankers 
Against Babies: The World Bank '5 Population Policy," gives 
some hard statistics: Up through 1986, the World Bank grant
ed $881 million in credits for population programs, and in 
1990-93 an additional $675 million. For years now, the im
plementation of population programs has been made into a 
credit conditionality, especially With regard to African coun
tries such as Senegal and Kenya. I 

'Just like a war' I 
The India Population Project j one of the oldest of these 

programs, has been pushed since 11972, with $124.6 million 
in credits granted to it in 1989 alo�e. Deepa Dhanraj of India 
has made a film on this, titled " . . � . Just Like a War." In it, 
she shows how within the framework set up by the program, 
"women by the thousands are waxed, by means of gifts 
and promises, into having themselves sterilized," and how 
"teachers and village leaders are denied wages for months if 
they fail to deliver enough 'cases'-'cases' being women 
who are ready to have themselve� sterilized." 

Unfortunately, quite a few onhe essays contained in the 
brochure get bogged down in neo-malthusian overpopulation 
propaganda. This is particularly pJlonounced with the contrib
utors from Switzerland and Germ�ny, who have fallen head
first into the ideological trap of allegedly "limited resources," 
and who claim that the standard Of living in the developing 
sector can only be improved at the expense of curtailing 
"overconsumption" in the industrial countries. A hostility 
toward science and technology is also in evidence here. With
out true technological progress, humanity will have no long
term chances of survival. This m�st be recognized, because 
otherwise the women's movement will be overtaken by pre
cisely what Thais Corral warns about: "Up to now, women's 
organizations have been the best-organized lobby for Cairo. 
. . . We must under no circumstances succumb to the idea 
that population control can have a feminist face." 
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Haiti invasion plan 
runs into opposition 
by Valerie Rush 

The campaign to anntwist the Clinton administration and the 
nations of lbero-America into backing a so-called surgical strike 
into Haiti ran into resistance on the opening day of the Organiza
tion of American States (OAS) meeting in Brazil on June 6, when 
Venezuelan Foreign Minister Miguel Angel Burelli insisted that 
"non-intervention is the backbone of American law," and that 
the solution to the Haiti crisis does not lie "in anned action by 
one country or by the region collectively ." 

Despite the drumbeat for invasion sounding in certain quar
ters in Washington, including the bankers' lobby group Inter
American Dialogue, and Jean-Bertrand Aristide's provocative 
presence at the OAS gathering, where he demanded that "swift 
and determined action" be taken against Haiti 's  entrenched mili
tary leaders , there is growing resistance in lbero-America to this 
idea. There is also an escalating sense of outrage over the geno
cide being imposed on Haiti by the U.N.- and OAS-sponsored 
embargo in the name of democracy. 

A tragic taste of things to come occurred in the Dominican 
Republic , which shares the island of Hispaniola with Haiti 
and whose newly reelected government is being blackmailed 
by zealots within the Clinton administration to seal its border 
with Haiti or face the Haiti treatment itself. On June 4 ,  Dom
inican soldiers , under orders to tighten border surveillance , 
fired on a group of impoverished Haitians attempting to 
smuggle a few gallons of gasoline into their country . One 
was killed , shot in the chest twice . It is also reported that 
many Dominican towns dependent on cross-border trade are 
paralyzed by the border crackdown . 

According to sources with access to United Nations au
thorities , the 1 5 ,000 Dominican soldiers monitoring the bor
der are refusing to allow food and medicine into Haiti , or
dered by the United Nations to let nothing through until there 
is "clarification" of the embargo conditions--despite the fact 
that the U .N.  provisions clearly permit food and medical 
supplies to enter Haiti . Norge Botello , president of the Dom
inican Congress, warned on June 7 that thousands of starving 
and desperate Haitians are preparing to cross into the Domini
can Republic , raising fears of new and more terrible massa
cres on both sides of the border. 

Archbishop speaks out 
In his June 2 homily during the feast of Corpus Christi , 

Cardinal Nicolas de Jesus Lopez, archbishop of Santo Do
mingo (Dominican Republic) and president of the Latin 
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American Bishops Conference , denounced the brutality
and hypocrisy--of Haiti ' s  would-be invaders and demanded 
that foreign policy be informed by elementary principles of 
justice. 

Cardinal Lopez also made reference to Theology of Lib
eration networks inside the Dominican Church who have I 
openly thrown their support to vo�doo practitioner and for-
mer presidential candidate Jose Francisco Pefia Gomez. Pefia I Gomez, who has charged Dominic�n President Joaquin Bala-
guer with stealing the presidency �y fraud ,  is, along with his 
liberation theology backers , an atdent supporter of ousted 
Haitian dictator Aristide . 

Declared Cardinal Lopez: "We are moved by the cadaver
ous images brought to us by news reports from areas such as 
Somalia, Ethiopia ,  Rwanda, the Siahel ,  and elsewhere . . . .  
This concern extends for obvious rcrasons to the brother coun
try of Haiti . I cannot begin to understand what the 'Friends 
of Haiti ' think they're doing, with the total embargo they 
have just imposed on that martyred people . They claim it is 
to pressure the military government to leave and to restore 
the democracy represented by M� . Jean-Bertrand Aristide . 
But there are more direct and effe¢tive ways to force out the 
Haitian military , without subjecting an entire population to 
the most savage , inhuman and cruell of abuses , on top of what 
they already suffer. And this is kno�n above all by the United 
States , which has recently carried out adventures against 
other brother countries , a decision that has earned them much 
condemnation . 

"On the other hand, I have m�re than enough reason to 
doubt that Mr. Aristide wants to r�urn to Haiti , although the 
'Friends of Haiti ' are determined �hat he do so , and I doubt 
even more that he is the man tQ deal with a situation as 
complex as that of Haiti at this , time, unless the Friends 
become permanent occupiers , and this is perhaps what they 
don't  want . They will not know what to do with Haiti after 
they achieve their feat . 

"The way in which this highly delicate matter has been 
handled demonstrates absolute u�familiarity with the idio
syncracies of the Haitian people atId of their history . That is 
the only explanation for so man� blunders in a diplomacy 
which until now has only succeede� in aggravating an already 
explosive situation , and only for !>ome democratic scruples 
which have not proven valid in dther cases,  such as in the 
case of the Dominican Republic in 1 965 . 

"Out of personal conviction apd for elementary reasons 
of human concern, I absolutely cClmdemn the total embargo 
against Haiti , which I consider abuse of the weakest by the 
most powerful , and I urge that a so�ution for the Haitian crisis 
be sought more in line with the ba$ic principles of justice . 

"With regard to dissident se¢tors [within the church] , 
from the time of Judas Iscariot until today we have known 
legions of them. Many of them hate disappeared , others still 
exist . But their presence isn 't  depriving anyone of sleep; we 
generally feel sorry for them. "  
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Russian parties maneuver 
for presidential race 
by Konstantin Cheremnykh 

Konstantin Cheremnykh is a journalistfrom St. Petersburg . 
His'references which may not be familiar to an international 
audience are explained in the footnotes, which were supplied 
by EIR. 

On May 23 , Communist Party of the Russian Federation 
(CPRF) leader Gennadi Zyuganov was asked in one of the 
local Russian towns: "Well , are you going to run for the 
presidency in 1 996?" "Don't know yet ," Zyuganov 
grumbled . "The queue is too long , and I 'm not fond of 
queueing . "  

Two weeks before , he wouldn't  have answered in  such 
an annoyed intonation .  In late April , Zyuganov succeeded in 
his fight against his rival in the communist movement, former 
GKChpi supporter and Lefortov02 prisoner Oleg Shenin , 
who made an attempt to unite all the neo-communist parties 
of the former Soviet republics and rule them from the center 
in Moscow . Supported by his friend Pyotr Simonenko, leader 
of the Ukrainian Communist Party, Zyuganov declared that 
one shouldn't hurry , for it would be impossible to restore the 
U .S .S .R .  right now: Communists should win in the former 
Soviet republics first . He spoke against a "dictatorship" from 
Moscow, offering the variant of "coordinating council" in 
the communist movement for uniting its efforts . The "repub
lican" communist leaders (except Tajikistan) supported him, 
for their parties couldn't even be registered in their countries 
if they were considered as branches of an "all-Union,,3 struc
ture. So, Zyuganov tried to prove that it was necessary to 
restore (slowly, step by step) the Union first and then the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) , not vice 
versa. 

I .  State Committee on the Emergency, the group that failed in a coup 
attempt against Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachov in August 1 99 1 .  

2 .  The headquarters and prison of the Soviet KGB (secret police) and 
its Russian successors, in Moscow . Russian parliamentary and other leaders 
who resisted Boris Yeltsin' s  September-October 1 993 abolition of Parlia
ment were imprisoned there until amnestied by vote of the new Parliament 
in February 1 994 . 

3. The term for nationwide organizations in the Soviet Union . 
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As a result of the mentioned, discussion , Zyuganov pre
vented his party from splitting . The reason for a conflict in 
the communist movement was nbt only a question of strate
gy , but a question of ideology , �oo. Zyuganov' s  views are 
actually social-democratic with l a  nationalist hue , and not 
communist. He does not demand any "proletarian dictator
ship" and repeats that "Russia can't  bear any more revolu
tions , for it ' s  a nuclear state . "  Still , he speaks of the Third 
Rome,4 though more in its historical aspects , approving the 
feats of great Russian czars and warriors , and the Orthodox 
Church patriarchs who struggledi for the grandeur of power. 
He more often mentions State than Justice and Equality . 
In fact, his communism is a variation of "Russian soil ," 
Slavophile ideology . The essenoe is protective , not liberat
ing ' and therefore is scarcely able to inspire young people . 
Though the CPRF is the biggest p�y in numbers , its popular
ity is only about 7 % .  The supporters of Yegor Gaidar have a 
little bit more public support, 8%.  This is according to the 
pro-Yeltsin paper izvestia, so probably the figures are a little 
bit distorted; still , the communists have no more than 1 0% ,  

even in  their own evaluations . 
At the same time, Vladimir Zhirinovsky ' s5 popularity is 

quickly decreasing . Unlike Zyuganov, he did sign Yeltsin ' s  
Agreement on  Accord,6 and at once lost a huge part of his 
supporters . For even the Gorbafhovists , by which I mean 
Grigori Yavlinsky/ did not sign this document . 

For Yavlinsky, this was probably his only successful 
action to make himself popular during the last months. The 

4. The Muscovite and Russian imperial ideology since the 1 5th century 
holding that Moscow is the successor of Rome and Constantinople, "the 
Third Rome , and a fourth is not to be . "  

5 .  Leader o f  the Liberal Democrati¢ Party of Russia , which won the 
largest vote percentage in the Dec . 1 2 ,  �993 parliamentary elections , who 
stridently voices nationalist and imperial themes.  

6 .  Yeltsin seeks pledges from partie� and organizations to refrain from 
agitational opposition to his regime , in th� name of civic peace . 

7. The economist who drafted refonin recommendations under Gorba
chov and co-headed an electoral slate in December 1 993 and entered Par
liament . 
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man seems to be so sure of being Y eltsin' s successor that he 

makes no real effort to sustain his image . One Yavlinsky 

supporter who visited him recently with a group of journalists 

came away with a feeling of disgust . "He ' s  become so fat 

and self-assured that he may burst with self-pride ,"  this per

son said (now he will  not vote for Yavlinsky) . 

Gorbachov's moves 
Mikhail Gorbachov seems to be already a l ittle bit anx

ious .  Recently he visited St. Petersburg and met with students 

of the university . Gorbachov never gives straight answers , 

but one could understand that he didn 't  exclude the possibi li

ty of putting forward his own candidacy for President of 

Russia. However , there are rumors that he is looking for 

another "extra" figure , besides Yavlinsky . The Gorbacho

vophilic sociologists in Petersburg , whose results for the last 

half year have always favored Yavlinsky , suddenly included 

a new name in their poll-the occulist-surgeon Prof. Svya

toslav Fyodorov; and he allegedly was found very popular 

by the intel ligentsia polled . Communist Anatoli Lukyanov 

(formerly speaker of the U. S .  S .  R. Parliament , Gorbachov ' s 

high-school mate betrayed by him in August 1 99 1  and impris

oned in Lefortovo) mentions Professor Fyodorov on a list of 
the most wealthy people in Russia. Other, non-communist 

sources don't  reject this version . The professor ' s  wealth is 

not explained by his professional ski l l . Fyodorov is spoken 

of as a person who controls a huge part of the gambling 

business in Moscow . The results of the Petersburg poll  seem 

to be quite unreliable . Fyodorov ' s  name hadn ' t  been men

tioned in the mass media for almost two years after he failed 

in rivall ing Gaidar for the prime minister ' s  appointment (au

tumn 1 99 1 ) .  

Yuri Skokov , former chief of the Security Council  and 

leader of the Producers Federation , has been mysteriously 

si lent for the last month-probably since the episode when 

his name was mentioned in the provocative "Version No . I ," 
made up by Gorbachovists when Yeltsin was allegedly dying 

of cancer (for the third time) in a health resort . It seems 

almost sure that Skokov was frightened then and crawled 

back into his "shel l . "  But cowardly politicians are never 

praised by Russians . Besides , his all iance with Moscow 

Mayor Yuri Luzhkov wil l  also diminish his chance for popu

larity . There are too many rumors of Luzhkov ' s  being cor

rupted and publications of this sort , not onl y in the opposition 

press .  The newly elected (with a huge number of violations) 

Moscow Assembly (City Duma) has become a toy in Luzh

kov ' s  hands . Those "radical democrats" who vote there for 

raising residential rents get free passes and were rewarded 

with trips abroad . Luzhkov had been going to run for the 

presidency himself, but he was obviously too much involved 

in "dividing up the skin of the bear who turned out to be quite 

alive . "  

Yegor Gaidar is violently trying to change his own stripes 
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Boris Yeltsin at a meeting of the Group of Seven in Tokyo, July 
/ 993 . (Behind him is Britain ' s  Prime Minister John Major. )  Some 
of those Yeltsin put in jail lastfall are now coming back to 
challenge him . 

and to look like a fighter against corruption . These attempts 

seem to be quite hopeless :  The peak of corruption and disaster 

is too closely associated with the period of his rule , when 

billions of rubles and tons of precious minerals streamed out 

of the country through officials ' hands . Besides ,  Gaidar has 

not even succeeded in building up his party apparatus .  The 

remnants of Democratic Russia, including its leaders Pono

marev and Yakunin,  do not obey him . They prefer to keep 

their distance from him and to construct a party of their own, 

but will  surely fail ,  too , for their recent fuss around the 

"President' s  ear" could not "raise" them as politicians .  They 

are trying now to "hire" the former finance minister, London

linked monetarist Boris Fyodorov , but he is  also not very 

eager to deal with these "hurrah-democratic" shouters whose 

time had evidently passed . Still they go on shouting , just l ike 

Gaidar and the communists : They shout of corruption that 

should be fought , and the social needs that should be satisfied 

on behalf of criminal officials expropriated . The whole politi

cal spectrum uses left-wing , socialist-like slogans . They are 

often combined with national ism.  One Democratic Russia 

activist , Aleksei Manannikov , addressed the Defense Minis

try with an appeal to annex the Crimea Peninsula from 

Ukraine by military force . 
Stil l ,  the liberal parties have become so small and unpop

ular that their attempts to "change their stripes" look desper

ate and often funny . The communists , having the biggest 
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party in the country , seemed to have a chance to gain popular
ity again . Zyuganov was expected to change the name of his 
party into "socialist" or "social-democratic ," following the 
example of the East European left .  But he was afraid to lose 
the biggest part of his electorate , the poor and passionate 
people able to work for him without any payment. 

Rutskoy emerges 
The last two weeks after Victory Day, May 9, changed 

the whole situation . Aleksandr Rutskoy,8 who seemed to be 
silent after being released from prison , gave a long speech at 
a public rally that attracted much attention . He expressed 
hope that Russians would meet the next, 50th anniversary of 
the victory "without this regime ."  The officials appealed to 
the public prosecutor but nothing criminal was found in these 
words . 

Rutskoy took his next step on May 2 1 .  He restored his 
party structure , formerly one of the reformist wings of the 
CPSU, and gave it the name of the Russian Social-Democrat
ic People' s  Party . It is almost similar to the name of the 
CPSU's  predecessor, associated with "revolutionary roman
ticism."  The only difference is "people" instead of "work
ers ."  Actually , Rutskoy uses a kind of a "code" which draws 
attention to him and his people and gives the left-wing oppo
sition a greater hope for its victory . The third thing Rutskoy 
did was to issue a huge book about himself with all his 
speeches and interviews , including a photo where he stands , 
with a beard (right after Lefortovo) , with a czar's portrait in 
the background. He (or maybe his advisers) really found the 
sensitive points of the Russian mentality. 

These tactics of Rutskoy' s  proved to be more than ef
fective . Now, most of those who were going to support 
Valeri Zorkin9 or Gennadi Zyuganov sympathize with Rut
skoy and think him to be the only capable candidate for the 
presidency. Now his only real rivals seem to be Yeltsin 
and Zhirinovsky . But several businessmen who had been 
supplying Zhirinovsky are already going to change their 
stake for Rutskoy . 

Zyuganov probably deeply regrets the fussing about and 
making up the "Accord in the Name of Russia,, 10 movement 
for Zorkin and himself when rumors of Y eltsin' s imminent 
death were widespread . Its creators called Rutskoy, and he 
was not eager to join , but then agreed .  Now this newly 
created structure , including the greater part of the communist 
movement, will be at his disposal . The First National Coun
cil of the movement was planned on May 28 . Zyuganov 
proposed that Rutskoy should speak fifth or sixth . "I will 
speak first ," Rutskoy said . And no one objected . 

8. The vice president of Russia who opposed Yeltsin ' s September 1 993 
takeover and was jailed in Lefortovo with members of the Parliament. 

9 .  Former head of Russia' s  Constitutional Court. 
10 .  The patriotic manifesto issued by leaders of the opposition to Yelt

sin's  policies,  including Zyuganov, Zorkin ,  and Rutskoy. 
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London, IAEA demand 
Korea confrontation 
by Kathy Wolfe 

The British and their nuclear police at the U . N . ' s  Internation
al Atomic Energy Agency (IAijA) in Vienna have brought 
the crisis over North Korea' s  nUQlear program to "irreversible 
confrontation ," Gerald Segal qf the London International 
Institute for Strategic Studies (I�S) told a journalist on June 
4. There wiiI be "some military cpnflict ," he said , since North 
Korea will "retaliate" if the U JN .  imposes sanctions ,  and 
"this will set off a dynamic resp0nse against them. "  

Yet the United States mustl follow the lAEA lead and 
declare sanctions,  or else "we /rre a joke ," said Segal , an 
American who works in Lond�n for the British and who 
this spring was declared personh non grata by Beij ing, for 
predicting civil war and the bre$up of China. The integrity 
of the U .N .  ' s  Nuclear Non-Prolliferation Treaty (NPT) is at 
stake , and North Korea must be " taught a lesson ," so that the 
"costs of flouting the NPT" will be "taken seriously" by 
others , he said . Otherwise , "th� balance of power in Asia 
will shift" to the disadvantage oflthe West . "We need to act ," 
he insisted . 

Contrary to IISS and the "testern media, however, it 
was not North Korea, but the IJ\EA which began the crisis . 
During recent inspections of North Korea' s  Yongbyon reac
tor, lAEA officials abruptly walked out of the North Korean 
capital of Pyongyang on June 2 ,  and IAEA Director Hans 
Blix issued a harsh condemnatjion of North Korea to the 
U .N .  Security Council . IAEA ilnspectors had been told by 
the North Korean government fOr weeks before coming that 
sampling the reactor core would not be allowed; but they 
came, demanded it anyway , and when refused, threw a 
tantrum.  I 

"The Clinton administration and all of us are at the mercy 
of the IAEA' s  technical people ," l said one exasperated Wash
ington Korea expert on June 3 .  "It ' s  been the North' s  position 
all along that they want an integrbted diplomatic package, of 
U . S .  diplomatic recognition , atid help in rebuilding a non
plutonium nuclear industry from the United States [see EIR, 
May 6, p. 5 1 ] .  

"But if they let the U . N .  take samples ,  they have no cards 
left to play. So North Korea told the U .N .  clearly: Until the 
U . S .  recognizes us , we can ' t  let you lAEA folks sample the 
fuel rods .  The IAEA caused the problem. The IAEA knew if 
they went now, and insisted 'we must take samples or the 
world will end , '  it would provo�e confrontation; and that is 
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what they did . "  
Blix, whose claim that crippled Iraq i s  building a nuclear 

bomb has caused a four-year world embargo which has killed 
a million Iraqis ,  charged that North Korea had destroyed the 
evidence for an atomic bomb program. "The discharge of 
spent fuel from a 5-megawatt experimental nuclear power 
reactor has now made it impossible to select fuel rods for 
later measurements which would show whether there has 
been any diversion of fuel ," he said . 

U.N. sets up Clinton 
The North Korea crisis is a U .N .  set-up of the United 

States and of Asia. It has nothing to do with North Korea' s  
low-technology plutonium program, and everything to do 
with London' s  desire to destroy President Bill Clinton' s  ad
ministration . IfWhitewatergate , orchestrated by the Holling
er Corp . press empire , won't  do it, then Britain would like to 
push Clinton into any wild U .N .  military fiasco , from Soma
lia to Haiti to Korea. 

London' s  "Venetians" also wish to disrupt broader plans 
in China, Japan , and the Koreas for Euro-Asian economic 
development (see EIR, May 27) , and to halt the "Korean 
Camp David" peace plan between South and North which 
President Clinton was negotiating . 

Most of all , as with the Gulf war, the British and their 
friends seek to take the focus off the collapsing world finan
cial system. In July 1 990, the U . S .  banking system was on 
the verge of collapse, such that the day before the United 
States attacked Iraq , the evening news in New York City ran 
a feature on the danger of a banking collapse . The Gulf war, 
however, changed the subject for months to come , not the 
least by creating a huge speculative flow into American banks 
from terrified European and Arab depositors . 

President Clinton himself has been at pains to call for 
calm, telling the press repeatedly , "We don't  want to start a 
war; this is peace talk, not war talk. "  

That has not stopped London and its pawns i n  the George 
Bush crowd, however, from loud calls for Korean and Amer
ican blood. In "A Dangerous Game ," the London Economist 
of June 3 editorially demanded that Clinton "halt" the "illicit 
development of nuclear weapons" by "the tinpot dictator Kim 
II Sung ."  

The NPT i s  more important than 40 million Korean lives , 
wrote the Economist, repeating the British line that North 
Korea is driving the crisis because it plans to invade the 
South-so we may as well shoot. "If North Korea can mock 
the NPT, it will scarcely be worth renewing ," they write , 
even if "South Korea is the prospective hostage" to the con
frontation . "Like Iraq , North Korea is an outlaw state . . . .  
If others do not accept the risk of countering North Korea' s  
nuclear program, they may soon find Kim with bombs ready , 
confronting South Korea with a demand for reunification or 
else . " 

British diplomats complained to Reuters on June 8 that 
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Clinton' s  leniency will destroy the credibility of the IAEA as 
the world' s  nuclear policeman . After Clinton insisted on June 
6 that there is "still time for North Korea to change course," 
they charged , IAEA chief Hans Blix " rowed back" and began 
to soften , too . "Should the IAEA fudge for political rea
sons?" the Brits complained. 

"Of course British diplomats complain Clinton is trying 
to get the IAEA to bend the nuclellf rules ," said a source 
close to the British Defense Ministry who is an editor at 
Jane' s  Defense Weekly in London. "J-Ialf of the V .N .  bureau
cracy is furious about it, as are the more experienced Ameri
cans [i . e . , Bush administration holdovers] . If the IAEA de
termines a country has violated V .N .  standards , the IAEA' s  
word must be law , and the V.  S .  must back the IAEA all the 
way . If Clinton violates this [V . N . ]  rule , every terrorist na
tion in the world will build the bomb. Clinton thinks the U .  S .  
looked bad when the Somalis dragged a few G I  bodies about. 
Does he want warlord Aideed, or tqe Haitian military junta, 
to have the bomb?" 

Bush crowd wants blood 
Bush ' s  Secretary of State James JJaker and allied senators 

are also attacking Clinton; they say Ithat North Korea is now 
the ultimate test of Bertrand RusseWs theory of Mutual and 
Assured Destruction (MAD) . Hos�s of the NBC and CBS 
television Sunday talk shows addre$sed by Baker and others 
on June 6 began by whipping up th¢ American people into a 
war mood, as they had in the run-up to Desert Storm. 

CBS ' s  Bob Schieffer on "Face the Nation" opened by 
stating that North Korea is as big a! threat as Nazi Germany 
on D-Day 1 944 . "This administrat�on has performed in the 
best tradition of Neville Chamberl�in ,"  Sen. John McCain 
(R-Ariz . )  replied. McCain called (or the second time in a 
week for "pre-emptive bombing" iof North Korea. "Vital 
national security interests are at stake . . . .  Americans should 
be prepared to act now . . . . If wei wait three or four years 
from now, after they have 8 ,  9 ,  10 ,  i 1 5 nuclear weapons , and 
the missiles to deliver them, we would face a far more serious 
challenge . " 

Clinton has "tried that diplomatic approach for a bit too 
long ," James Baker told NBC' s  "ryteet the Press . "  "I don't  
think you should ever s it  down anq try and negotiate with a 
regime like North Korea. "  Baker emphasized that "for 40 
years , the V . S .  maintained peace against a tremendous threat 
from the Soviet Vnion through nlilclear deterrence. . . . I 
hope we have called [North Korea'�] attention to the fact we 
have this deterrent . "  , 

"I don't  think anybody knows �hat the V . S .  position is ,"  
Sen . Robert Dole (R-Kan . )  told C�S ,  denouncing Clinton . 
"We've been making these conce�sion-like statements for 
the past 1 5  months . "  He said he wOljlld support McCain' s  call 
for a pre-emptive strike . "They've tot to understand that this 
is the most serious thing happening in the world today . . . . 
No more of waffling and backing away by the White House . "  
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Indian subcontinent reqUires 
a new confederation of nations 
by Ramtanu Maitra and Susan Maitra 

It seems it has finally dawned on the Pakistani leaders that the 
years of violent movements in the Indian part of Kashmir
which have brought India and Pakistan to the brink of yet 
another destructive and meaningless war and which insurgen
cy continues to receive generous support from Islamabad in 
cash and kind even today-were not the spontaneous actions 
of Kashmiris trying to break the Indian shackles and join 
Pakistan, but a movement to create a free and independent 
Kashmir state . Only recently , Pakistan Prime Minister Be
nazir Bhutto, following earlier exhortations promising her 
countrymen the annexation of all of Kashmir during her pres
ent reign, has finally come to acknowledge the fact, widely 
known to most observers for years , that given the right to 
self-determination, the Muslims in Kashmir would opt for 
independence from both India and Pakistan . Having ac
knowledged this , Bhutto has stated that Pakistan would op
pose independence for Kashmir. 

Bhutto' s  statement brought the Pakistani understanding 
of the situation very close to that of India, a situation which 
poses the need to take the entire issue to a higher level , where 
a real solution might be found . Yet there is no indication thus 
far that leaders of the two nations are making any special 
effort to act upon this new realization . 

Bhutto' s  observation could not have come at a more op
portune time . A few weeks ago , Beij ing had made it clear 
to both India and Pakistan that China will not accept an 
independent Kashmir. Recent reports indicate that the people 
residing in the Kashmir Valley are getting increasingly upset 
about the militancy perpetuated by the terrorists , secession
ists , and foreign mercenaries , otherwise known as Af
ghansis . There are indications of a growing rift between the 
Jihad brigade , trained by the West during the Afghan Jihad 
against the Soviet Union in the 1 980s and maintained as 
assets by the Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence (lSI) , and 
whose job it is to "deliver" on behalf of their Pakistani mas
ters , on the one hand, and the secessionists who are motivated 
mostly from Britain , by such typical British frontmen as Lord 
Avebury and MPs such as Madden and Waller, on the other. 
It also seems that Islamabad's  opportunistic plea to the world 
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to act against India' s  human rights violations in Kashmir has 
lost its appeal . Moscow , for ont , has recently made it clear 
that the Kashmir issue is not a human rights issue , but a 
political one . 

The British gamemasters! 
Nonetheless , Bhutto' s  defi.nt statement that Pakistan 

will oppose an independent Kastimir has triggered the expect
ed militant responses from such Britain-based Kashmiri orga
nizations as the Jammu and Kashmir People ' s  National Party 
(JKPNP) and Jammu and Kashmir Peace Conference . 
JKPNP chief Afzal Tahir shot dff a rejoinder reminding the 
Pakistani prime minister that "thct struggle against India could 
become a struggle now against Pakistan . "  Tahir' s  statement 
is also in sync with what the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation 
Front (JKLF) , politically the most powerful of various mili
tant separatist groups headquartered in Britain , has been 
working toward for years . It is also not much different from 
what the late Sheikh Abdullah , a personal friend of Jawahar
lal Nehru and the man who was trusted with the political 
shaping of the Indian part of Kashmir following the acces
sion , had all along been designing . In effect , one could see 
that it is not only the Pakistanis who have been suffering from 
self-delusion, but the Indians as well . Nonetheless ,  it is ironic 
that leaders of the subcontinent , iwhich split into two in 1 947 
and then into three countries in 1 97 1  following the emergence 
of Bangladesh , still suffer from amnesia and refuse to face 
up to the realities . 

The failure to identify a definite pattern in events since 
1 947 , which included the violent breakaway of Bangladesh 
from Pakistan in 1 97 1  and the militant secessionist uprising 
in the Kashmir Valley which erupted in January 1 990, has 
made the people of the subcontinent pay dearly in the form 
of loss of human lives , econoIhic backwardness ,  external 
interventions ,  and the inability of the subcontinent as a whole 
to play a meaningful role in world affairs . 

In addition , the internal instability caused by these up
heavals has given rise to religious,  ethnic , and sub-ethnic 
divisions with secessionist undertones .  At the least , these 
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conflicts are potent enough to retard economic progress and 
degenerate the tenuous political systems . Despite the obvious 
drawbacks caused by the conflicts afflicting all three nations 
in the subcontinent , there are clear indications that each na
tion enjoys the difficulties the other nations face . Once, Is
lamabad used to join the western nations in citing internal 
troubles within India as a sign that India is disintegrating . 
Now, however, the same Pakistani leaders , faced with hostile 
separatists in Sindh , Baluchistan , and the North West Fron
tier Province bordering Afghanistan, have come to realize 
that what is sauce for the goose is also the sauce for the 
gander. 

The zero-sum game 
Such festering of wounds , although not unusual in any 

country which has a legacy of European colonial rule , has 
been allowed to continue because of a number of factors , 
not least of which is the overwhelming paranoia that all the 
nations in the subcontinent suffer from. Every intervention 
by another nation , however insignificant it may be , is played 
up as the cause behind any setback . Investigations of all 
subversive activities carried out against any national institu
tion or eminent individuals are always attributed to the intelli
gence agency of the other nation . This practice of blaming 
the other nation has further complicated the relations among 
the nations in the subcontinent . 

There is no question that Pakistan lives under a constant 
"fear" that India will do its best to unsettle the settled borders . 
Such "fears" have created a class of rulers who thrive on 
feeding anti-India campaigns to the population . Pakistani 
politicians , burdened by this self-created obsession, have 
practically run the country down . The country' s  foreign poli
cy is determined by the simple logic: The enemy of my enemy 
is my friend . The problem is that the Pakistani politicians 
refuse to face up to the reality that some of these friends are 
worse than their so-called enemies.  

If the Pakistani political system suffers from such para
noia, the Indian scene is not much different . The obsession 
of Delhi to dismiss any complaint by either Pakistan or Ban
gladesh as a motivated ploy to extract advantages from India 
or to belittle India before the world, has to be seen to be 
believed . As a result , New Delhi ' s  relations not only with 
Islamabad, but also with the Bangladesh government in Dha
ka, still leave much to be desired. While the poverty and 
illiteracy of the three countries have remained comparable , 
the technological level , the effect of mutual help to each 
other, among the three has remained highly uneven . India' s  
technological level i s  much higher than that of either Pakistan 
or Bangladesh, due to its successes in research and develop
ment in the space and nuclear areas . However, none of this 
has trickled into the other two countries , a matter of great 
distress to some observers . 

Another factor which has played a significant role in 
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creating and intensifying mistrust "mong the nations in the 
subcontinent is the British-promoted two-nation theory , 
which talks of the subcontinent as one country with two 
nations (a Hindu and a Muslim nation) . While the Pakistani 
leadership still rigidly adheres to this fraud, some in India 
point at the fraud to de-recognize both Pakistan and Bangla
desh . The independence of Bangladesh from the Punjabi
dominated Pakistani rulers in 1 97 1! had exposed this fraud 
once , and now the JLKF, JKPNP, i  etc . are out to prove it 
once again . What Islamabad and New Delhi fail to realize, 
is that the two-nation theory was expounded as a "foot in the 
door," but what the British gamemasters and old colonial 
geopoliticians believe in is balkaniztltion. the kind that disin
tegrated the Soviet Union . In order to achieve such disinte
gration , various promoters of multi¢ultural and multi-ethnic 
society are emerging on the scene . 'While there is no doubt 
that the borders drawn in the past ;cannot be erased or re
drawn without another massive human tragedy, what the 
subcontinent leaders must recogni2le is that the plan of the 
geopoliticians of the British variety cannot be encouraged: 
More nations cannot be carved out <>If the body of the subcon
tinent. 

Self-defeating hostilities 
The mutual hostility among the: nations in the subconti

nent has prevented these nations from resolving some of the 
most important issues , as well as the iinsignificant ones . Some 
issues like the territorial control of the Siachen Glacier, a 
snowbound terrain situated in the !northwest of Ladakh in 
Kashmir, could not be resolved , and have led to armed con
flicts . Both India and Pakistan are spending fortunes to main
tain troops at a height of 1 8 ,000 feet above sea level , and the 
slopes of the glacier became key p�ints of conflict between 
India and Pakistan soon after China: completed the construc
tion of the modem Silk Route from the border town of Kash
gar in Xinjiang to Pakistan-occupied Gilgit in Jammu and 
Kashmir. Over the years , both India and Pakistan have peri
odically exchanged gunfire to mairttain their strategic posi
tions and to enhance tensions betw¢n the two countries .  

Similarly , the dispute between India and Bangladesh over 
the sharing of the Ganga River' s water, following the con
struction of the Farakka Barrage to divert the Ganga 1 1  miles 
upstream from the India-Bangladesh border, has not been 
resolved and, in fact, the issue is shaping the politics of 
Bangladesh . More than ever before, one hears Bangladeshi 
politicians blaming India for the desertification of northern 
Bangladesh . Bangladeshis complaJn that India is drawing 
almost all the water from the Ganga during the dry season, 
the crucial period, leaving practically nothing to flow into 
Bangladesh . 

Whether the Bangladeshi allegations are exaggerated or 
not , what is obvious is that Bangladesh , incapable of forcing 
India to act , has turned virulently anti-India. Bangladeshi 
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politicians, many of whom are indebted to India for helping 
Bangladeshis to shake off the oppressive yoke of the Paki
stani rulers in the early '70s , are becoming increasingly po
larized, and there is hardly any political force that exists 
today in Bangladesh which can organize on the basis of seek
ing friendship with India. 

Such a distorted relationship between the two neigh
boring countries has taken a major toll on Bangladesh 's  body 
politic . Today, the pro-Saudi Jamaat-e-Islami orthodox 
group is taking over control of the streets of Dhaka, espousing 
anti-India and anti-Hindu slogans . Such an ugly mood in 
Bangladesh is also preventing the two countries from dis
cussing meaningfully the large-scale Bangladeshi illegal im
migration into India. Under the prevailing mood, while India 
talks about setting up barbed-wire fences to fend off the 
illegal immigrants , Dhaka authorities flatly deny that there is 
any illegal migration into India. 

The list goes on and on . 

The futile SAARC 
In the mid- 1 980s , an attempt was made to have coopera

tive relations among the South Asian nations .  Although the 
grouping included countries outside of the subcontinent , the 
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC) soon turned out to be a hotbed of politics . Although 
bilateral disputes were kept out of the discussion process by 
charter, over the eight years of its existence , observers have 
seen with dismay that open efforts to sabotage the association 
have come to predominate . If India was responsible for sabo
taging the Colombo Summit of the SAARC in 1991 , Pakistan 
was found busily organizing others to bring up the demolition 
of a mosque by fanatic Hindus in Ayodhya in 1 993 . Through
out its existence , the SAARC has acted as a political football 
kicked around by the participants to score meaningless politi
cal points over each other. 

Last year, the SAARC countries had agreed to a Decem
ber 1 993 deadline for completing the process of negotiating 
trade concessions . They had also agreed on an end- 1 995 
deadline for ratifying the SAARC Preferential Trading 
Agreement (SAPTA) , signed in Dhaka in 1 993 . However, it 
is taken for granted that the SAPT A is a still-born baby. 
While there is little doubt that India, being the largest of the 
SAARC nations , will benefit the most from the SAPTA , 
Pakistan has clearly begun to stay away from endorsing the 
SAPT A, and there are indications that Islamabad is actively 
imploring the other SAARC nations not to ratify the SAPT A.  
All in  all , as  regarding most other issues , the picture on South 
Asian cooperation is bleak and there is hardly any one who 
sincerely believes that anything worthwhile can come out of 
either SAARC or SAPT A.  

Concept of a confederation 
Having come to a situation like this,  it is important for 

the subcontinent leaders to look around and see where the 
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subcontinent is heading . The m1iltual distrust has given rise 
to a large-scale militarization ,  which, at least in the case of 
Pakistan and Bangladesh , has kept the democratic political 
process suppressed . People' s  requirements in these countries 
are decided by a handful who are more keen to keep them
selves in power than anything els¢ . As a result , the economies 
of Pakistan and Bangladesh are �ntering a stage of no-return 
and becoming more and more d¢pendent on foreign donors 
and foreign financial institutions . IThe very security for which 
so much has been spent in procuring arms and ammunition is 
thus getting subverted by a proce�s which escapes everyone' s  
attention . I n  addition, more etqnic and sectarian conflicts 
have cropped up in recent days than ever before . 

It is difficult to say how long such a condition can persist . 
The end of the Cold War has brought about a significant 
change in the world situation . While the dangers of "free 
market" and "free trade" scheffiles to loot the South Asian 
nations have become real now more than before , there are 
also opportunities ,  in the form <f developing relations with 
new nations of the former Soviet Union , and in Gaza-Jericho, 
and South Africa. But the South Asian nations , bound by the 
morass of their own creation , have failed even to evaluate 
the situation , let alone work out a strategy to take responsibil
ity for these new-born democracies to succeed. And there is 
no telling when, if ever, the South Asian nations can come 
out of this slow degenerative sta�. 

It is obvious that there is !jttle scope for statecraft at 
this stage for any national lead¢r in South Asia under the 
prevailing parameters within whjch they have been made to 
function . It is time to break oUl of that and think about a 
confederation of South Asia wh�re the borders will remain 
the same, but the nations will aqt to enhance their citizens ' 
capabilities .  Such a confederation will not jeopardize nation
al security , but will strengthen i�. Such a confederation will 
not look at the people of South Asia as foreigners or usurpers , 
but people of the same confederation working for the prosper
ity of the region as a whole . Such a confederation will not 
get bogged down trying to resll>lve such absurd issues as 
control of the Siachen Glacier, nor would it shirk from deal
ing with the distribution of ripari'¥l river waters for the benefit 
of most . 

The subcontinent' s  population has already exceeded 1 
billion and most likely will exceed that of China in a few 
years . It is also to be noted that in South Asia, a large section 
of the population continues to remain deprived of such basic 
necessities of life as electricity , :  safe drinking water, basic 
medical care , modest housing , and primary education. The 
way the South Asian nations have "progressed" over the last 
47 years , there is hardly any reas()n to believe that the coming 
decades will provide them with any better opportunity . The 
worst, on the other hand, is genuinely to be feared. It is time 
for the South Asians to wake up . to the realities and think of 
improving the policy formulations and implementations of 
policies through a different and friendly mechanism. 
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Conference Report 

Kashmir conflict can be solved, but 
not with British involvement 

: 

by Poul Rasmussen 

Of all the perpetual conflicts left in the wake of British imperi
al rule , that centering around Kashmir ranks among the most 
tragic . Since the 1 947 partition which led to the creation of 
Muslim Pakistan , at the cost of 1 million lives lost in the 
massive dislocations of population , the region has been in a 
state of semi-permanent conflict , breaking out three times 
into open war between Pakistan and India. The British parti
tion policy along religious lines was a recipe for strife: Al
though most of the princely states with which Britain ' s  Lord 
Mountbatten was dealing chose to accede to Pakistan or India 
according to whether they had Muslim or Hindu majorities ,  
respectively, the Maharajah of Kashmir, a Muslim entity , 
opted for India. 

A 197 1  agreement between the Indian and Pakistani gov
ernments , known as the Simla Agreement, called for a nego
tiated solution to the Kashmir dispute , but was seen to conflict 
with a United Nations resolution from 1 949 calling for a 
plebiscite in Kashmir. Increasingly , over the last 20 years , 
tensions have risen to fever pitch and violence . 

Now the situation is in a clinch: India is relying on mili
tary force against what it perceives to be Muslim fundamen
talist-terrorist threats from Kashmiri soil ; Pakistan is calling 
for accession of the Muslim Kashmir to its state; yet Kashmir, 
if a plebiscite were to be held , would probably opt for inde
pendence . 

There are two ways of approaching the Kashmir issue: 
Either one takes up a position (pro-Pakistan , pro-Indian , or 
pro-Kashmir) and faces off against the perceived enemy; or 
one looks at the conflict from above , so to speak, and identi
fies the geopolitical scheme which the British Empire fol
lowed in 1 947 . The former approach can only lead to exacer
bated conflict , whereas the latter makes it possible to identify 
a solution in the higher, common interests of all . 

An unusual debate in Denmark 
On June 2 ,  the Kashmir Society of Denmark held an 

unusual international conference on Kashmir, in the Danish 
Parliament . It was unusual because it allowed for debate 
on both approaches . Filling the large hall were members of 
parliament from Denmark, Sweden , Norway, and the United 
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Kingdom, in addition to Pakistanii and Kashmiri political 
figures and press , and numerous Danish participants . 

From the opening remarks by Ii>anish MP Elizabeth Ar
nold , it was clear that the first approach was well represented: 
The focus would be on allegations df human rights violations 
in Kashmir by the Indian military ,I and calls for an interna
tional U . N .  intervention to force through a plebiscite in Kash
mir. Most speakers elaborated on this leitmotif, calling for 
steps to be taken , which ended Up in the final resolution 
passed by the gathering . These indluded: an end to the vio
lence in Kashmir; the release of aU political prisoners; open 
borders ; withdrawal of Indian milidlry forces and transfer of 
power to a civilian government; free access to Kashmir for 
human rights organizations ,  press , and humanitarian groups; 
initiation of a political dialogue among Kashmir, Pakistan, 
and India; and , a free and fair plebiScite in Kashmir. 

Yet , it was not simply an open-�d-shut affair . Dr. Z. U.  
Khan, an adviser to the Kashmir gIovernment who presided 
over the conference , issued broaddr outlines for the confer
ence , defining the aims as 1 )  to protide a documented update 
on the situation in Kashmir, and 2) i to have a "free and frank 
exchange of views" on the origin arid nature of the crisis . Dr. 
Khan himself presented a chronology of events from the 1 947 
partition of India and Pakistan to the present , before listing 
the points which were to appear in the resolution . 

The most rabid speech was deliivered by Max Madden, a 
U .K .  parliamentarian who is also from the British Kashmir 
Society and the Kashmir Human Rights Organization . Mad
den , who raved that "no one can decide for Kashmir except 
the people of Kashmir," proceeded to decide , in no uncertain 
terms , for the people of Kashmir. ". say to the Indian govern
ment, and to my own, and to the governments of Europe ," 
he shouted, that "elections should not be held in Kashmir. "  

Arguing that elections would be boycotted b y  the Kash
miris and the results used by the Indians to establish a "man
date to murder as in Punjab,"  which borders Kashmir, Mad
den called for outright United Nations intervention . "The 
United Nations has a legal and moral responsibility and obli
gation to secure the self-determiJllation for the people of 
Kashmir. "  This is to be accomplished through a U . N .  take-
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over: "It may require a period of U . N .  administration of 
Kashmir," he said . "So be it . And it may involve the whole 
region; so be it . "  

LaRouche's view presented 
The second approach was presented by Muriel Mirak

Weissbach of EIR, who had been invited to offer an alterna
tive view . Her speech elaborated on a concept which Lyndon 
LaRouche had developed in answer to a question on Kashmir 
during a conference in Washington last February (see EIR, 
March 1 8 , 1 994, p .  49) . 

The issue , she said , could not be defined as a Kashmiri , 
Pakistani , or Indian issue , but had to be seen as a conflict 
created by British geopolitics .  The solution for the region lay 
in grasping this and overthrowing its parameters . 

Expanding on LaRouche 's  characterization of the con
flict , she introduced material exposing the malthusian goals 
behind Great Britain' s  manipulation of the subcontinent . Cit
ing a National Security Council memorandum, NSSM-200, 
authored by Henry Kissinger in 1 974, and works by various 
writers who have put forward the Limes thesis , according 
to which the world must be divided between a prosperous ,  
populated North and a depopulated, ravaged South , she pre
sented the case that the goal of these forces is to wipe out 
most of the nations of the Third World. 

The audience was shocked to hear that India, Pakistan, 
and Bangladesh topped the list of 1 3  countries slated in Kis
singer's 1 974 document for drastic population reduction 
schemes , on the grounds that growth of the population of 
these countries represented a "national security threat" to the 
United States . 

"The vision that these malthusian geostrategists have for 
the wars of the future ," she said, "is what Samuel Huntington 
called the 'Clash of Civilizations , '  whereby the peoples of 
the 'zones of turmoil ' will engage in wars among themselves ,  
couched i n  religious terms: Islam, Hinduism, Confucianism, 
Orthodox Christianity , and Western Christianity are to kill 
each other off in unending strife . The aim is to reduce the 
world' s  population to 2 billion , as the organizers of the U . N .  
Cairo conference have suggested . More recently , the Finnish 
'philosopher' Pentti Linkola was presented on the front page 
of the Wall Street Journal May 24 as having a 'novel solution ' 
for 'overpopulation ' and 'dwindling resources , '  namely ' an
nihilating most of the human race . End Third World aid 
and asylum for refugees , so millions die . Try mandatory 
abortions for those with two children . And then find some 
way to get rid of the extra billions of people. ' 

"It is in this context that the Kashmir crisis must be lo
cated . From the standpoint of these writers , if war could be 
sparked between India and Pakistan , escalating to the use of 
nuclear weapons , millions of people could be eliminated, 
thus effectively reducing the world' s  population . "  

To defeat this malthusian agenda for genocide , she em
phasized the need for the intended victims to break out of 
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the psychological profiles withiri which geopolitical thinking 
would confine them. Citing LaRouche' s  recollections from 
the region in 1 946 , when Muslims and Hindus marched and 
fought side by side for independence against the British, she 
called for a revival of that struggle , "but in a different form; 
it is a question of uniting Pakistanis , Indians,  and Kashmiris 
in a struggle for independence �nd development against the 
thinking of the British . "  

With the notable exception; of  the British members of 
parliament sitting in the front rof.vs ,  who were observed ner
vously scribbling notes and passing them around to one an
other, the overwhelming majority of those present signalled 
their support for EIR' s  view with generous applause . Not 
only neutral observers , but also �eading Pakistani and Kash
miri personalities present requested copies of the speech , 
while Pakistani media in atten�ance also conducted inter-
views.  I 

British admit their agen�a 
The final session of the confqrence included interventions 

representing the first approach,  t9 be sure , but the atmosphere 
had been decidedly altered . Ont U . K .  parliamentarian who 
took the floor, Gary Waller, seemed to answer EIR ' s  plea for 
rational solutions , by insisting : that "all the speeches here 
today have been rational . "  As f0r Madden, he inadvertently 
confirmed EIR' s charge that the policy content of geopolitics 
is malthusianism. Responding tQ a question , Madden blurted 
out what British intentions really are for the region , beneath 
the pious talk about "human rig�ts . "  

Madden said , "I 've alwaysl wondered why i n  a world 
where we've seen the British Empire disintegrate , the Rus
sian Empire disintegrate , why is it that alone of the great 
countries of the world-let 's  r�member, by the end of this 
century , India will have the larg¢st population in the world
why it alone should be Union otl India and its present bound
aries continue forever? I think tbere cannot be any immunity 
to India to the sort of pressures �hat we see in the rest of the 
world , and it might well be that the Constitution of India may 
be amended, there could be a new constitutional settlement 
in India . . . .  

"We all hear from Indians that they have the largest de
mocracy in the world, but many of us question that very 
fundamentally . " 

No one in the audience missed the point . Kashmir seemed 
to have disappeared from the �genda. Madden was saying 
that Britain seeks the breakup of India, again, apparently on 
grounds of its demographic growth ! 

The fact that an honest expo�ition of how British geopoli
tics works , historically and now , should be so well received 
by a gathering of forces otherwi�e caught in the clinch of the 
regional conflict , indicates that there is potential for the very 
dangerous crisis on the subcont�nent to be defused and con
ducted to a rational solution , illl full respect for the human 
rights and sovereignty of all-minus the British . 
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Conference Report 

Meeting in Malaysia calls for end 
to genocidal sanctions against Iraq 
by Our Special Correspondent 

One week after the United Nations Security Council pro
longed the embargo against Iraq another two months , repre
sentatives of several nations gathered in the Malaysian capital 
of Kuala Lumpur to map out a strategy for lifting the illegal 
blockade . The conference , organized by non-governmental 
organizations ,  opened at the International Youth Center on 
May 26 with introductory remarks by organizing committee 
chairman Kassim Ahmad, who set the tone for the two-day 
proceedings by placing the question of morality in the center 
of political action . "Although we represent many countries ," 
he said , "this conference has not the power of governments , 
like the United Nations , or even of a government. But every 
one of us can see that the United Nations has failed to bring 
about security and peace to its members . So when govern
ments fail , whom do we tum to? 

"Of course," he said , "we tum to God in whom the believ
ers trust. . . .  We tum to our moral selves . Morality cannot 
accept the already illegal and murderous sanctions against 
Iraq . Morality cannot accept the present immorality in the 
United Nations . So, we, the peoples of the world . . .  acting 
upon our common humanity , must remove this inhumanity . "  

The moral question thus posed was to become a continu
ing motif of the debate , which , though concentrated on a 
strategy to lift the embargo on Iraq , branched out to consider 
many related issues: What were the true , underlying reasons 
for the war and embargo against an Arab nation? What have 
the consequences been? What are the implications for the 
Third World? And , finally , how can those oppressed by the 
one-worldist U .N .  machinery find unity? What are the cultur
al and philosophical foundations for a successful fight for 
independence? 

United against the U.N. 
Representing the government of  the host country , Malay

sian Minister of Youth and Sports Abdul Ghani Othman 
officially opened the proceedings with a speech critical of the 
United Nations regime . Reiterating the Malaysian govern
ment' s  official support for lifting sanctions against Iraq , Oth
man referenced Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohamad's  
view, "that the problem is  linked to  the U .N .  Security Coun-
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cil which is controlled by a few superpowers , which are 
guided by their own interest rather t�n the interest of human
ity . "  The problem is also related to the "double standards" 
practiced by the U . N .  in its interveqtions and the "excessive 
abuse of the veto power bestowed Upon certain members of 
the U .N .  Security Council . "  He explained his government' s  
call for "removal of  the veto pow¢rs and for the U .N .  to 
pursue democratization of its orgapizational structure and 
operations . "  Othman harshly criticited the U . S .  government 
also , for having "consistently resor1led to intense diplomatic 
tactics and even threats in its effort to create the leveling of 
the playing field . "  By this ,  he meant American threats to 
use sanctions against economic competitors , such as Japan , 
China, Indonesia, and Malaysia. 

Speaking for Iraq was Latiff N. Jllssin , former minister of 
information and currently chairman' of the Iraqi Friendship, 
Peace and Solidarity Organization (FPSO) . Jassin , who 
headed a delegation from Baghdad: including Mrs . Maarid 
A. Kamal and Prof. Dr. Bashir A .  Mahmoud, both secretary 
generals of the FPSO, outlined the reasons why the aggres
sion and embargo against his countlry were organized . Iraq 
was to be bombed back to the pre-industrial era, he said, to 
demoralize the Arab world in its fight against imperialism and 
Zionism. Iraq had been chosen because of its "independent 
policy and commitment to the Third World' s  struggle for 
sovereignty and independence . "  Iraq' s  sovereignty , he said , 
is being violated by the no-fly zones iestablished by the U .N .  
at the 32 and 36 parallel . Jassin emphasized that , since Iraq 
has complied with U . N .  resolutions , the embargo has be
come illegal even by U . N .  standards . 

The United Nations agenda . 
If the ostensible reason for the blockade was to force Iraqi 

troops to leave Kuwait, and if that !aim has been achieved, 
why has the U . N .  not lifted the siege? For Dr. Ali Aksad, 
Asian Regional Coordinator of the World Peace Council , a 
citizen of Bangladesh , in all cases bf embargoes and U .N .  
interventions-Cuba, Libya, Iraq , i  perhaps North Korea, 
Bosnia, Somalia-"certain great powers are now blatantly 
carrying out military operations which constitute full-scale 
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military intervention in several countries , depriving them of 
the right to decide their own destiny . "  The speaker called 
for the "democratization of the Security Council , and the 
international financial institutions"-the International Mon
etary Fund (IMF) , World Bank, and General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) . 

For Helga Zepp-LaRouche , president of the Schiller In
stitute in Germany, it is not a matter of reforming these 
bodies ,  but of defeating the ulterior motives which they pur
sue . Mrs . LaRouche ' s  speech, which was the keynote for the 
first plenary session and was delivered on her behalf by Muri
el Mirak-Weissbach , laid bare the ugly truth about the United 
Nations . "Imagine the following ," her paper began . "You 
are a guest in a large palace . It is the seat of the United 
Nations World Government . All the heads of state are seated 
here every evening for a festive banquet after the day's  busi
ness of ruling . At one end , a British prime minister and an 
American President lord over the table , while all others , 
according to the importance of their countries , sit at desig
nated numbered places . 

"Each evening , choice selections of the finest and most 
expensive meals ,  fitting for such a distinguished gathering , 
are brought out . All would be quite comfortable and harmoni
ous were it not for the oddities , here and there , but especially 
for the gentleman at the head of the table . 

"Upon closer observation, one discovers that the seem
ingly so elegant hat of the Lady Prime Minister, carefully 
placed , nonetheless , incompletely veils a nest of snakes and 
lizards that coil out of her head. Equally horrible , on close 
observation , one notices that the face of the President is half
decayed and infested with all sorts of worms . But, the high 
society carries on seemingly oblivious . They imbibe and 
amuse themselves with toasts . 

"After the hors d'oeuvres,  the soup and the salad, the 
main course is brought in. At first covered , the lid is raised, 
and . . .  the President of Grenada is served . The evening 
before , he sat as a guest at the same table . Some experience 
nausea, but , diplomatic training being what it is , none let it 
show . 

"And so it continues each evening , shortly thereafter the 
President of Panama is served , then that of Iraq , and then 
Bosnia, Somalia, Rwanda, and so on. Other guests have 
already been marked, but say nothing , in part out of fear, but 
also because they are enamored of the opportunity to sit a 
few more days at the great table . "  

This repugnant image brought across the truth of  the 
U .N . -dominated world today: that genocide is tolerated , 
even by those who are intended to be the next victims . In her 
presentation , entitled "The Gulf War: Implications for the 
Third World ," Mrs . LaRouche identified the main reason for 
the aggression against Iraq as the attempt to deter all Third 
World nations from pursuing a path of scientific and techno
logical development independent of the IMP , World Bank, 
and GATT. The philosophy behind it , she identified in the 
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malthusian view , propagated Illy the Ditchley Foundation, 
Trilateral Commission , and C!pb of Rome , that non-white 
popUlations must be curbed . This policy has been implement
ed thanks to a shift in the cultural paradigms of the West over 
the last 30 years . 

. 

The assault against Iraq , though planned back in the 
1 970s , became operational in 1 990, said Mrs . LaRouche, 
because of British determinatiqn to thwart the potential for 
Eurasian economic developmeJllt which had been opened up 
by the events of 1 989.  The "s�endid little colonial war" of 
Margaret Thatcher, was to ro� Germany of historical mo
mentum, and consolidate pq�r back in the hands of the 
oligarchical cirlces running the! United Nations . The central 
point Mrs . LaRouche drove hpme was that the war could 
have been prevented on two co�ditions :  that the geopolitical 
thrust behind it be recognized l and denounced; and that an 
alternative infrastructure develppment perspective , like the 
one Lyndon LaRouche propo�ed for Eurasia in 1 989, be 
implemented . To stop the U . rot .  from fulfilling its agenda, 
consuming nation after nationi in its malthusian rampage , 
Mrs . LaRouche called for c�certed action to block the 
planned U .N .  anti-population qonference in Cairo next Sep
tember. By blocking this conf�rence , she said , the way can 
be opened for implementing ec�momic development projects 
capable of providing a life of ljIignity for a growing human 
population. 

Aspects of Mrs . LaRouche1s presentation were elaborat
ed by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach\ also of the Schiller Institute , 
who focused on the aims and Gonsequences of the embargo 
on Iraq . Drawing on personal e�perience in Iraq during sever
al trips since the war, she gave Ian updated report on how the 
embargo was producing increasing mortality rates through 
its effect on the health sector an� food supply . She juxtaposed 
to this picture of continuing geqocide the image of a regional 
and Eurasian upswing , which �ould take hold, if the embar
go were lifted; contracts discussed by tween Iraq and leading 
industrial nations such as Russ�a and France,  would contrib
ute to launching a "developm�nt dynamic" of far-reaching 
consequences .  It is precisely tq prevent such a dynamic , she 
said, that the U .N .  Security Cpuncil , under U .K .  and U .S .  
pressure , had determined to coptinue the sanctions . 

U.N. use of depleted ur.ium ammunition 
The most gruesome evidepce on genocide against the 

Iraqi population was presented by the Austrian Dr. Siegwart
Horst Gunther, who has been ; active on humanitarian mis
sions to the country for the Yell�w Cross International . Using 
slides,  Dr. Gunther presented the case , that increasing rates 
of leukemia and other cancers l in Iraq since the war may be 
due to the use of depleted urapium (DU) ammunition used 
by A- lO planes .  "DU penetratqrs were extensively used dur
ing the Gulf war in 1 99 1 ," he l said, and according to docu
ments obtained through the U .  � .  Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA), "around 300 tons of I1>u on the battlefield between 
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Kuwait and Iraq" were left ,  "mostly in the form of toxic and 
radioactive dust . "  This uranium, he explained , could get into 
the ground water following a rainy season , "and finally reach 
the food chain ," causing lung cancer. 

Dr . Gi.inther related , "I found on May 7 ,  1 99 1 ,  on the 
highway between Baghdad and Amman , in the desert , pro
jectiles in the form and size of a cigar. . . .  In that region , 
columns of refugees,  aid transports , and others had been 
submitted to attack by A- 1 O  planes equipped with this type 
of ammunition . Later on I happened to see children playing 
with these projectiles . A little girl who possessed 1 2  of them 
died of leukemia . "  Dr. Gi.inther had one such bullet analyzed 
by four different German institutes . "The bullet under exami
nation exhibited a radioactivity of I I  microsivert per hour. 
. . .  Twelve such projectiles represent a radioactivity of 1 32 
microsivert per hour ."  To clarify the importance of this ,  he 
made a comparison: "In Germany , persons should not be 
exposed to more than 50 microsivert per year ."  

Dr. Gi.inther attributed the alarming rise in  cancer cases 
to these weapons , and conjectured that the strange ailments 
that U . S .  Gulf war veterans have suffered may have the same 
origin . 

Toward an ecumenical dialogue 
As a welcome antidote to the horror story depicted by 

Dr. Gi.inther' s  presentation , a concluding panel tackled the 
question of how to redefine healthy relations between Iraq 
and the West , and more broadly, between the North and 
South . Prof. Walter Sommerfeld , president of the German
Iraqi Friendship Society , drew on his extensive experience 
as a scholar in ancient Iraq ' s  civilization , to communicate 
the richness of the country ' s  culture , which he characterized 
as unique . From the early development of a script in Babylon 
to the magnificence of the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad , he 
said , Iraq had contributed knowledge in science , particularly 
medicine , which had had a profound , lasting influence on 
the West . In consideration of the universal value of such 
contributions to all of mankind , Sommerfeld argued for the 
immediate lifting of the embargo and reestablishment of just 
relations between Iraq and the rest of the world. 

Laith Shubeilat , formerly a member of the Jordanian par
liament and currently the president of the Jordanian Associa
tion of Engineers , explored the philosophical and cultural 
foundations for establishing such unity among all the peoples 
of the world . Focusing on the three monotheistic religious 
traditions of Judaism, Christianity , and Islam , Shubeilat 
identified "the main benchmarks or points of congruence 
where international cultures may meet to manifest unity 
through multiplicity . "  Among these were monotheism; the 
view of man as "center of the universe . . .  not just another 
beast in a universe centered around nature"; "the common 
outlook on life and its sanctity . "  

Shubeilat showed how each o f  these principles was origi
nally part of each of the three monothesitic traditions , but 
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Dr. Siegwart-Horst 
Giinther showed copies 
of these export licenses 
for depleted uranium , to 
be deliveredfrom U .S .  
firms to consignees in 
Saudi Arabia , France, 
and Great Britain . The 
licenses document the 
existence of an 
international traffic in 
depleted uranium , and 
Dr. Giinther alleges that 
some of this was used in 
the war against Iraq . 
Inset: a projectile 
containing depleted 
uranium , found in Iraq. 

stated , "Nowhere in the world is found today a society coher
ent with any of these great traditions . "  If these values are 
reasserted for practice , he said , then it would be possible to 
establish a "new humanistic order where all human beings 
are equal as the children of God; where wealth is the property 
of the Creator entrusted to man to enjoy its use without 
abuse . . . ; where science and advanced development are a 
mandatory duty of societies sharing the wealth of God's  gift 
of knowledge with all mankind . . .  so that progress is for 
everybody , and so that God ' s  ordainment to mankind to mul
tiply and replenish the Earth may be achieved; where geno
cidal population policies such as the sanctions on Iraq and 
the proposed genocidal policies prepared to be passed in the 
coming Cairo conference are defeated; where true human 
rights prevail in a non-selective manner and the properly 
educated peoples ,  and not the elite , control the destinies of 
their nations ;  where usury and slave labor are abolished and 
no looting takes place . "  

The Kuala Lumpur conference was unlike other meetings 
convened on the subject of the Iraq embargo , by virtue of the 
fact that it broadened the discussion to consider all relevant 
aspects of the strategic situation . Organizing committee 
chairman Kassim Ahmad concluded the conference with a 
set of proposals for overcoming the U .  N.  -dominated one-
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world regime . "The general policy and strategy ," he said, 
"must be to work out an economic-technological , military, 
and political-institutional independence ," which includes de
veloping "alternative institutions to replace the World Bank, 
IMF, the U.N . , media institutions , and so forth . "  With this 
aim, the conference voted up a resolution and a conference 
statement , which call for the establishment of a permanent 
working group to implement the conference deliberations .  

Documentation 

Conference resolution 
against sanctions on Iraq 

I .  This International Conference against Economic Sanc
tions on Iraq , organized by Malaysian Non-Governmental 
Organizations represented in the Organizing Committee of 
the Conference, meeting on 26-27 May 1 994 in this City of 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: 

(a) noting that it has been almost four years now since the 
U.N .  Security Council imposed the severest sanctions ever 
witnessed in history , on Iraq; 

(b) noting that Iraq has fully cooperated with various 
U.N.  agencies , missions , and teams , as openly admitted and 
fully acknowledged in particular by Mr. Ekeus of the Special 
U.N .  Commission; 

(c) noting that in spite of Iraq's  compliance with all rele
vant Security Council resolutions ,  despite their harsh nature, 
the U.N .  Security Council , under the influence of the U . S .  
and its ally Britain, has chosen to maintain economic sanc
tions against Iraq through the concoction of new demands 
unrelated to the texts of relevant resolutions ;  

(d) noting that these murderous sanctions against Iraq 
already claimed at least 400,000 lives,  many ofthem children 
and women, while hundreds of thousands of others suffer 
from malnutrition , disease and hunger brought about by inad
equate medical facilities and rapidly deteriorating health con
ditions; 

(e) noting that the sanctions regime is depriving Iraq of 
scientific , medical , and all educational and cultural materials ;  

(f)  noting also that the real motives behind the continued 
imposition of these cruel, inhuman sanctions against Iraq are 
to destroy and to render impotent the economic , scientific , 
and technological capability and potential of an Arab nation 
which until the Gulf war was industrially more adyanced than 
most other Arab states; to control the immense oil wealth of 
Iraq and the Gulf region; to interfere in Iraq' s  internal affairs; 
and to reinforce a power structure in the region which favors 
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the United States ,  the West and Israel but is inimical to the 
independence , integrity and sovereignty of the Arab people; 
and 

(g) noting also that the ecoqomic sanctions imposed on 
Iraq have also negative impac�s on other countries of the 
world , particularly those which have economic and trade 
dealings with Iraq , and that the lifting of the sanctions will 
improve their economic prospedts and prosperity; 

2. Now therefore solemnly: 
(a) declares that these sanctiqns are not only inhuman and 

unjust but have also been rendered illegal due to 1 (b) and (c) 
above; 

(b) salutes the brave people. of Iraq for the indomitable 
courage , steadfastness and perseverance they have displayed 
in the face of great adversity , pain and suffering in the last 
44 months since sanctions were imposed on their country; 

(c) calls upon the governments of the world to pressure 
the U . N .  Security Council to li�t immediately the sanctions 
against Iraq; 

(d) calls upon the governments of the world , desirous of 
defending their own independen�e and sovereignty, to break 
the sanctions imposed upon Iraq by reestablishing trade and 
other economic ties with Iraq; 

(e) calls upon the governments of the world to provide, 
as a matter of utmost urgency , extensive humanitarian assis
tance to the suffering people of Iraq; to this purpose , Iraqi 
frozen assets should be immediately released to allow for 
purchases of medicine , food add other basic necessities of 
life; 

(f) calls upon the Arab Leaiue , the Organization of Is
lamic Conference (OIC) , the Non-Aligned Movement 
(NAM), and other regional and international organizations 
to come to the defense of the people of Iraq in their hour of 
need , to resist U . S .  and British dominance of the global 
system and to initiate concrete plans and programmes aimed 
at creating a just world; 

(g) calls upon citizens , grQups and non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) througho$t the world to launch a mas
sive global campaign to free the people of Iraq from the 
dominance and hegemony of superpowers so that men, wom
en , and children everywhere win be able to live in accordance 
with the noble values and principles embodied in their great 
moral and spiritual traditions now and in the future; 

(h) calls upon progressive golvernmental and non-govern
mental Third World leaders and leaders of progressive groups 
in North America, Europe and Japan to initiate discussions 
and dialogues to work out a common general plan , policy, 
and strategy to free mankind frbm superpower domination 
and for comprehensive and overall cooperation to build a just 
new world; and 

(i) instructs the Organizing Committee of the Conference 
to establish an international working group to carry out the 
decisions of the Conference as well as to continue the work 
of this Conference. 
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EIR editor addresses 
patriots in Paraguay 
by Cynthia R. Rush 

Dennis Small , a collaborator of Lyndon LaRouche and Ibero
American editor of EIR, toured the South American nation 
of Paraguay May 23-28 at the invitation of the Paraguayan 
Association for Historical and Geopolitical Studies . The visit , 
whose primary purpose was to present the book The Plot to 
Annihilate the Armed Forces and Nations of Ibero-America, 
which Small co-authored , found a particularly receptive audi
ence in a nation which in the last century suffered-and hero
ically resisted-one of the most barbaric depopulation wars 
unleashed by the British Empire . (The book, already circulat
ing in Spanish , will be released soon in English by EIR . )  

The Triple Alliance War ( 1 865-70) , in  which Britain ' s  
Lord Palmerston and his "zoo" of  agents mobilized the gov
ernments of Brazil , Argentina, and Uruguay to wage war 
against Paraguay, is seared in the national memory . This is 
not only because it exterminated one-half of the population 
(85% of the males) , but also because virtually every single 
person fought against incredible odds to defend the achieve
ments of a mercantilist, protectionist system which , begin
ning with President Carlos Antonio Lopez in 1 840, and con
tinuing under his son Marshall Francisco Solano LOpez in 
1 859, had transformed that nation into one of the most eco
nomically advanced on the continent. Paraguayans are right
fully proud of their resistance to British genocide , a character
istic which worries the advocates of Palmers ton 's policies 
today . 

Response among the military 
In private meetings as well as a public presentation in 

Asuncion, Small found considerable anger over today' s Brit
ish-inspired plot to destroy Ibero-America's armed forces 
and the sovereign nations they defend, in order to replace 
them with a U . N .  world dictatorship . That anger is especially 
strong among Paraguay' s  military leaders , who have resisted 
demands to "restructure" themselves out of existence on be
half of the U . N .  agenda. Gen . Uno Cesar Oviedo, head of 
the Army , has taken a firm stand in defense of the institution . 

One of three presentations Small made before military
related groups was to an audience of 500 officers held at the 
headquarters of the First Army Corps in Asuncion . During a 
two-hour presentation and discussion, members of the audi
ence expressed their concern over foreign-dictated demilitar
ization plans,  as well as the hemispheric and world economic 
crises . 
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The EIR editor also spoke at Pjrraguay' s  National War 
College , which trains the nation' s  blites;  only 22 civilians 
and 22 military officers are admitted each year for the one
year course . There , he detailed the M'orld' s  economic crisis 
and its implications for national se�urity . He told his audi
ence that the world' s  financial and ej::onomic situation at this 
point is like that of the Titanic afte� it hit the iceberg-it is 
sinking and nothing can save it, an� it must be replaced by 
a new system. He underscored tht1 impact of the financial 
collapse on national security , with ;a detailed discussion of 
the contents of The Plot to Annihilate the Armed Forces and 
Nations of Ibero-America . 

This was followed by a lively discussion , with questions 
ranging from the water problem in the United States and its 
effects on agriculture , to the exten( of LaRouche 's  political 
influence in the United States . Sma�l explained LaRouche 's  
concepts of  physical economy and �escribed his intellectual 
authorship of what became known /is the Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SOl) . He elaborated on hojw the fight for those ideas 
had earned LaRouche the enmity of the oligarchy, which dur
ing the Bush administration jailed �im for five years , along 
with several of his collaborators-including Small-some of 
whom are still incarcerated for long sentences .  

I 

Strategic location ! 

Paraguay is not a large country
_
t Its population is only 4 

million people , of whom 800,000 ij.ve in the capital , Asun
cion , a port city on the Paraguay RWer. The Triple Alliance 
War reduced the population from 45P,000 in 1 864 to 230 ,000 
after the war. After the ravages of Itbat war and subsequent 
occupation by Brazil ,  the economy �ever significantly devel
oped: Asuncion didn't even have riInning water until 1 954, 
and today the national economy i� based largely on con-
traband . ! 

Paraguay is strategically locate� at the crossroads of Bra
zil , Argentina, and Bolivia , and ha� easy access to Uruguay . 
Its strategic location may explain th� unusually large deploy-I 
ment of, reportedly , 1 ,500 official, at the U . S .  embassy in 
Asuncion. , 

There is also some nervousnes� at the State Department 
about President Juan Carlos Wasmbsy , an engineer by pro
fession who doesn't quite fit the mOld of the type of leader 
desired by the U . N .  crowd. AlthoQgh an advocate of priva
tization and liberal free-trade ecobomic policy, Wasmosy 
has thus far defended the nation' s  military from the plot to 
destroy it. 

In a wide-ranging interview Pfblished in the May 26 
issue of the Buenos Aires daily Ambito Financiero, Was
mosy charged that Fidel Castro' s �ao Paulo Forum was be
hind attempts to destabilize Paragu,y , blasted the industrial
ized nations ' use of ecology to prt:lvent development in the 
Third World, and underscored thati the Catholic Church and 
the Armed Forces are the institutional pillars of Paraguayan 
nationalism. 
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Andean Report by Javier Almario 

Narco-democracy and apathy 
Round one of presidential elections in Colombia in late May 

revealed the highest abstention rate since 1 931 . 

A minority of Colombian voters 
will go to the polls June 19  to elect a 
President who is guaranteed to contin
ue the policies of outgoing President 
Cesar Gaviria Trujillo . Both leading 
candidates , "liberal" Ernesto Samper 
Pizano and "conservative" Andres 
Pastrana Arango, have promised to 
maintain the economic and political 
programs which have driven the coun
try into bankruptcy and its govern
ment into total disrepute . 

Specifically, both candidates have 
promised to continue the so-called 
free-market "opening ," which has de
stroyed industrial and agricultural 
production and yielded an annual 
trade deficit of $4 billion, a deficit fi
nanced by the huge influx of narco
dollars , financial speculation , and un
registered private foreign credit . 

In the middle of the electoral cam
paign , two bridges over the Ariari 
River sank, leaving half the country 
isolated , since virtually the only 
means of cargo transport in Colombia 
is by highway . Nonetheless , neither 
the candidates nor the Gaviria govern
ment offered any plan for their recon
struction. The problem is hardly 
unique; every highway in the country 
is in a perpetual state of collapse , fre
quently paralyzing the nation and re
flecting the advanced state of crisis of 
national infrastructure . 

In the first round of voting on May 
29 , only 5 . 7  million voters went to the 
polls ,  representing a 67% abstention 
rate . In those elections , the narco-ter
rorist M- 19  "party ," which belongs to 
the pro-terrorist Siio Paulo Forum, 
virtually disappeared from the politi
cal map . Its candidate , Antonio Na-
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varro Wolf, received a mere 200,000 
votes-3 .8% of the total vote . 

In the 1 99 1  elections for the Con
stituent Assembly ,  Navarro took 30% 
of the vote and one-third of the dele
gates to that assembly, which literally 
gave the M- 19  co-authorship of the 
new national constitution. 

But by March of this year, the M-
19 was unable to elect a single con
gressman. Navarro attempted in vain 
to barter his 200,000 votes with Pas
trana or with Samper, in exchange for 
a sinecure , but the "image advisers" 
of the front-runners warned that ac
cepting such an offer would probably 
lose the candidates more votes than it 
would gain them. 

In addition to Navarro' s  political 
demise , the Communist Party (PCC) 
also disappeared as a political option. 
Communist candidate Alberto Men
doza Morales drew an absurd 30,000 
votes, and this after the communists 
had pulled 200,000 in the presidential 
elections a decade earlier. 

Enrique Parejo Gonzalez , one of 
the few surviving heroes from Colom
bia 's  anti-drug wars , could have pre
sented himself as an alternative to 
communism and free trade , but chose 
instead to ally himself with "ex-com
munists" and the anti-military witch
hunts of Amnesty International . The 
result? Parejo Gonzalez got 29 ,000 
votes . 

The May 29 elections essentially 
proved a victory for Pastrana Arango 
who, despite having the same pro
gram as the ruling party candidate , 
managed to tum Samper's 20% lead 
in the polls at the beginning of the 
year into a 0 . 3% margin at the polls ,  

effectively a tie . The 39-year-old Pas
trana' s  "victQry" was , however, due 
to his cynical manipulation of popular 
opinion . ThiS included giving himself 
gray temples and wrinkles to present 
a more "mature" image , exploiting a 
"sexy" image to win the feminine 
vote , and playing up his addiction to 
rock-and-roll to win the usually non
existent youth vote . 

While Pltstrana is the New Age 
candidate , Samper began his political 
career as the I country 's chief lobbyist 
for legalizing the drug trade , always 
backed by fQrmer President Alfonso 
L6pez Miche,sen , better known in the 
world of the drug cartels as "the godfa
ther ."  In light of the widespread un
popUlarity of such a position (despite 
the recent legalization of drug con
sumption by the Constitutional 
Court) , Samper has considerably 
toned down *s rhetoric on the matter. 

In the ele¢toral campaign, only the 
Ibero-Ameridan Solidarity Movement 
(MSIA) camt forward to present pro
grammatic scplutions of substance to 
the problem� afflicting the country . 
Maximiliano Londono , the president 
of the MSL<\ in Colombia, went on 
national television on May 27 to dis
cuss the international financial crisis , 
and to explaitn why Colombia should 
use its newly found oil wealth to invest 
in developing the nation' s  physical in
frastructure , precisely as U . S .  econo
mist and statesman Lyndon LaRouche 
has recommeJIded. 

Londono also criticized the popu
lation for its passivity , in allowing 
President Gaviria to impose the 1 99 1  
Constitution which created a series of 
New Age in�titutions in the country, 
including the Constitutional Court 
which recently legalized drug con
sumption, bomosexuality in the 
Armed Forces , and a radical sex edu
cation program in the schools which 
targets the family and Christian cul
ture for destruction . 
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Report from Rio by Geraldo Lino 

Brazil joins anti-nuclear pact 
In succumbing to pressures on the nuclear issue, Brazil' s 

"pragmatists" are surrendering national sovereignty. 

After 27 years of resistance , Brazil 
has agreed to ratify the Tlatelolco 
Treaty to Ban Nuclear Weapons in 
Latin America and the Caribbean , 
better known simply as the Tlatelolco 
Treaty . Brazil ' s  decision, approved 
by the Senate May 1 1 ,  was officially 
announced by Foreign Minister Celso 
Amorim in Mexico City on May 3 1 ,  
and triggered expressions of delight 
on the part of "new world order" men
tors and their sympathizers within the 
pragmatic "internationalist" faction 
of the Brazilian establishment . 

In the ratification ceremony held 
at the headquarters of the Organiza
tion to Ban Nuclear Weapons in Latin 
America (Opanal) , witnessed by 
Mexican Foreign Minister Manuel 
Tello Mads and Opanal Secretary 
General Enrique Roman, Amorim 
presented the "politically correct" 
line: "This is a historic moment for 
Brazil and for Latin America .  As 1 50 
million Brazilians join the Tlatelolco 
Treaty , Latin America effectively be
comes the first inhabited zone to total
ly abandon nuclear weapons . The pi
oneering initiative of those who came 
before us is today an example for the 
world ," he said , adding that the end 
of the Cold War made the world' s  
existing atomic arsenals "irrational 
and obsolete . "  

Mexico' s  Tello Mads answered 
Amorim in the same spirit: "The pur
pose that unites us holds great mean
ing for the Mexican government in its 
capacity as depository of the treaty , 
as well as for the international com
munity as a whole , which is today 
witness to this historic step. "  Tello 
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Mads stressed that the signator coun
tries commit themselves to "not fabri
cating , receiving , storing , or testing 
nuclear weapons or mechanisms for 
nuclear launchings . "  

The Brazilian initiative received 
the immediate and enthusiastic ap
proval of the United States . The same 
day that Amorim announced ratifica
tion of the treaty , President Bill Clin
ton sent a letter of congratulations to 
his Brazilian counterpart Itamar Fran
co: "We sincerely appreciate your 
successful efforts to ratify and apply 
both the Tlatlelolco Treaty and the 
Quadripartite Safeguard Agreement 
[among Brazil , Argentina, the Brazil
ian-Argentine Agency for Account
ing of Nuclear Materials,  and the 
International Atomic Energy Organi
zation] . Brazil ' s  leadership is a major 
contribution to banishing the threat of 
atomic weapons forever from Latin 
America ."  

The U.S .  State Department also 
sent an official note of congratulations 
to the Brazilian government . "With 
this decision , the country moves from 
the arena of good intentions to the 
concrete commitment not to build 
atomic weapons . And this places us 
in a better position to transfer more 
sophisticated equipment, and even to 
collaborate with the country on atom
ic energy matters ," said one State De
partment official to the daily 0 Globo 
on June 1 .  

Inside Brazil , the decision was ap
plauded by leading establishment 
mouthpieces . On June 1 ,  the daily 0 
Estado de Siio Paulo editorialized that 
"there can no longer be any doubt of 

Brazil ' s  trustworthiness in the field 
of non-prolifer.tion . "  The editorial 
nonetheless anticipates that the pro
moters of the ll'1atelolco Treaty will 
not be content With Brazil 's  display 
of good behavfr, but will demand 
similar complifnce with the Mis
sile Technology Control Regime 
(MTCR) ; shoul� Brazil fail to do so , 
declares the newspaper, "the flow of 
technology in this important area will 
not be regulari�ed, to Brazil ' s  det-
riment. "  ! 

That same day , Jornal de Brasil 
also published an editorial emphasiz
ing that "Brazil ¢ould not proceed oth
erwise , at a mofuent when the United 
States and RU$sia agree that their 
long-range missiles will no longer 
point at each dthers ' cities and tar
gets . "  The editorial concludes that 
these agreements indicate that "the 
2 1  st century has practically already 
begun ."  

Such wishfUl thinking aside , reali
ty shows that through the Tlatelolco 
Treaty , the men�ors of the "new world 
order" won whilt Brazil ' s  nationalist 
sectors had su¢ceeded in excluding 
from the Quadripartite Agreement, 
namely the meQhanism of "challenge 
inspections" by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency of Brazil 's  
nuclear installations . A modification 
of Article 1 6  0f the original treaty 
text now allow� such inspections to 
be requested by any country "suspi
cious" of Brazil ' s  nuclear activities . 

Reactions of the Brazilian nuclear 
sector to the government' s  decision 
were quite diff¢rent. Technicians in
terviewed by EJR described the move 
as "disastrous" and "shameful . "  One 
former president of the National Nu
clear Energy Commission told the 
Jornal do Commercio June 7 that Bra
zil had been h�vily pressured to join 
the treaty , and that the decision "is a 
step backwards for the nuclear 
sector. " 
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Pope promotes plan for 
pilgrimage to Mt. Sinai 

Pope John Paul II has called together 140 
cardinals to discuss his proposal for a pil
grimage of the leaders of Christianity, Is
lam, and Judaism to Mt. Sinai in 1 999 , on 
the eve of the second millennium of Chris
tianity, the London Observer reported on 
June 5 .  

In a letter to the cardinals ,  the pope 
wrote: "The atmosphere of the years leading 
up to the end of the Second Christian Millen
nium suggests the opportunity to follow in 
the footsteps of Abraham, and rediscover 
the Ten Commandments . "  The pope is also 
considering summoning a great pan-Chris
tian meeting of Catholics,  Protestants ,  and 
Orthodox churches, the Observer reported. 

However, the Observer article and an
other in the European cast doubt on whether 
the pope will survive that long . The Europe
an claims that the meeting of the cardinals 
is really a dress rehearsal for a conclave to 
elect the pontiff' s successor, and quotes var
ious officials that "this is now becoming a 
lame-duck papacy ."  Speculation is rife , the 
European claims , that the pope is going to 
announce his abdication. The Vatican has 
again refuted claims that John Paul II is ill, 
dying , or unable to carry out his duties .  
Among possible successors , the articles fo
cus on Milan's  Cardinal Carlo Maria 
Martini . 

Top British intelligence 
officers killed in crash 

Six senior officers of Britain' s  MI-5 domes
tic intelligence service, including the num
ber-three man, were killed in a helicopter 
crash in Scotland on June 2. A total of 29 
people were killed , including the head of the 
Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) Special 
Branch, who was effectively responsible for 
the security situation in Northern Ireland 
and the fight against the Irish Republican 
Army (IRA) . 

As the London Independent acknowl
edged on June 4, the British security estab
lishment lost "at a stroke , two dozen of its 
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most valuable officers . "  The RUC's  Chief 
Constable, Sir Hugh Ahnesley , admitted: 
"No one can pretend that this is not a cata
strophic loss.  It is a very , very significant 
setback . "  The Independent added that 
"some of the RUC officers lost had more 
than 20 years' experience in the force' s  Spe
cial Branch, the leading intelligence agency 
in the fight against the IRA."  

For the moment, all official sources in 
Britain are ruling out sabotage . Three sepa
rate inquiry commissions have been estab
lished to investigate why the crash hap
pened. 

Andreotti blames u.S.  
for his indictment 

Former Italian Prime Minister Giulio An
dreotti , who faces trial for alleged corrup
tion , gave an interview to Italian television' s  
First Channel on June 1 ,  in  which he blamed 
the U . S .  intelligence services for setting him 
up for prosecution. "I think . . .  the whole 
network of the Sicilian-American Mafia, 
which is a very strong . . . very protected 
network," he said , in reply to a question 
about who the "string-pullers" might be . 

Andreotti explained that the network is 
"very much protected by a part of their 
[U . S . ]  services .  This is not a slander or a 
manner of speaking . In Bisiach' s  book on 
Kennedy, there is a description of commis
sions given to Florida' s  Mafia to conduct 
operations against Fidel Castro . . . .  I do 
not know if it is the secret service . It could 
be branches ,  chunks of it . "  

Andreotti was pointing his finger pre
cisely at the intelligence network that has 
owned the Sicilian Mafia at least since 
World War II. 

Later on , Andreotti described, as a moti
vation for the attack against him, the inter
national fight around economic policy: "For 
sure, there exists a certain kernel of forces ,  
blind financial interests , very powerful , 
who consider anything which is ' social ' as 
a sort of communism, of pauperism. For 
instance , there is a difference between a 
free-market economy and a social free-mar
ket economy . What has been done in former 
communist countries . . .  as if free-market 

economy alone would solve all their prob
lems, after !l few years is bringing a come
back of the communist leadership . "  

M enem calls for defense 
of life a,t Cairo meeting 

Argentine President Carlos Menem has is
sued an a�al to Ibero-American Presi
dents to " fend the right to life" at the 
U . N .  's Cai anti-population conference . In 
a letter dat� June 1 , he called upon the other 
heads of stlte to work "to reaffirm a joint 
position to �ake to Cairo on certain funda
mental points which are the ethical basis of 
our societi� . One of them, without doubt, 
is the right � life .  " 

Papal s�okesman Joaquin Navarro Valls 
responded t� Menem with the statement that 
"the Holy �ee appreciates this initiative" 
and charac�rized it as an important move 
that "could �come a continental initiative ,"  
Reuters reJiorted June 6 .  The Vatican re
leased the tj:xt of the Argentine President' s  
letter. ' 

On Junl! 6, at the opening speech at the 
First Argen,ine Conference on Biotechnolo
gy , Menern attacked the idea that "in order 
to save the Ilves of some women, [it is neces
sary] to leg�lize murder, because that 's  what 
we're talking about-thousands of defense
less beingsJ children of God, as if we were 
God."  He f,vamed that allowing abortion 
would lead to its legalization . 

Solzhe",itsyn scores 
plundering of Russia 

Upon his return to Russia from exile late in 
May , novelist Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn de
nounced BQris Yeltsin ' s  shock therapy "re
forms" as �brainless . "  "I refuse to accept 
that reform� are now under way,"  he said. 
"Reform is a constructive , thought-out sys
tem of intekrelated measures . There is no 
such reform here . "  

I n  a speech i n  Khabarovsk o n  June 2 ,  
Solzhenits}1n charged that under the banner 
of privatization , the national wealth is being 
thrown a\\lay . "Every single year, the 
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thieves carry between $ 1 2  and $25 billion 
out of the country , and the Russian govern
ment then begs the International Monetary 
Fund for a loan of $ 1 . 5  billion . "  

The novelist laid flowers on  a mass 
grave in Khabarovsk which contains the re
mains of 14,000 people shot by Stalin' s  se
cret police in the 1 930s , and carefully read 
through the names listed on the nearby com
memorative wall . 

"The country ' s  best and brightest were 
killed by Stalin in his savage purges," Solz
henitsyn said . "They could have built a bet
ter life than those who stayed alive . The 
tragedy of the Stalin years is the underlying 
reason for Russia's  present-day humiliation 
and tormented conscience . "  

Solzhenitsyn, who i s  emerging as a mor
al rallying point in Russia, is an incisive 
analyst of the crisis in his country. Howev
er, the solutions he puts forward unfortu
nately lie within the "Third Rome" cultural 
matrix which has kept Russia backward for 
centuries .  Rejecting an approach of high
technology development in collaboration 
with the West, he attacks Count Sergei Wit
te (who fought for such a program at the tum 
of the century), and upholds the traditional 
Russian system of dictatorial authority at the 
top and "local self-administration" on the 
local level . 

'Merchant oj Venice' 
creates uproar in Israel 

A performance of Shakespeare ' s  The Mer
chant of Venice in Tel Aviv has created a 
storm of controversy .  The performance, 
done in modem dress ,  made Shylock look 
like Baruch Goldstein, the fanatical Brook
lyn-born settler who was responsible for the 
Hebron massacre of Palestinians in Febru
ary .  He had a beard and machine gun . 

Ornri Nitzan, one of Israel ' s  most ac
claimed directors , declared: "Any attempt 
to produce the Merchant in this country is 
like putting your hand in the fire , but I be
lieve it is so rich and such a theatrical chal
lenge that it had to be done . We have also 
kept up with our tradition of trying to make 
the classics relevant to the present. So far, 
there have been walkouts .  But we are pre-
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pared for a demonstration . "  
Nitzan commented that the Merchant of 

Venice "is far too good, and too multi-facet
ed to be anti-Semitic ."  

Despite walkouts by fanatics ,  the per
formance got very good reviews . The Times 
of London on June 1 quoted the national 
newspaper Yedioth Ahronoth describing the 
performance as "a superb production ," giv
en "a clever, sensitive , and very beautiful 
interpretation , Shylock as a fanatic , and his 
fanaticism becomes more and more obses
sive as he gets closer to obtaining his pound 
of flesh . . . .  You see what religious fanati
cism does to people , and you think, of 
course , about your own society . "  

Indians, ecologists 
block Hydro-Quebec site 

The Coalition for Nitassinan, a supposedly 
indigenous group led by the Innu Indians of 
Quebec , began a blockade of the construc
tion site of Hydro-Quebec ' s Sainte-Margue
rite III hydroelectric project at the end of 
May. 

The coalition is actually under the con
trol of the Native Forest Network, an eco
terrorist organization which in tum is run by 
Earth First ! Most of its members , besides 
being members of Earth First ! ,  are also 
members of Greenpeace. 

Sainte-Marguerite III is the first of three 
large hydroelectric dams to be built by the 
government of Quebec and Hydro-Quebec . 
Most of the electricity will be exported to 
the power-starved states of the U . S .  North
east . A large portion of the project will be 
built in Innu territory . The eco-terrorists are 
using a faction of the Innu tribe that opposes 
these projects , although many leaders of the 
tribe support the project and are looking for
ward to the economic boom it will create for 
their tribe. 

Nobel Prize-winning terrorist-supporter 
Rigoberta Menchu came out in support of 
the Coalition for Nitassinan, in an open let
ter dated May 30, published by the Native 
Forest Network. In her letter, she supports 
the blockade of the dam, and proclaims , "A 
wound in the territory of Nitassinan is a 
wound in the lungs of our Mother Earth . "  

• JERUSALEM'S Deputy Mayor 
Shmuel Meir declared that the Distin
guished Citizen of Jerusalem A ward 
should be given to whoever assassi
nates Palestinian Liberation Organi
zation Chainnan Yasser Arafat . Jeru
salem Mayqr Ehud Olmert, a 
member of th� Likud Party, refused 
to condemn the statement . 

• HEAVY rIGHTING is reported 
around three Angolan cities-Cuito, 
Malange, and Huambo-which are 
being encircled by the rebel forces of 
UNITA. The government responded 
by bombing tlie headquarters of UNI
TA in the central highlands . On May 
3 1 ,  the U. N. Security Council ap
proved extending the mandate of the 
80-member U; . N .  mission in Angola. 

• RADOV�N KARADZIC, the 
Bosnian Serb leader, was scheduled 
to go to Moscow on June 8 to receive 
the Poetry Award of the Russian 
Writers ' Lea3ue, according to a re
port in Izvestia on June 5 .  Izvestia 
called it a scandal that a man respon
sible for the death of thousands of 
human being� is portrayed as a "poet 
and humanist�' by the writers' organi
zation . 

• THE RU$SIAN ARMY is reor
ganizing its forces in the Far East, 
according to the World Journal 
newspaper, organ of Taiwan's  Kuo
mintang party. Russia reportedly 
plans to mdve most of its best
equipped units from their current 
East Germani bases to the new Mili
tary Supreme�eadquarters of the Far 
East.  This �ew headquarters will 
oversee the Pacific fleet . 

• TWO SEll\. SHEPHERD terror
ists have been sentenced in absentia 
in Norway .for scuttling whaling 
ships . Paul Watson, founder of the 
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society , 
was sentencclt to 1 20 days in prison 
for the DecePlber 1 992 scuttling of 
the ship Nybrenna . Also convicted 
was Lisa Distefano, director of Sea 
Shepherd' s  Oceanic Research and 
Conservation Action Force , who 
claimed responsibility last January 
for sinking � whaler Senet. 
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The paranoid world 0f the 
ADL merchants of hate 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

Anti-Semitism in America 
by Leonard Dinnerstein 
Oxford University Press. New York. 1994 
369 pages. hardbound. $25 

What do St. Augustine , John Quincy Adams , and Booker T.  
Washington have in  common? According to Leonard Din
nerstein , a history professor at the University of Arizona and 
a darling of the Anti-Defamation League of B 'nai B 'rith 
(ADL) , all three men were among history 's  leading anti
Semites. 

On the other hand, in the topsy-turvy world of Professor 
Dinnerstein , the Ku Klux Klan often came to the defense of 
Jews, and was never especially anti-Semitic ; and Hollywood 
producer D.W. Griffith , whose 1 9 1 5  epic film "Birth of a 
Nation" helped relaunch the KKK, was one of the great 
fighters against anti-Semitism in the 20th century. 

All of these fractured fairy tales are to be found in the 
pages of Anti-Semitism in America. Professor Dinnerstein 's  
book-length elaboration on themes he first struck in  a speech 
he delivered at an ADL conference in Montreal , Canada in 
November 199 1 .  

Dinnerstein is not just any wacko academic . He is an 
important instrument in the ADL's  latest deadly propaganda 
war, one that has already claimed one near-assassination , 
and which threatens to unleash a torrent of racial conflict and 
even social chaos on the United States . 

In early November 1 99 1 ,  the ADL sponsored a confer
ence in Montreal on the topic "Anti-Semitism Around the 
World. " The two principal themes of the forum, which deli v-
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ered dire warnings of a new wa\le of global anti-Semitism as 
the result of the fall of the Iron Curtain ,  were that: 1 )  the 
Roman Catholic Church was still a bastion of hatred of the 
Jews,  especially in the former pommunist states of central 
Europe , where many Catholic tesistance leaders held Jews 
who had been leading communiSjts partly responsible for their 
persecution; and 2) that while such groups as the KKK posed 
little threat to the Jewish comIJiunity in America, educated 
African-Americans were anti-S�mitic to the core . 

It was Dinnerstein who sounded the alarm bells in Mon
treal about alleged African-American anti-Semitism in the 
United States,  and ever since that time, he has been a fixture 
at ADL forums across America. The post-Montreal cam
paign has opened a floodgate o{ propaganda against Nation 
of Islam (NOI) Minister Louis Farrakhan, culminating on 
May 29 , 1 994 in the near-fatal shooting of controversial 
NOI speaker Khalid Muhamm�d following a speech at the 
University of California in Rivetside . 

But the ADL's  efforts against the NOI were not restricted 
to North America. During the course of a year-long 1993 
investigation conducted by the �an Francisco Police Depart
ment on ADL spying against nearly 1 ,000 political , reli
gious, labor, and civil rights grQups , evidence surfaced that 
the ADL's chief West Coast "fa¢t finder,"  Roy Bullock, had 
sold confidential FBI files on the NOI to spies for the Repub
lic of South Africa. Bullock's  I spying operations targeted 
other international black politic�l figures , including African 
National Congress leader Chris tIani , who was subsequently 
assassinated . 

As EIR reported last week; the ADL was directly in
volved in security stripping of the Khalid Muhammad River
side event , even deploying the Je;wish Defense League (JDL) 
into the campus event as a provocation .  The shooting of 
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Khalid Muhammad could not have occurred without the se
curity stripping done by the ADL and ADL-contaminated 
law enforcement officials . 

Within moments of the shooting , police all across the 
country were placed on alert for possible riots . Police feared 
a replay of the 1 968 riots that swept urban communities from 
coast to coast following the assassination of Rev . Martin 
Luther King , Jr. The ADL figured prominently in FBI Direc
tor J. Edgar Hoover' s  Cointelpro ("counterintelligence pro
gram") war against the great civil rights leader. Former ADL 
publicist Henry Schwarzschild resigned from his full-time 
job with the League in the mid- 1960s in protest over the 
ADL's spying on Dr. King on behalf of Hoover. In a 1 993 
interview with San Francisco Weekly, Schwarzschild report
ed that the ADL considered Dr. King a "loose cannon" whose 
civil rights efforts threatened the Jewish community in the 
deep South . 

Propaganda behind the deeds 
Dinnerstein ' s  book takes on special importance in this 

context of a renewed ADL hate-propaganda drive against the 
African-American community . His African-American anti
Semitism . theme is subsumed under his primary demented 
thesis that Christianity is the root cause of anti-Semitism in 
the modem world, and that , wherever Christianity spreads , 
anti-Semitism cannot be far behind . 

Completely missing from Dinnerstein ' s book is any men
tion of the common heritage of Judaism and Christianity in 
the shared belief in the sanctity of human life as expressed in 
Genesis 1 :26-28 ("God created man in his own image") . 
Embracing the ADL's  tried and tested method of fallacy 
of composition , Dinnerstein instead devoted great effort to 
assembling a collection of out-of-context quotes to advance 
the argument that all of the Church Fathers , including St. 
Augustine , were unrepentant anti-Semites . 

Dinnerstein ' s  book proceeds to use the same fraudulent 
method to trash the American Founding Fathers as a collec
tion of Jew-hating Christian fundamentalists , singling out 
John Quincy Adams as the worst of the lot . 

In what at times reads like an attempted point-by-point 
refutation of EIR ' s  short history of the ADL and B 'nai B ' rith , 
The Ugly Truth About the ADL, Dinnerstein dismisses the 
role of B 'nai B ' rith in the Confederacy ' s  espionage service 
as anti-Semitic drivel conjured up by Gen . Ulysses S .  Grant. 
Dinnerstein defends Confederate Secretary of War Judah P. 
Benjamin as a courageous victim of anti-Semitism on the part 
of other leaders of the Southern secession, and dismisses , as 
exaggerated, the role of the leading B 'nai B 'rith families of 
Charleston , South Carolina in the black slave trade . 

Praise for the Klan 
Dinnerstein ' s  review of 20th-century American anti-Se

mitism suffers from the same fallacy of composition . In this 
regard , Dinnerstein makes a point of giving the Ku Klux 
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Klan a clean bill of health: "The re\lived Klan of the 1 920s 
promoted the interests of 'Nordic ' AJinericans and focused its 
hatred primarily on Roman Catholics whom they regarded as 
the primary enemy in undermining Arotestant America .  . . . 
To be sure, Klansmen also wanted African-Americans to 
know their place and restricted their organizational member
ship to Gentiles (although one Indilana Klansman indicate 
that ' any Jew can belong if he believes in the divinity of Jesus 
Christ ' )  but , except in parts of the West, Jews were not the 
prime targets ofthe group. In states lilce Louisiana, Arkansas , 
Texas , and Oklahoma, moral and political reform dominated 
the Klan agenda, Jewish and CatholiC stores were not gener
ally boycotted , and the social standing and economic well
being of some of the most prominent Jewish families in the 
region were scarcely affected . . . .  Then in the 1 980s , when 
folklorist Carolyn Lipson-Walker intprviewed Southern Jews 
about their recollections of Klan activities , she was surprised 
that instead of hearing tales about p¢rsecution and hostility , 
she heard primarily narratives about, 'Klan cordiality toward 
Jews . '  

"Examining the countless activities of the Klan during 
the decade elicits isolated examples ito buttress . . . Lipson
Walker' s findings . In a 1 925 local el�ction in Detroit, Klans
men tried to recruit Jews to support their candidate for mayor 
on the grounds that Henry Ford f�vored the reelection of 
the Catholic , John W .  Smith . Twi¢e the Klan in Monroe , 
Louisiana refused to campaign openly against Mayor Arnold 
Bernstein, and in 1 924 , Klansmen in Fairfield, Illinois , 
dressed in full regalia before 1 5 ,000 well-wishers , tendered 
local storekeeper Emanuel Steiner w,th a wreath of American 
beauty roses . "  , 

No such "sympathetic" spin is �endered by Dinnerstein 
when it comes to African-Amerik;ans . In Dinnerstein' s  
world , every educated African-A�rican i s  a ticking time 
bomb of anti-Semitism, probably rooted, he claims , in the 
slavery era when the black populati�n was infected with the 
particular brand of Protestant fundjunentalism of the deep 
South . Booker T .  Washington, W¥ . B .  Du Bois , and Na
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
founder James Weldon Johnson were all dyed-in-the-wool 
anti-Semites,  by Dinnerstein ' s  account . 

The threat of African-American anti-Semitism is in Din
nerstein ' s  eyes all the more serioqs today, because , alas , 
anti-Semitism in every other commUnity in America is on the 
decline . Why? Because in the post-World War II period, 
fueled by the horrors of the Holocau$t, Jewish "self-defense" 
organizations such as the ADL went on the offensive . Din
nerstein pays brief homage to the Fr�kfurt School of radical 
sociologists Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, whose 
Studies in Prejudice , financed by the American Jewish Com
mittee in the late 1 940s , diagnosed most Americans as suffer
ing from an "authoritarian personality . " 

The disease of "authoritarianism" was , by Dinnerstein 's  
account , gradually rooted out of much of American culture 
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by such efforts as the ADL's  campaign to remove God from 
the public schools and from public life in general . A new, 
allegedly more tolerant American society is now allegedly 
shedding its Christian anti-Semitism. 

Dinnerstein adds one caveat: "This conclusion has to be 
'modified , however, in terms of one well-defined American 
group: African-American . . . . [R]espected black leaders 
have often targeted Jews for opprobium in a manner that 
would have ended the public careers of white persons who 
articulated identical words or sentiments . "  

There i s  no question that i n  the history of western civiliza
tion , and the history of the United States, there have been 
many tragic instances of genuine anti-Semitism, in some 
cases violent anti-Semitism. But the Dinnerstein account, 
based on historical fraud and doctored data , is a recipe for 
disaster. 

Dinnerstein is no well-meaning quack. His book is a hate
filled piece of ADL propaganda which should be roundly 
denounced by serious historians and theologians committed 
to a truly ecumenical dialogue during these trying times . But 
for purposes of that kind of critique , there is no good reason 
to read this book. 

Some facts but 
not the truth 
by Linda de Hoyos 

Assassination of a Prime Minister-As It 
Happened 
by S. Anandaram 
Vision Books , New Delhi, 1994 
255 pages, hardbound, 260 rupees 

Assassination of a Prime Minister was written by the head 
of the Special Investigative Team charged with probing the 
conspiracy that led to the Oct . 3 1 ,  1 984, gunning down of 
Indian Prime Minister Mrs . Indira Gandhi by her own body
guards . According to the author, the book was prompted by 
the failure of the Indian government to put forth its own 
definitive version of the assassination , and by Rajiv Gandhi ' s  
withdrawal of the charge-sheet against alleged co-conspira
tors of the two actual assassins in 1 988 , when Gandhi himself 
was ousted from government . When Anandaram complained 
to Rajiv Gandhi on this point, Mr. Gandhi , who would him
self be murdered in May 1 990, suggested that Anandaram 
write a book on the results of the special investigative team's  
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work and "let the public know i the true facts of the case ."  
Hence As It  Happened. I 

The title is , however, a misnbmer. It is impossible , as an 
outsider, to say whether Anand�ram's  effort is a deliberate 
part of the coverup of the true conspiracy that killed Mrs . 
Indira Gandhi , or whether it acdurately reflects the thinking 
of those involved in the investi�ation . One thing is certain: 
The method used by the investigation could never uncover 
the truth . As a result , the actu�l assassins of Mrs . Gandhi 
have never been brought to acco�nt . 

The methods , as reported , are police methods-that is , 
empirical methods,  used to conStruct a picture of the actual 
physical act of the assassination I and to work outward to the 
possibility of a broader conspiracjy . As former superintendent 
of police for the state of Andhra Rradesh , and director general 
of the Central Industrial Security Force, these are the meth
ods the author was presumably ttained in. 

Given the presence of five e�witnesses , there was never 
any doubt that Mrs . Gandhi wa!i murdered when two of her 
bodyguards , Constable Satwant Singh and Sub-Inspector 
Beant Singh , stepped in front or the prime minister as she 
was walking through her garde� in the morning to meet an 
Irish TV news crew headed by Btiton Peter Ustinov . She was 
killed at close range by 30 bulldts entering her body , dying 
on the operating table several ho�rs later. 

The ostensible motivation fo� the murder was revenge for 
the June 6 ,  1 984 entry by the Indian Army into the Golden 
Temple in Amritsar, Punjab ,  ane! the cleaning out of the nest 
of Sikh terrorists holding the tentle hostage , resulting in the 
murder of many inside , includidg the Sikh separatist leader 
Sant Bindranwale . Both Beant Si�gh and Satwant Singh were 
Sikhs . Beant Singh was killed tater that day in the guard
house , but Satwant Singh lived to stand trial and be was 
hanged in June 1 989 with anoth�r convicted co-conspirator 
Kehar Singh , uncle of Beant , who was charged with inciting 
Beant to use his access as securitr guard to murder the prime 
minister as a religious act of retribution . 

But even so, it becomes appl/Ient that the actual murder
ers were close to being mere patsies for a higher-level con
spiracy. Satwant Singh , the author reports , was a "rather 
late entrant into the conspiracy $d got into it without much 
thought, and was now full of re�orse . . . .  One also got the 
impression that his knowledge wlas limited to the part he had 
directly played in it and that he d�d not know much about the 
origin and organizers of the con�iracy . " 

Efforts to probe higher-level iconspiracies were thwarted 
by the Supreme Court, which threw out the charge-sheets 
against friends and associates o� Kehar Singh who were ap
parently anxious for revenge on the prime minister. The 
Thakkar Commission , charged With carrying out an indepen
dent investigation of the murder, concluded that "regarding 
the involvement of foreign ag�cy so far no agency was 
involved in the conspiracy to a$sassinate the late PM has 
been placed before the commission . . . .  There is material to 
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show that some foreign agencies were interested in destabi
lizing India and that these agencies were engaged in activities 
calculated to achieve that said result . "  Nevertheless ,  the Spe
cial Investigative Team reported it could find no evidence of 
outside agency involvement except for Pakistan ' s  harboring 
of Sikh terrorists , and Anandaram reports further that "a very 
intensive and secret investigation" had been carried out to 
see if political or other adversaries of the prime minister may 
have contributed to the assassination , but such probes turned 
up no evidence whatsoever. 

'Derivative Assassination ' 
In its investigation of Mrs . Gandhi ' s  murder, EIR em

ployed a different method . Rather, the murder was consid
ered to be a "derivative asssassination ," that is , that while 
the assassins were the hands-on capability who carried out 
the act ,  the intellectual authorship and even logistical backing 
for the assassination came from elsewhere . More signifi
cantly , there was the question of motive . The Sikhs did not 
benefit from Mrs . Gandhi ' s  assassination , as the murder 
sparked a wave of rioting and Sikh-killing in the capital . In 
the past 1 0  years since the Indian Army' s  retaking of the 
Golden Temple , the Khalistani Sikh separatist movement 
has largely dissipated , its major terrorist- and drug-linked 
proponents discredited in the eyes of most Punjabis .  

The primary beneficiary of Mrs . Gandhi ' s  murder, and 
also that of her son Raj iv Gandhi ,  was the oligarchical
financial nexus that had been challenged by Mrs . Gandhi ' s  
leadership of  the Non-Aligned Movement , which , in March 
1 983 , had demanded the creation of a new monetary system 
and a world economic system that would dispense with the 
murderous conditionalities policies of the International Mon
etary Fund . In this effort , Mrs . Gandhi had given India and 
herself moral authority as one of the major leaders of the 
developing sector . 

Even before Mrs . Gandhi was killed , EIR had opened the 
lines of investigation as follows: How was the Sikh separatist 
movement created? How is that capability logistically main
tained from backers outside India? Under conditions of esca
lating standoffs between the Gandhi government and the 
Khalistani movement , a "derivative assassination" was not 
difficult to set into motion , from the intelligence agencies 
outside the country who offered succour to the Khalistani 
movement . Even Anandaram reports that a leaflet was circu
lating after June 1 984 entitled "Indira De Sikh" which held 
Mrs . Gandhi responsible for Operation Bluestar, and asked: 
"How will she remain alive? Death is certain . Her tum is 
about to come . Some person will appear for her also like 
Udham Singh who visited England and shot Dwyre [British 
perpetrator of the famous 1 9 1 9  Arnritsar massacre] in Par-
liament . "  

. 

Little fish Beant Singh and Satwant Singh rose to the 
bait . But the ocean in which they swam was , as EIR ' s  book 
Derivative Assassination proved beyond a doubt , controlled 
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and operated jointly by primarily British and Soviet intelli
gence operations , beginning with Jagjit Singh Chauhan , an 
exiled Khalistani in London who received money from Lon
don backers . Also operating against the prime minister was 
the World Sikh Organization , which boasted of its associa
tion with Jon Speller, a shared intelligence operative of Brit
ish , Russian , Israeli , and U . S .  agencies . The signal for the 
assassination also came from outside India: an August 1 984 
cover story in the London Economist portraying Mrs . Gandhi 
as Kali , the goddess of destruction , because of her role in 
bringing down a state government (hardly an action war
ranting such an over-response) ;  and a Sept . 30, 1 984 signal 
piece in which by Rostilav Ulyanovski , deputy of the Soviet 
Communist Party ' s  International Department , denouncing 
Mrs . Gandhi for trying to "concentrate power in the hands of 
one person . "  

Within 3 1  days , Mrs . Gandhi was dead . It can be left to 
the Indian government to determine whether the incompe
tence displayed by her security staff (both Beant and Satwant 
were about to be fired for numerous citations) was deliberate . 
No matter the case , the fact that the Indian government-as 
Anandaram's  efforts show-has not brought to light the truth 
of the derivative assassination of Indira Gandhi has only 
further amplified the terrible loss to all humanity of her lead
ership . 

Derivative 
Assassination: 
Who Killed 
Indira Gandhi? 
by the Editors of 
Executive 
Intelligence 
Review 

Order from: 

Ben franklin 
Booksellers, Inc. 
107 South King St. 
Leesburg. VA 22075 

$4.95 plus ship
ping ($1 .  50 for 
first book, $. 50 for 
each additional 
book). Bulk rates 
available. 
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The ' glorious' colonial 
subjugation of India 
by Daniel B. Platt 

The Nabobs at Home 
by Michael Edwardes 
Constable , London, 1 99 1  
1 92 pages , paperbound, £9. 95 

The historical period which is the topic of inquiry for The 
Nabobs at Home can be neatly encapsulated in the following 
paragraph: "The East India Company remained on the side
lines of this [opium] trade until the 1 757 military victories 
that made Bengal a crown colony . But the beneficiary of the 
new move into the opium trade was not Britain, nor even the 
company itself. The company paid the costs of the 1 757 
military expeditions , but saw none of the profit , as the lucre 
from the opium trade went to line the pockets of the com
pany ' s  officials in India.  Repeatedly , the East India Company 
had to apply for a parliamentary bailout , until Shelburne 
moved in, reorganized the company, and made it the central 
instrument of loot for the maintainence of the Britisb 
Empire . "  

Unfortunately, however, this paragraph does not appear 
in The Nabobs at Home. It is taken from part two of the book 
Dope, Inc . ,  by the editors of EIR . The author of The Nabobs 
at Home has managed to write an entire historical analysis 
of this rather infamous episode in British history , without 
mentioning the word "opium" more than once or twice in 
passing . There is no listing in the index for "opium."  The 
book is a veritable triumph of discretion and delicacy , one 
that cannot fail to excite the admiration of the most devoted 
connoisseur of obfuscation . 

If the late Mr. Edwardes were around to respond, he 
would doubtless insist that his book is an exhaustive and 
very frank examination of one of the most heated political 
controversies in the history of the Empire . And he would be 
right . The problem is , in the circles where such matters are 
debated , colonialism is not controversial-and neither is the 
dope trade . The controversy arises over matters of adminis
trative finesse, and the levels of corruption and brutality that 
should be deemed permissible , when one is conducting the 
time-honored business of subjugating other nations , and 
drugging their inhabitants. 
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The appellation "Nabob" "Yas a corruption of the Indian 
word Nawab, meaning a Mus,im prince . It was applied to 
those East India Company offi�ials who "lined their pockets 
with lucre ,"  and then returne� home to England, bent on 
achieving prominence and respectability . Edwardes charac
terizes this quest for social acc�ptance in his introduction: 

"In the second half of the 1 �th century , the British upper 
classes felt , and displayed, both publicly and privately , the 
sort of panic that might have lileen caused by the arrival in 
England of the hordes of Qenghiz Khan-carrying the 
plague . The actual invasion was that of a comparatively small 
number of men who had acquir�d ,  by various means , usually 
dubious,  large fortunes in Indialwhich they intended to spend 
in ensuring their entry into ' sbciety . '  That is to say ,  into 
the political , social and econo�ic preserves of the English 
landed gentry . " 

At the time , the nabobs were assessed by the Earl of 
Chatham as follows: "Without �onnections ,  without any nat
ural interest in the soil , the i�porters of foreign gold have 
forced their way into Parliame�t by such a torrent of corrup
tion , as no private hereditary fQrtune can resist . "  And it was 
the Earl of Chatham, author �wardes observes ,  "whose 
brilliant political career had be�n made possible by the acu
men of his grandfather, Thonjlas Pitt , in acquiring ,  when 
Governor of Madras , the fambus stone known as the Pitt 
Diamond, in a manner that �ould hardly survive serious 
scrutiny . "  Mr. Edwardes is c�rtainly not oblivious to the 
possibilities for comic irony, i$plicit in titanic struggles for 
honor among thieves . 

Sympathy for scoundrel i 
Two nabob case histories �re the primary foci of The 

Nabobs at Home. One is Robe� Clive , who led the military 
victories in 1 757 that ushered i� the nabob heyday . The other 
is Warren Hastings ,  who for y�ars was governor-general in 
Bengal , and whose impeachm�nt in 1 788 became, in Ed
wardes '  words,  "the longest and most notorious political 
trial in British history . "  EdwariIes is clearly sympathetic to 
Hastings,  and the bulk of this bpok seems intended to be the 
definitive historian' s  vindicatidn of his role . Because of the 
sordid nature of the business that was conducted by both 
Hastings and his rivals who �ecame his accusers , it was 
difficult for this reviewer to surtImon up much sympathy for 
either side of the conflict , but l one can only marvel at the 
flights of eloquence and vitriol Which characterized this trial . 
The chief spokesman for Has�ngs'  accusers was Edmund 
Burke , a fount of rhetorical excess :  

"He accused Hastings of 'ctiimes which have their rise in 
the wicked dispositions of ment-in avarice , rapacity , cruel
ty , malignity of temper, haugijtiness ,  insolence-in short, 
in everything that manifests a ;heart blackened to the very 
blackest-a heart dyed in bla4ness-a heart gangrened to 
the core . . . .  We have brought before you the head, the 
chief, the captain-general of iniquity-one in whom all the 
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fraud,  all the tyranny of India are embodied, disciplined 
and arrayed . '  The charges were manifold . The accused had 
' taken away the lands of orphans . '  He had alienated the 
fortunes of widows , '  'wasted the country, and destroyed 
the inhabitants after cruelly harassing and distressing them. ' 
Burke charged Hastings with 'having tortured their persons, 
and dishonored their religion through his wicked agents , who 
were at the bottom and root of his villainy . '  He had 'gorged 
his ravenous maw , '  'feeding on the indigent , the dying and 
the ruined' like the 'ravenous vulture who destroys and inca
pacitates nature in the destruction of its object while de
vouring the carcasses of the dead . ' Hastings, Burke revealed, 
was a man of pretense , 'a swindling Maecenas . '  And all 
was a part with his origin , which was ' low , obscure , and 
vulgar. ' " 

This notwithstanding , the final vote , in 1 795 , was for 
acquittal . 

The etiquette of plunder 
Having shepherded the reader through the byzantine intri

cacies of this infighting amongst the most eminent scoundrels 
of the day , Edwardes allows himself the last few pages of the 
book, in the midst of eulogizing Hastings , to set forth some 
of his own views on how a truly civilized empire ought to 
practice colonialism-a sort of etiquette of plunder, if you 
will : 

"Among the hard-headed, single-minded men of trade 
and profit , one nabob, at least, towers above the common
place . Warren Hastings did not spend all his time in India 
amassing a fortune or fighting his own people and Indian 
rulers . Among all the diversions he made the effort to under
stand India, the country , the people, and their civilization . 
In doing so , he made a lasting contribution to the general 
culture of mankind . 

" . . .  Hastings' enthusiastic patronage of oriental schol
arship had a practical as well as an intellectual base . He 
believed that India should be ruled in traditional ways and that 
those British set in authority should speak Indian languages , 
understand Indian laws and customs . Such knowledge would 
contribute to the facility , as well as the stability , of British 
rule, just as his horticultural and agricultural experiments 
would result in new commercial products , and the expedi
tions to Tibet in an increase in external trade . 

". . . Indians would understand and accept British rule 
if they realized that their rulers respected and admired their 
religion , their laws and their institutions . "  

This appreciation of Hastings by  Mr. Edwardes prefig
ures the essentials of modem colonial practice, where one 
can avoid the expense of undue bloodshed simply by sending 
in a few anthropologists , followed by a swarm of non-gov
ernmental organizaitons ,  and by giving the Nobel Peace Prize 
to Rigoberta Menchu . Of course , it is always prudent to keep 
a few Blue Helmets on hand; there will always be a handful of 
ingrates , who fail to appreciate the blessings of subjugation . 
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A World War I fairy 
tale from the 'Great 
Game' historian 
by Mark Burdman 

Like Hidden Fire : The Plot tb Bring Down 
the Brltish Empire I 

by Peter Hopkirk 
Kodansha America, New York' l994 
431 pages, hardbound, $25 . 

August 3 ,  1 994 will be the 80th anQiversary of the British 
and Belgian declaration of war on �rmany and the formal 
beginning of the First World War. Many conferences and 
events are taking place over the spring and summer bringing 
together historians and experts from imany countries to dis
cuss the origins of that war. One such conference took place 
in Moscow in late May . i 

Peter Hopkirk ' s  Like Hidden Fi* (published in Britain 
as On Secret Service East ojConstal1,tinople) is a salvo fired 
by the British for this occasion . The bulk of the book is an 
account , written from an obvious partisan British standpoint 
and based on archival material and qther documents , of the 
unsuccessful attempts by Kaiser Wil�elm' s Germany , acting 
in alliance with the Ottoman Empire' s  Enver Pasha after 
World War I had begun, to unlea� a "holy war" in the 
Islamic areas of the Near and Mid4le East and in Central 
Asia, with the ultimate aim, thereby , �f destroying the British 
grip over India. Hopkirk is a capable �d talented writer who 
knows how to draw the reader into �is story line . But he is 
very economical with the truth, and �e has concocted a Brit-
ish intelligence fairy tale . 

. 

As he admits , he is doing this for geopolitical purposes , 
to feed into the British campaign to pcjlrtray a united Germany 
as the new "Fourth Reich" threat to $urope . His war history 
attempts to build the case not only tha� Germany was unilater
ally responsible for the First World !War, but that the war's 
deeper origins lay in Germany' s  am�itions ,  dating from the 
first half of the 1 9th century, to be a locomotive force for 
industrial development in Europe . �opkirk roots such "pro
vocative" German projects as the f�ous Berlin-ta-Baghdad 
railway network in the 1 840s work �f Friedrich List , whom 
he labels "the first German imperiali$t . "  

He  writes,  in  his first chapter: :"In 1 846, the political 
economist Friedrich List wrote that the lower reaches of the 
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Danube , the western shores of the Black Sea and the northern 
half of Turkey 'offer German colonists an abundance of un
occupied and naturally fertile land. ' He . . .  called for build
ing of a railway which would run from Berlin to Baghdad . 
All this ,  he argued , could be achieved through 'peaceful 
penetration , '  and would be part of a larger, worldwide Teu
tonic expansion , spearheaded by explorers , doctors , diplo
mats and businessmen . List ' s  views on Teutonic expan
sionism were later to earn him the title of ' the first German 
imperialist . ' " 

Hopkirk doesn ' t  have the minimal integrity to identify 
the source of this last epithet (the book has no footnotes ,  just 
a long bibliography) . The first section of the book is entitled, 
in typical British fashion , "Orang nach Osten . "  

While it i s  true that List was a conceptual architect of 
many railway and other infrastructure projects , including the 
Berlin-to-Baghdad project, the characterization of him as the 
"first German imperialist" is utter nonsense . List was the 
renowned proponent of the "American System" of econom
ics , and was , rigorously speaking , a passionately republican 
anti-imperialist, who polemicized repeatedly against the 
"free trade" economics of the British Empire . It is an act of 
pure falsification for Hopkirk not to mention that much of 
List ' s  most productive work was done not in Germany but in 
the United States , where he became an ally and co-thinker of 
the American Whigs and the father and son duo of Mathew 
and Henry Carey . His ideas provided much inspiration for 
the industrial policies of Abraham Lincoln that won the war 
for the Union forces against the British-sponsored Confeder
acy ' s  secessionists . This is another reason why the British 
hate List . 

'Fears of a resurgent Russia and Germany' 
The broader reality , about who and what was responsible 

for World War I, is the exact opposite of what Hopkirk 
asserts . The "Great War" ultimately resulted from the fanati
cal British desire to stop what Friedrich List represented and 
promoted . It is completely immoral , although not atypical of 
British mythmakers , to make a hit-and-run attack on List, 
without mentioning that the British had already mobilized 
intensively in the 1 840s to counter his influence . Lord John 
Bowring and the British Museum' s  David Urquhart coordi
nated such efforts ,  including sponsoring the work of Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels , both of whom po1emicized 
against List ' s  conception of "national economy" and in favor 
of the British "free trade" system. 

The reader needs to be trained to see through Hopkirk ' s  
patent intellectual dishonesty, but thankfully Hopkirk leaves 
some hints about what really bothers him. He writes in the 
prologue , explaining his "story" about the German "Holy 
War" plans: "Pieced together from the long-forgotten mem
oirs of the participants , from diaries , and from the secret 
intelligence reports of the day , it is . . .  a highly topical 
[story 1 ,  in view of what is now going on in this volatile area 
where the Great Game never really ceased . To some, fears 
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of a resurgent Russia and Germany may give it an additional 
significance . " 

This reference to Russia would seem to be gratuitous ,  
since Hopkirk' s nominal purpose is to recount the story of 
German actions in World War I, not Russian, and to empha
size how Germany replaced Russia as Britain' s  main "Great 
Game" competitor in Central Asia. Notwithstanding, he is 
implicitly pointing to the influ¢nce List had on Russia, and 
the historical British fear that Germany would cooperate with 
Russia, as well as like France in Europe and China in Asia, 
to develop a Eurasian complex 'of infrastructural and related 
projects . Russian government minister Count Sergei Witte 
was an avid reader and was fully committed to List 's  railroad
building projects for the development of Russia. 

Why the British provoked World War I 
The reader could get so swept up in Hopkirk's story

telling that he or she might lose sight of the underlying "ca
thexis" in the whole exercise . ijopkirk is the popular histori
an of the "Great Game" fight between Britain and Russia and! 
or Germany for control of Asia: His argument is that World 
War I was fought in order to s/:zve the British Empire. pure 
and simple . 

There is little doubt that Kaiser Wilhelm was an abomina
tion , surrounded by all sorts of :geopoliticians and opportun
ists , perhaps in many cases British agents , or at least propo
nents of the same Venice-derived oligarchical world view 
that ruled in London . Even were Hopkirk 's  defamation of 
the Germans to be discounted , it is clear that something was 
rotten in Kaiser Wilhelm' s  Berlin , and that the emperor was 
a fool , or worse , for getting sudked into British geopolitical , 
balance-of-power manipulations.  Hopkirk does, indeed, 
make one allusion to a source for this manipulation, by re
porting that the British oligarcJil Houston Stewart Chamber
lain made a profound impact on Wilhelm, with his Teutonic
racialist propaganda, but the British manipulation of the cir
cles around Richard Wagner, Friedrich Nietzsche, and other 
pre-Nazi "pan-German" Romantic irrationalists , is never al
luded to . 

The deeper historical issue is that the British Empire, and 
the world system as desired by the British , was being mortally 
threatened throughout the later [9th century by the growth of 
industrial republics .  A sane Britain ,  acting in the true self
interest of the British populattion, would never have per
ceived List, Witte , et a1 . as their enemies . It was only oligar
chical fanatics , committed to :the geopolitical view of the 
Eurasian continent as the world! s "heartland" in eternal battle 
with the "rim power" Britain, aM obsessed in a nearly mysti
cal way with the magic of the British Raj , who would have 
thought that a world war and th¢ deaths of countless millions, 
would be necessary to preserve the British Empire as the self
perceived "new Rome. "  

S o ,  i t  i s  not a matter of taking sides , but o f  exposing the 
whole World War I project as an atrocious and unnecessary 
event in history , rather than a ¢rusade for "freedom and de-
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mocracy" as the victors ' history of the past 80 years has tried 
to brainwash us into believing . 

The John Buchan legacy 
Hopkirk puffs his book as the "true story ," a documented 

version of the novel Greenmantle, by the late John Buchan , 
which Hopkirk calls the "immortal secret service thriller" 
about the "colossal conspiracy" of the Germans and Ottoman 
Turks . This was one of the most widely read books during 
the war. As Hopkirk notes , "Buchan was himself closely 
involved in intelligence work at this time, and had ready 
access to secret reports on what the Germans were up to in 
the East . As T.E .  Lawrence [Lawrence of Arabia] , a friend 
of Buchan 's ,  observed after the war: Greenmantle has more 
than a flavor of truth . "  

Hopkirk coyly does not report that Buchan , a .k . a .  Lord 
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The Best Last Hope of Earth: Abraham Lincoln 
and the Promise of America, by Mark E. Neely , Jr. , 
Harvard University Press ,  Cambridge , Mass . ,  1 993 , 2 14 
pages, hardbound , $24 .95 

W.E.B. Du Bois, Biography of a Race, by David 
Levering Lewis,  Henry Holt , New York, 1 993 , 735 pag
es , hardbound, $35 

Gen. James Longstreet: The Confederacy's Most 
Controversial General-A Biography, by Jeffrey D. 
West, Simon and Schuster, New York, hardbound, 
$27 . 50 

The Reckoning: The Murder of Christopher Mar
lowe, by Charles Nicholl , Harcourt Brace Jovanovich , 
New York, 1 994 , 4 1 3  pages , hardbound, $24 .95 

Paul Revere's Ride, by David Hackett Fischer, Ox
ford University Press , 445 pages , hardbound, $27 . 50 

Origins of the British Israelites: The Lost Tribes, 
by O. Michael Friedman, Edwin Mellen Press , Lewiston , 
N .Y . , 1 993 , 1 7 1  pages , hardbound, $79 .95 
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Tweedsmuir, was a key figure in Lord; Alfred Milner's "Kin
dergarten ," the group associated with the British "Round 
Tables" that assumed power in 1 9 1 7  ,j and replaced the rela
tively inept Asquith government with the more oligarchically 
"efficient" Lloyd George regime . 

Buchan was a member of Lord Beaverbrook' s  Ministry 
of Information and Propaganda, and tberefore a figure essen
tial to the British war propaganda effort in the later months 
of World War I, including in the manipulations to bring the 
United States into the war on the side of the British . Hopkirk, 
in mimicking Buchan as an intelligence specialist, liberally 
disinforms the reader about the nature of British war opera
tions,  including in Turkey' s  capital , qonstantinople . 

Buchan ' s  ghost is alive and well today , in Hopkirk's  
efforts to keep alive the British-spawned mythology about 
the Fourth Reich threat of a "resurgent Germany . " 

Leni Riefenstahl: A Memoir, by Leni Riefenstahl , 
St. Martin' s  Press, New York, 1 993 , 669 pages, hard
bound, $35 

A Question of Rites: Friar Domingo Navarrete and 
the Jesuits in China, by J . S .  Cummiris, Ashgate Publish
ing , Brookfield, Vt. , 1 993 , 349 pages,  hardbound, 
$67 .95 

The Forgotten Christians of �angzhou, by D.E .  
Mungello , University of  Hawaii PreSs , Honolulu ,  1 994 , 
248 pages, hardbound, $26 

China's Far West: Four Decades of Change, by L.  
Doak Barnett , Westview Press , Bo�lder, Colo . , 1 993 ,  
688 pages , hardbound, $39 .95 

Black Hand of Beijing: Lives of Defiance in China's 
Democracy Movement, by George B lack and Robin 
Munro, John Wiley and Sons , New Ybrk, 1 993 , 390 pag
es , hardbound, $24 .95 

The Fullerenes: New Horizon tor the Chemistry, 
Physics and Astrophysics of Carb�m, edited by H. W. 
Kroto and D.R.M.  Walton , Cambridge University Press , 
New York, 1 994 , 1 54 pages,  paperbound, $24 .95 

Venice, Austria and the Turks lin the Seventeenth 
Century, by Kenneth M .  Setton , American Philosophical 
Society , Philadelphia ,  1 993 , 50 1 pages,  hardbound, $35 

Soap Opera: The Inside Story of Procter & Gam
ble, by Alecia Swasy , Times Books/Random House , New 
York, 1 993 , 378 pages , hardbound, $24 

Chester Bowles: New Dealer i� the Cold War, by 
Howard B .  Shaffes , Harvard Uni�ersity Press , Cam
bridge , Mass . ,  1 993 , 432 pages , har4bound, $29 . 95 

Behind the Throne: Servants Ito Imperial Presi
dents 1898-1968, edited by Thomas J .  McCormick and 
Walter LaFeber, University of Wis¢onsin Press , Madi
son , Wisc . ,  1 993 , 27 1 pages,  hardbound, $45 
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Pope urges Clinton to : defend 
life, family, sovereignty 
by Nora Hamerman 

When the President of the United States,  William Clinton , 
criticized the notion of a United Nations-led "utopian world 
government" during the 50th anniversary celebrations of D
Day in Europe on June 4, he could have been reflecting on 
his meeting with the pope at the Vatican . During the 40-
minute private meeting on June 2 ,  John Paul II urged the 
United States to defend human life and promote the values 
of the family . Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro said that 
"the pope made an appeal to the responsibilities of a great 
nation such as America, whose origin and historical develop
ment have always promoted ethical values that are basic to 
every culture . "  

While they touched on many international issues,  Navar
ro said , the most important part of the talks centered on the 
United Nations International Conference on Population and 
Development (Cairo '94) upcoming in Cairo, Egypt in Sep
tember. 

The pontiff' s plea to Clinton , during the frank meeting 
where they disagreed on birth control programs and abortion , 
was aimed at combatting the far-advanced plans of the British 
oligarchy to use the military and financial coercive power of 
the United Nations to enforce the most brutal tyranny yet 
known to man, under the pretext of protecting the earth from 
"overpopulation . " 

The meeting came in the context of mounting resistance 
against Cairo rallied by the pope . According to the June 7 
Italian daily La Repubblica . Argentina' s  "President Menem 
has sent a letter to all heads of state in Latin America to 
create a common front , inspired by the Holy See position: 
practically , to eliminate from the final document of the U .N .  
conference any mentioning of  ' safe and legal abortion . '  " 

"The Argentinian letter attacks frontally the thesis of the 
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U .N .  experts , according to wh.ch the globe is going towards 
a demographic catastrophe . 'the fertility rates of our coun
tries , '  Menem writes to his Latin American colleagues, 'are 
declining almost everywhere �d, taking into account infant 
mortality and life expectancies starting from the first year of 
life ,  peoples of our continent tend to become old. ' " 

La Repubblica commentsl "Menem's  letter is the first 
important diplomatic step to pverturn the approach of the 
preparatory document for the Cairo conference , and it' s  no 
wonder that the pope' s  spokesman, Joaquin Navarro,  has 
communicated the Holy See ' s  �ppreciation . The Argentinian 
intervention, in fact ,  aims at aoagulating an alternative ma
jority to rewrite the U. N. theses.  . . . Following the Vatican 
diplomatic work , more pawns �are being moved on the inter
national scene . Kohl ' s  Germany is very close to [Pope] 
Wojtyla' s  positions .  In Asia, the Philippines are pro-pope. 
In Africa, a group of pro-Wojt�la countries is being formed. 
Meanwhile , the church hierarchies are carrying out a cam
paign to persuade Islamic autll1orities ,  invoking the defense 
of the Third World from the 'hegemony of the West and of 
its pharmaceutical multinationals .  ' Last, in the United States, 
the Bishops Conference asked Clinton to change his line. But 
to increase the pressure , the six American cardinals wrote 
separately to him." 

U .  S .  political-economist �ndon LaRouche said on June 
8 that if the portions of the dqlft document for Cairo which 
the Vatican and its allies have lbracketed are killed, this will 
torpedo Cairo ' 94 and put a stop to "that attempt for the world 
government freaks to set up that kind of global dictatorship."  

Mr. Clinton and John Paul II also discussed the need to 
protect religious freedom in Asia, the U . S .  dispute with 
North Korea, as well as the situation in Bosnia and events in 
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Poland and Russia. The role of Islamic states in the future of 
the world was also a topic which clearly made an impression 
on Clinton . 

Focus on Cairo '94 
What is planned for Cairo is the latest in a series of Nazi 

population conferences which began in 1 935 when Hitler's 
National Socialist government held the first World Popula
tion Conference in Berlin to plan the extermination of eastern 
Europeans .  LaRouche , who is mobilizing the political move
ment he leads to stop the conference , put it bluntly: "Going 
to the Cairo conference in order to argue for a better policy 
is like joining Hitler's SS to try to work 'from the inside' for 
better conditions for the inmates at Auschwitz . "  

The pontiff, despite his recent month i n  the hospital for 
surgery for a broken leg , has been extremely vigorous in de
nouncing the planning documents for the Cairo conference , 
which encourage abortion , contraception , and sterilization in 
Third World countries .  Clinton , answering questions by re
porters in Rome, justified his administration' s  support for le
galized abortion throughout the world as called for in the draft 
Cairo document, because he said that tens of millions of abor
tions are occurring in unsafe ways that put women at risk. 

Clinton said, "We talked about the upcoming conference 
in Cairo on world population, about where we agreed and 
where we didn't ,  how we could come together on a policy that 
would promote responsible growth for the world' s  population 
and still reaffirm our common commitment to the central role 
of the family in every society . "  Italian radio reported that 
Clinton promised that he would do his best to improve the 
Cairo final document. He also stressed that his administration 
does not support abortion as a means of birth control . Ac
cording to the account in France' s  Le Figaro, Clinton also 
distinguished his policy approach from the forced popula
tion-control policy of China. 

Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Angelo Sodano, who 
met with his U . S .  colleague Warren Christopher while the 
pope and President were talking , was asked if a reconciliation 
was in sight. "At least we're talking ," he told reporters . 
"Now we' ll see the results . "  

In  a statement issued the same day , John Paul I I  appealed 
to the "Jewish electorate in the U . S . ," Le Figaro reported, 
by pointing to the conclusions just reached at a meeting of 
Jews and Roman Catholics held in Jerusalem May 23-26. At 
that meeting , the pope said, the two religions had affirmed 
the sacred value of marriage , and had insisted that "to share 
in life the same values" is a means of acknowledging that 
"the rights and the duties of the family do not flow from the 
state ," but precede the obligations of the state . 

An in-depth critique 
The point, that "women's  reproductive health" issues are 

being used to impose the oligarchy's  global fascist agenda, 
is proven in the Pontifical Council on the Family 's  lengthy 
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critique of the Cairo conference , released just before the 
meeting between President and pope� Titled lnstrumentum 
Laboris or "Ethical and Pastoral Di�ensions of Population 
Trends ," the three-part, 64-page bo6klet stresses that we 
need to produce more food with neir technologies and to 
discover new resources , rather than ppshing birth control as 
an alleged solution to economic-social problems . 

"History has shown," the new document states , "that 
resources have never become less ,  but rather become more 
and more , and that the planet Earth often possesses hidden 
resources . "  The dramatic drop in birth rates in the industrial
ized nations , the papal document wWilS , will create grave 
imbalances in the societal order, aggravate the lack of social 
solidarity among the generations , and even "introduce the 
discussion about euthanasia. "  Other highlights (all emphasis 
is original) include: 

' 

• It notes that at the 1 984 Mexicd City Population Con
ference , all participating governments! signed Recommenda
tion 1 8 ,  which stated: "All efforts shduld be made to reduce 
maternal morbidity and mortality . . i  • •  Governments are 
urged . . . to take appropriate steps to help women avoid 
abortion , which in no case should be promoted as a method 
of family planning , and whenever po$sible , provide for the 
humane treatment and counseling of women who have had 
recourse to abortion . "  It notes that �any governments "in 
practice do not apply Recommendation 1 8 . "  

• It repeatedly calls attention to the decline infertility in 
the advanced sector countries , and rightly argues that this 
dangerous population trend is alwa�s ignored, unlike so
called overpopUlation, the truth of wh�h the document ques
tions . " [A] greater number of aged wrsons will find them
selves depending upon pensions whicl) could only be assured 
by the work of an active population , Iwhich is certainly de
creasing according to demographic projections .  In various 
advanced countries there is a 'demogt1aphic winter' which is 
becoming more and more severe . "  

• The apparent financial benefit from fewer children is 
only that: apparent. " [T]he fall in th� birth rate releases fi
nancial means in the short term. TheSe are seen as advanta
geous but they benefit present generations to the detriment of 
the future . " i 

• Africa is "underpopulated , with weak population den
sities in the greater part of its territory f " 

• "To justify 'population contr�l , '  they have talked 
about a 'population bomb, '  a 'popu�ation explosion, '  and 
'overpopulated world' with irremediably limited resources . 
They say that there is a 'world consen�us' about the urgency 
of the situation. However, the slogans spread about these 
matters cannot stand up to analysis .,ecause the history of 
human development shows that it is simplistic to affirm that 
controlling population growth is nefessary to achieve or 
maintain a certain level of prosperity . �' 

• "The developed countries define for other countries 
what must be , from their point of view l ' sustainable develop-
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ment . ' This explains why certain rich countries and major 
international organizations are willing to help these coun
tries , but on one condition-that they accept programs for 
the systematic control of their births . "  

• "It would be difficult to find an example in history of 
a country which underwent a prolonged trend (more than 25 
years) offalling population and enjoyed substantial economic 
development at the same time . . . .  [T]he church cannot 
accept that the poorest populations be treated as ' scapegoats' 
for underdevelopment . "  

N o  coercion! 
In Part III , "The Ethical and Pastoral Position of the 

Catholic Church ," the document puts forward a series of 
constitutional principles , which have universal bearing on 
the fight against the "new world order": 

"The positive experiences acquired from past generations 
risk being compromised , if not partly lost , because of a lack 
of persons capable of passing them on . The transmission of 
the common patrimony of humanity is in peril . This patrimo
ny is made up of moral and religious values , cultural assets , 
the arts , sciences,  and skills .  It can only be transmitted and 
enriched with the cooperation of new generations .  Because 
the rich but aging societies risk sinking into extreme selfish
ness,  the first to suffer from this impoverishment and decline 
will be precisely the most defenseless people . "  (� 64) 

"The church is aware of the reality of population changes 
in developing nations . She affirms the vocation of every per
son and nation to development. " (� 65) 

"As recent popes have indicated , the church recognizes a 
right of public authorities , within the limit of their compe
tence, to intervene regarding population matters , but she 
affirms that in this area the state is not to arrogate to itself the 
responsibilities of which couples ought not to be deprived. 
. . .  Whether it is concealed or obvious,  any type of authori
tarian demographic policy is unacceptable . On the contrary , 
the duty of the state is to protect the family and the freedom 
of couples, to guarantee the life of the innocent, and to see 
that the woman is respected , especially in her dignity as a 
mother . "  (� 69) 

'The same principle of subsidiarity applies equally to 
public international institutions [the United Nations and re
lated structures] . Nothing can justify their pressuring states or 
national communities to impose policies incompatible with 
respect for persons , families or national independence . These 
institutions . . . must respect the legitimate sovereignty of 
nations as well as the just autonomy of couples . "  (� 70) 

"Care must also be taken lest these institutions serve 
powerful nations . . . aid for the world' s  poor is an obligation 
of justice for the rich . . . it would be scandalous to link the 
granting of this aid with immoral conditions involving the 
control of human life . "  (� 7 1 )  

Under "Guidelines for Action ," the papal document un
masks the hypocrisy of the Cairo planners ' concern for "safe 
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motherhood": "Women are the first to suffer psychologically 
and physically from campaigns inspired by the ideology of 
population fear. In these campaigns a false concept of the 
woman' s  'reproductive health' is used to promote different 
methods of contraception and abortion . . . .  This ideology 
of popUlation fear puts the blame on the woman for being a 
mother, concealing the fact that through this maternal dimen

sion she mak.es her essential and irreplaceable contribution 

to society. The quality of a sO¢iety is expressed in the respect 
it shows with regard to the woman. A society which shows 
contempt for welcoming the dhild and human life ,  holds the 
woman in contempt. For this reason everything must be done 
to help women fulfill their responsibilities and reconcile their 
family , professional , associative and social duties as they see 
fit. This is possible only if in practice the equal dignity of 
man and woman is recognized . "  (� 84) 

Institutional roadblocb 
The importance of a personal encounter between Clinton 

and John Paul II reflects inst�tutional problems which both 
have in the United States . FigQres from the U . S .  State Depart
ment, such as Undersecretary) of State for Global Population 
Affairs Timothy Wirth, have played a leading role in drafting 
the "plan of action" for Cairo. This draft seeks to impose 
even more tyrannous forms of the State Department policies 
in effect at least since Henry Kissinger' s infamous 1 974 "Na
tional Security Study MemorlVldum 200," which called Third 
World population growth the biggest U .  S .  security threat. As 
EIR documented in a 1 992 Special Report, "The Genocidal 
Roots of George Bush 's  New World Order,"  imposing steril
ization and abortion abroad as the precondition for financial 
aid , while strangling the economic development of backward 
countries ,  were the mainstays of U . S .  foreign policy under 
Bush . If Clinton wants to save his presidency and the nation, 
he will have to sweep globaloney lunatics like Wirth out of 
the State Department. 

The pope would also have reason to not rely exclusively 
on U . S .  Catholic Church cl�annels into the White House. 
The neo-conservative brand of U . S .  Catholic liberals ,  which 
worships British "free trade ," bitterly opposes the church's  
emphasis on the "vocation of  every person and nation to 
development,"  while the New Agers have gone to war against 
the pope ' s  teachings on sexual morality . One group, Catholic 
Organizations for Renewal (COR) , plans an Open Letter to 
John Paul II to appear as an advertisement in the New York 

Times this summer, saying that Vatican opposition to contra
ception "fosters unwanted pregnancies,  increases the number 
of abortions , deepens the m.isery of women and children 
worldwide , and deters responsible action to prevent the 
spread of AIDS ."  COR is cllaired by Ruth Fitzpatrick, na
tional coordinator of the rad�al-feminist Women' s  Ordina
tion Conference , which stepped up its hate campaign against 
the pope after the May 30 apostolic letter which emphatically 
reiterated the church' s  ban on women priests . 
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Train solicits another 
smear against LaRouche 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

Two weeks ago, EIR alerted its readers to a new round of 
slanders in the works against Lyndon LaRouche under the 
auspices of Wall Street investment counsellor and neo-con
servative guru John Train. The story reviewed the hundreds 
of pages of evidence currently pending before the U . S .  
Fourth Circuit Court o f  Appeals proving that Train, i n  league 
with U . S .  government agents from the FBI ,  Internal Revenue 
Service , and the Reagan-Bush "secret parallel government" 
of Oliver North, Richard Secord , et aI . ,  had orchestrated a 
media smear campaign to buttress a string of government 
frame-up prosecutions beginning in April 1 983 . 

Since that date, every slander against LaRouche by major 
American news outlets has been a product of the illegal gov
ernment-allied Train "salon . "  The suppression of the evi
dence of the illegal Train-led effort during a federal civil 
suit brought by LaRouche against NBC-TV and the Anti
Defamation League of B ' nai B ' rith (ADL) in 1 984 , and dur
ing every subsequent federal and state prosecution of 
LaRouche and his political associates , constituted a grave 
fraud upon the court. Included in six volumes of evidence 
on file with the Fourth Circuit, much of it obtained from 
government files , is proof that from the very outset , govern
ment prosecutors knew that LaRouche and all his associates 
were innocent of all charges of which they were accused. By 
suppressing that evidence and unleashing the Train slander 
mill , LaRouche' s  enemies within the Henry Kissinger
McGeorge Bundy "Eastern Establishment," in London and 
in Moscow , were able to throw LaRouche and a score of 
associates into federal and state prison with sentences ranging 
from six months to 77 years . 

'Worthless' magazine 
The latest slander, instigated by Train as soon as word 

got out that Lyndon LaRouche was to be released from feder
al prison in January 1 994 , is a regurgitation of the same old 
trash manufactured by the Train salon and peddled by federal 
and state prosecutors throughout the second half of the 1 980s . 

Worth, a glossy monthly magazine pitched to an audience 
of yuppie "personal investors ," devoted eight pages in its 
July-August 1 994 issue to a slander of LaRouche by contrib
uting editor Christopher Byron. Byron was recently dumped 
by New York magazine, reportedly because a series of stories 
he penned on the downing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lock
erbie, Scotland, later turned out to be rife with false informa-
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tion . Those stories included several snide references to 
LaRouche . 

Byron' s  latest product, however, is vintage Train salon. 
Among the "authoritative" sources dtawn upon by Byron 
were: the ADL; the Cult Awareness *twork (CAN) , a na
tionwide kidnap-for-hire ring that has been a target of a string 
of federal and state prosecutions from Oregon to Virginia; 
former Loudoun County , Virginia Sheriff' s Lt . Donald 
Moore; Virginia state prosecutor John, Russell; and a string 
of witnesses whose perjured testimony in federal and state 
court is now the subject of briefs before the Fourth Circuit. 
Every one of the Byron sources had formerly been involved 
in the Train salon . 

Since Byron submitted his final ver�ion of the story to his 
editor at Worth, one key source named in the story , Donald 
Moore , pled guilty in federal court in 'Alexandria, Virginia 
to complicity in a CAN-organized 'kidnapping attempt. 
Moore was earlier tried and acquitted in a kidnap plot against 
Lewis du Pont Smith , a LaRouche colleague and heir to the 
du Pont family fortune . 

Byron openly admitted to an EIR reporter in May that the 
ADL' s Mira Lansky Boland, a majot player in the Train 
salon sessions and a de facto member of the federal "Get 
LaRouche" prosecution team in Alexandria, Virginia , had 
provided him a road map of "sources" for his story . 

Train himself is involved with Wl#th as a financial col
umnist; and a recent Train book, The New Money Masters, 
contains a lengthy chapter lionizing tHe investment acumen 
of Worth' s  senior contributing editotl Peter Lynch. Other 
investment "wizards" praised by Train include George Soros, 
who is involved in looting half the ec<1nomies of the former 
Soviet Union and eastern Europe and who repeatedly has 
been a target of investigation by the SeCurities and Exchange 
Commission over the years for insider trading scams . 

Peter Lynch , Train' s  fellow Worthi columnist, works out 
of the Boston offices of Fidelity Investlment Corp. , a mutual 
fund conglomerate that manages $460 billion in assets and 
launched Worth magazine as an in-house publication in the 
mid- 1 980s . Fidelity funds account for more than 1 2% of the 
daily trading on the New York Stock Eichange . Fidelity took 
Worth commercial several years ago in a deal with NBC-TV , 
whose cable network, CNBC,  airs a nightly half-hour "news" 
broadcast trumpeting Worth magazinel 

But all the NBC air time , and all the Train-solicited 
LaRouche-bashing in the world won't  put the world financial 
and monetary system back together again; and Worth maga
zine, along with its parent firm, may very soon be changing 
its name to Worthless . 

In a brief lapse into candor at the outset of the LaRouche 
smear piece , author Byron betrayed this and John Train 's  
quiet hysteria over the plight of the money system when he 
noted that LaRouche "sometimes sounds thoughtful , as with 
his calls for an investment tax credit and a 1 % tax on certain 
Wall Street trades . "  
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Spannaus takes on 
North in Virginia 
The nomination of "secret government" insider Oliver North 
as the Republican candidate for the U . S .  Senate in Virginia 
on June 4 found only one of the four Democratic candi
dates-LaRouche Democrat Nancy Spannaus-fully pre
pared to do battle . Spannaus' s  campaign "hit the ground 
running" against North , with her campaign literature and 
radio and TV ads already targeting North as a drug-runner 
who is unfit to be anywhere near the United States Senate . 

"If you want to stop crime , you have to defeat Ollie 
North ," Spannaus declared in her half-hour television adver
tisement, which aired all over Virginia on June 6 and 7 .  

On the second day of her half-hour broadcasts , one cen
tral Virginia TV station reported that Spannaus is the only 
Democrat going after the Republican Oliver North, instead 
of attacking her Democratic opponents . A number of radio 
stations called into Spannaus headquarters looking for further 
information on North' s  ties to drug running . 

Spannaus ' s  broadcast, entitled "Yes, Virginia, There 
Can Be an Economic Recovery ," concentrates on Spannaus 
and Lyndon LaRouche discussing the ongoing financial 
blowout, and on the economic recovery program needed to 
reverse the collapse . In response to a question about the crime 
problem, Spannaus blasts North as a "son-of-a-Bush" who, 
acting under George Bush 's  direction , ran planeloads of co
caine into the United States as part of the Iran-Contra opera
tion . She asserts that there is abundant public evidence that 
North was knowingly working with Central American drug
runners . 

Spannaus rallies Democrats 
A few hours after North' s  June 4 nomination , Spannaus 

was a guest along with other candidates and elected officials 
at the Arlington County Democratic Committee Jefferson
Jackson dinner. In her speech, Spannaus took the lead in 
rallying the more than 1 50 Democrats present against that 
"drug-pusher Ollie North . "  Spannaus concentrated her re
marks on exposing North' s  Bush-league heritage , and the 
documentation of his running tons of cocaine for weapons 
into the United States,  under the tutelage of Bush . 

"Don't  attack Ollie North as ' anti-establishment, '  " she 
emphasized. "That will simply build him up . He' s  as 'estab
lishment ' as they come. North was a virtual agent of George 
Bush running a secret government in this country , and run
ning in massive amounts of drugs . "  

Spannaus was very warmly received, including i n  re-
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sponse to the bumper sticker which she shows in every 
speech-"Don' t  elect that son10f-a-Bush ."  

The evening' s  keynote a�ress had been made by  Lt. 
Gov . Don Beyer, who emph�sized the need for unity to 
defeat North . His remarks ind�ated the changes in the party 
relative to the LaRouche win� , when, in the course of dis
cussing each of the four senatk>rial candidates , he said that 
Spannaus' s  presence at the dinner was "a testament to the 
breadth of our party . "  After noting his disagreements with 
what he called "the Lyndon LaRouche philosophy," he went 
on to praise Spannaus ' s  efforts in the fight against the death 
penalty in Virginia . 

. 

(Last year, Beyer was the; running mate of Mary Sue 
Terry , the Virginia attorney g�neral who ran unsuccessfully 
for governor. Spannaus consi$tently attacked Terry for her 
"judicial barbarism," both on �e death penalty and for her 
vindictive prosecution and jaiUng of LaRouche associates .)  

Spannaus is one of three c�allengers to incumbent Sena
tor Charles Robb . Also in the i race are State Senator Virgil 
Goode, and Sylvia Clute , a Ri¢hmond attorney who special
izes in women' s  and environmental issues . Terry, breaking 
ranks with most of the party le.dership , has endorsed Goode 
instead of Robb . 

North's vulnerability 
Both the Democratic and ljtepublican parties are threat

ened by splits , with the two o�ficial nominees likely to face 
challengers from within their p$rties running as independents 
in the November general electi<!m. Former Governor Douglas 
Wilder, a Democrat, is circulaking petitions and is threaten
ing to run as an independent if Robb is nominated in the June 
14 primary . Wilder' s  opposition to Robb appears to be based 
largely on a long-running pers�nal feud . 

On the Republican side , North' s  nomination has already 
seriously split that party , with Itominent Republicans such as 
former President Ronald Reag� and Senate Minority Leader 
Robert Dole opposing the Nortl bid . Former Virginia Repub
lican Attorney General Marsh�ll Coleman is poised to enter 
the race with strong backing (rom "establishment" Repub
licans . 

North has managed to position himself as the "anti-estab
lishment" outsider-a strange role for someone who was in 
the middle of a powerful cabal within the White House and 
National Security Council duri�g the Reagan administration, 
and one who worked directly under that most "establishment" 
of political figures: George B,sh . Nevertheless ,  North has 
somehow managed to rally lairge sections of the so-called 
"radical right" behind him, largely due to the efforts of tele
vangelist Pat Robertson and I Robertson ' s  "Christian Co-
alition . "  I 

North ' s  political base is wcUl-organized but narrow, and 
could rapidly fall apart as his criimes, especially his responsi
bility for bringing massive qudtities of drugs into the United 
States in the mid- 1 980s , are exposed. 
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Protests grow against the selloff 
of public schools to Wall Street ! 

I 
by Suzanne Rose 

In school districts around the country , angry parents , stu
dents , and teachers are waging battle against school "reform" 
schemes which are desperately seeking to cover up for the 
collapse of the tax base that used to fund education . Much 
of the fire has been directed against the Minneapolis-based 
Education Alternatives ,  Inc . , one of two national school pri
vatization companies . EAI has been exposed by this news 
service as a transparent attempt by speculators to grab control 
of school budgets , as their derivatives ventures falter (see 
EIR, April 8 ,  1 994 , p. 6 1 ) .  EAI claims to cut school costs 
while improving education, but , as shown in a report released 
in April by the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) , their 
claims are as phony as a $3 bill . 

If the movement to save public education in this country 
is to be effective , it must include the taxpayers , who are being 
brainwashed into supporting the destruction of education in 
order to cut their taxes . The movement must focus on chal
lenging both the content and the method of imposing school 
reforms through privatization, by demanding an end to fi
nancial speculation and by rebuilding the economy as the 
means to fund the schools . 

Here is how the battle now stands in some important "hot 
spots" around the country: 

In Baltimore, Maryland, teachers wearing signs saying 
"Don't Sell Our Students to Wall Street Brokers" and "Don't 
Give Our Schools Away to EAI" marched from school head
quarters to City Hall on June 6, protesting the privatization 
of the schools .  On the ground in front of chanting protesters 
at City Hall was a coffin under a huge banner which said , 
"Mourning the death of public schools in Baltimore City . 
Cause of death: Privatization . "  A week before , the pro-priva
tization school superintendent, Walter Amprey , had released 
a letter to 10,000 employees of the school system, warning 
that a considerable number of them would be reassigned or 
laid off by June 30 because of last-minute budget cuts and 
the system' s  move to local control . The teachers , who took 
to the streets following Amprey' s  letter, saw it as a terror 
attack to get them to back down from their opposition to 
privatization, because they have been the most outspoken 
opponents of the school reform scheme . 

In Hartford, Connecticut, the teachers union fought 
back when EAI sought to take over their financially troubled 
schools . In April , EAI made a bid to run the largely black 
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and Hispanic schools of Hartford . BYI running a whole dis-
trict, EAI claimed, they could make l use of economies of 
scale and use the savings to improve �ducation . When EAI 
brought in Walter Amprey from BaltiP10re to testify before 
the city council on its behalf, HaitfO�' teachers mobilized, 
armed with the report on EAI which e Baltimore AFT had 
produced. Four hundred people ralli , with union leaders 
and teachers standing on a 50-foot fl tbed truck, shouting 
into microphones ,  "Take no bids,  no �rofit from our kids ," 
"Our schools are worth more than 30 'pieces of silver," and 
"I'm not paying taxes to EAI . "  The teachers took out radio 
ads and full-page ads in the daily Hart./ord Courant, and sent 
out mailings to parents .  

I n  Pinckney, Michigan, a similar 1campaign to privatize 
the schools has met with fierce opposition from both parents 
and the teachers union , with hundreds of parents showing up 
at school board meetings to grill EAI representatives . In 
March, 500 students staged a demonstration protesting the 
privatization of their high school . $0 far, the Pinckney 
School Board has repeatedly postponeU a final vote on bring
ing in EAI. 

Setbacks for ODE 
In Minnesota, a victory against New Age education re

form was scored by parents and teachj!rs in the Rosemount
Apple Valley-Eagan school district . Minnesota is nationally 
recognized as in the forefront of outltome-based education 
(OBE) reform schemes . OBE is ,  like privatization , a cynical 
ploy to destroy public education , whi� claiming to improve 
it . First promoted in 1 989 by President George Bush at his 
education summit , it later evolved into his "America 2000" 
strategy to reform education . The idea behind it is to reorient 
education away from cognitive development, toward the per
formance of tasks that can be assessed! by standardized tests . 
The OBE reforms are increasingly �ing seen as aimed at 
"dumbing down" students , to prepare them for menial jobs, 
and to save money . 

The Rosemount district school bo�d voted on May 23 to 
support recommendations made in April by a 27-member 
task force of parents , teachers , and staff to remove OBE from 
the school system and reinstate high academic standards . The 
task force report was written after parents complained about 
the lack of emphasis on academic achievement, repeated 
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A demonstration in Baltimore against privatization of the public 
schools . The teachers union has now joined the callfor firing the 
school superintendent who is pushing the privatization plan . 

testing of their children,  and a grading system which prevent

ed students from knowing where they really stood . 

In California, Gov. Pete Wilson, campaigning for re-elec

tion , has been forced to cut the funding from his 1 994-95 budget 

for the state 's  controversial CLAS assessment testing , which 

delves into the psychology of students in order to profile them. 

The most outspoken of the 1 2  or so candidates for school superin

tendent in California against the CLAS test and other OBE re

forms has been LaRouche Democrat Dave Kilber. Kilber has 

been speaking to angry parents groups througout the state , pick

eting schools , and holding press conferences . 
Kilber describes the CLAS reading test: "The stories are 

weird, morbid, and existentialist .  One of the stories is about a 

barber who fantasizes about cutting the throat of the person he 

is shaving and how the blood would gush out . The children are 

then told to write down their 'thoughts , feelings , and questions' 
about the story or how it relates to their own life and experiences .  

After one story about a violent relation between a mother and 

son, the student is instructed to ' think of problems that families 

have' and ' things that young people do that they are later 

ashamed of. ' The reading section of CLAS is nothing but psy

chological profiling of children and their families . "  

In response to  the growing opposition , the Los Angeles 

Times editorialized that the attack on CLAS "was started 

as a small but vocal campaign by special interest religious 

groups , but is beginning to mushroom into doubts raised by 
a cross-section of parents and educators . " 

The spearhead for education "reform" in many states 

has been court decisions which find that poor and minority 

schools have been discriminated against in terms of re-
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sources
: 

Without addressing tp� lack
.
of reso�rces , education 

reform IS mandated: Recently In Philadelphia, Judge Doris 

Smith ruled that inner-city schools were not receiving the 

resources of their suburban 'rhite counterparts.  She estab

lished a panel of experts to (improve the quality" of the 

schools . The experts appointed are all associated with the 

OBE reforms .  

Kentucky introduced its radical education reform pack

age KERA , after a similar court decision ruled that its method 

of financing schools was uncpnstitutional . Michigan intro

duced OBE reforms after the Irgislature threw out the proper

ty tax as an "inequitable" means of funding education . 

LaRouche associates mlbilize 
Electoral campaigns by aJsociates of Lyndon LaRouche 

around the country have servdd as lightning rods to catalyze 

and focus the opposition to school restructuring schemes . 

The Rosemount district , for eiXample , was the site of picket 

lines by Minnesota gubernatorial candidate Richard Van Ber

gen . Especially vulnerable to xposure has been EAI , which 

has suffered serious setbacks fu B altimore , where it is trying 
I 

to expand the number of SCh001s they run from 9 to 1 1 . 
Maryland gubernatorial cJndidate Lawrence Freeman is

sued a call for the firing of B altimore School Superintendent 
Amprey, during hearings this winter when Amprey proposed 
that EAr s contract be expanded with Baltimore ' s  schools .  
This call has now been taken p b y  the teachers union . The 
union , first supportive of privJtization ,  only recently took up 
full-scale opposition , with thb release of a report in April 
that exposed the fact that test scores of children in EAI-run 
schools in Baltimore fell , an that EAI achieved its econo
mies by hiring college studen interns and non-union custo

dial staff. The union has call9d for a government investiga

tion of EAI ' s  management of federal funds for leaming-
disabled students . I 

In February , three company shareholders filed a class 

action suit against the compan� for financial fraud . The suit, 

filed in Minneapolis , charged the company and its accounting 

firm with conspiring to use Jnethical accounting practices 

and unfounded predictions of Jew business to mislead invest-

0rs and boost the company ' s  �tock prices . These exposures 

have forced national press coyrage of the issue . On June 4, 
the Minneapolis Star Tribune carried front-page coverage of 

charges against EAI , includiJg the AFT and stockholders ' 

claims . The Hartford Courant recently featured coverage of 

EAI founder John Golle , whic� sheds light on his motivations 

for starting a company to run public schools for profit . Ac

cording to the Courant, Goll was a super-salesman for the 

Xerox Corp . before founding his own company , which spe

cialized in teaching brokers how to pitch their securities . He 

built up a clientele from the top Wall Street firms ( 1 80 out of 

the top 200) , whose interests he still serves through his efforts I 
to gain control for corporate investors of the billions spent 

annually on public school edubation . 
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House asks Clinton to 
lift Bosnia embargo 
After an extremely heated floor debate , the u . s .  House of 
Representatives on June 9 passed an amendment, sponsored 
by Rep. Frank McCloskey (D-Ind . ) ,  which calls on the Presi
dent to unilaterally lift the arms embargo against the Republic 
of Bosnia and Hercegovina . The amendment passed with a 
considerable majority , 244 to 178 ,  despite the fact that both 
the administration and most of the House leadership opposed 
it . President Clinton had sent a letter to the Congress express
ing his clear opposition . The unexpected vote reflected the 
impact of a national and international mobilization by sup
porters of the amendment. 

The victory of the amendment was far more decisive than 
a similar amendment passed by the Senate on May 1 2  and 
sponsored by Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole (R-Kan . ) .  
When the Senate voted on the Dole amendment, it also passed 
a resolution sponsored by Senate Majority Leader George 
Mitchell (D-Me . ) ,  which was an attempt to blunt the Dole 
amendment by avoiding unilateral action if possible . In con
trast, the House on June 9 rejected 1 8 1 -242 an amendment 
by House Foreign Affairs Chairman Lee Hamilton (D-Ind . ) ,  
which called on  the President to urge the United Nations to 
lift the embargo-thereby avoiding unilateral action . 

The debate was fast and furious on all sides . "Let' s  not 
dissemble," said Rep . Steny Hoyer (D-Md. ) ,  what's  going 
on in Bosnia is a "question of genocide . "  "Peace at any 
price is not acceptable ," said House Democratic Whip David 
Bonior (D-Mich . )  in response to House Armed Services 
Committee Chairman Ron Dellums 's  (D-Calif. ) complaint 
that the McCloskey amendment would be "counter to [U .S]  
peacekeeping . . . where you are to make no enemies . "  "Serb 
aggression has gone unchecked," said McCloskey , "turning 
Bosnia into a modem-day Sudetenland . "  Illinois Republican 
Henry Hyde called for "blessed unilateralism" in this press
ing moral issue . 

The amendment was attached to the Defense Appropria
tions bill and authorizes , at the request of the President , up 
to $200 million in aid to Bosnia for military equipment and 
training . The amendment is not binding unless the Senate 
passes a similar resolution and it then goes to the President 
for signing . Supporters of such a move believe that this is 
possible , provided there is sufficient pressure upon senators 
from their constituents . 

U.N.-supporters are furious 
The House vote came despite a strenuous effort by sup

porters of United Nations world government to prevent it . A 
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"dear colleague" letter was sent on June 3 to all House mem
bers by Representatives Dellums, H/unilton , and Richard 
Gephardt (D-Mo . ) ,  opposing McCloskey's  amendment and 
backing Hamilton' s  counter-amendment . The dear colleague 
letter implored members: 

"If we unilaterally violate the U . N  . -imposed arms embar
go on the former Yugoslavia," the letter states , "we will give 
the green light to others to violate U .N .  sanctions . . . .  Our 
message to the world will be : 

". Go ahead and buy Iraq' s  oil land sell it arms-we 
don't care about Saddam Hussein ; I 

". Go ahead and ship oil to Hai�i-we don't care about 
democracy; 

". Go ahead and trade with Serbia-we don 't care 
about Bosnia; 

". Go ahead and trade with Norrh Korea-we say we 
want sanctions , but we don't really I care about prolifera
tion . . . .  

"Don't undercut these global sanctions . "  
A similar letter was sent to all con�ressmen by  the World 

Federalist Organization and nine othe� one-world groups . 

The McCloskey amendment 
The following are excerpts from the "Bosnia and H erce-

govina Self-Defense Act of 1994" : ! 
The Congress makes the following findings: 
1 )  For the reasons stated in secti�n 520 of the Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal ¥ ears 1 994 and 1995 
(Public Law 103-236) , the Congress has found that continued 
application of an international arms, embargo against the 
Government of Bosnia and Hercegoivina contravenes that 
Government' s  inherent right of indivi�ual or collective self
defense under Article 5 1  of the United Nations Charter and 
therefore is inconsistent with internatibnal law . 

2) Before deploying United State$ Armed Forces to de
fend the territorial integrity and poli�ical independence of 
Bosnia and Hercegovina, or to enforc� United Nations man
dates in Bosnia and Hercegovina, the United States should 
seek to permit the Government of Bosnia and Hercegovina 
to obtain the means necessary to exercise its inherent right of 
self-defense . . . .  

The President shall terminate the lJnited States arms em
bargo of the Government of Bosnia ,pon receipt from that 
Government of a request for assistance in exercising its right 
of self-defense under Article 5 1  of the United Nations 
Charter . . .  

The President should provide appropriate military assis
tance to the Government of Bosnia upon receipt from that 
Government of a request for assistance in exercising its right 
of self-defense under Article 5 1  of the United Nations 
Charter. . . . 

. 

The aggregate value . . . of de&nse articles , defense 
services ,  and military education and ttaining provided under 
this subsection may not exceed $200,000,000 . . . .  
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National News 

Thornburgh hack heads 
Rostenkowski case 
Eric Holder, the U. S. Attorney who indicted 
Rep . Dan Rostenkowski on May 3 1 ,  spent 
the first 12 years of his 1 8-year career in the 
Justice Department' s  Public Integrity Sec
tion (PIS) , working on Abscam (FBI sting 
operations against targeted public officials) 
and related prosecutions . He was later ap
pointed to a judgeship by the Reagan-Bush 
administration . 

Immediately after getting his law degree 
from Columbia University in 1 976, he 
joined PIS , which had just been created by 
Richard Thornburgh, then head of the DOJ 
Criminal Division , and later Bush ' s  corrupt 
Attorney General . Holder was a member of 
the prosecution team against former Rep . 
John W. Jenrette (D-S .C . ) ,  in the Abscam 
bribery probe . He was also one of the DOJ 
attorneys who were responsible for moving 
the Abscam cases against Sen . Harrison 
Williams and others from New Jersey to 
Brooklyn, New York so that they would be 
tried before a flagrantly biased pro-govern
ment judge , George Pratt . 

In 1 990, PIS reported that a total of 
1 , 1 76 indictments were handed up against 
public officials nationwide; 1 ,084, or 92% 
of the cases have ended in convictions ,  and 
dozens of the others still remain open. 

Republican Lyn Nofziger, whose own 
conviction in the Wedtech scandal was over
turned by the Supreme Court, defended 
Rostenkowski in a June 1 commentary in 
the Washington Times. "Well ,  the fact is 
that the news media have already tried and 
convicted him . . . .  Guilt , in the eyes of 
most persons ,  becomes a fact if the news 
media carry a series of negative stories about 
a public figure , be it Rostenkowski, Presi
dent Clinton or Lyn Nofziger," he wrote . 

Bevel addresses NAACP 
chapter on Cairo '94 
The Rev . James Bevel, former vice presi
dential running mate of Lyndon LaRouche 
in 1992 , addressed a meeting sponsored by 
the Flint , Michigan chapter of the National 
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Association for the Advancement of Color
ed People (NAACP) on May 2 1 , on "The 
United Nations' New World Order: What 
Does It Hold for the Children of God?" He 
was introduced by E. Hill DeLoney , presi
dent of the Flint chapter to an audience com
prised of Catholic priests , Muslims , and 
Methodist and Baptist ministers and com
munity activists . 

Bevel also addressed a "Pastor to Pas
tor" meeting for ministers and their guests . 
Here he was able to discuss how to prevent 
the malthusian United Nations from holding 
its evil conference on world population in 
Cairo, and how to preserve the family as the 
primary institution of society . Recounting 
his own history with the civil rights move
ment as a lieutenant of Martin Luther King , 
Bevel recounted his organizing of the 1 963 
Children' s  March in Birmingham, Alabama 
as well as the 1 965 Selma Right to Vote 
Movement. 

When asked about his affiliation with 
LaRouche, and his decision to run for vice 
president when LaRouche was imprisoned, 
Bevel ' s  response had a profound effect on 
his listeners: As a young man, he said, his 
father had instructed him that if he ever 
found a wise man pursuing a just cause , 
he should drop absolutely everything and 
follow him. He had done this with Dr. Mar
tin Luther King , and he had found Lyndon 
LaRouche to be such a man. 

FCC reviews Murdoch 
television purchase 
Media mogul Rupert Murdoch' s  1 985 ac
quisition of six big-city television stations is 
being reviewed by the Federal Communica
tions Commission (FCC) , according to the 
June 2 Washington Post. With new informa
tion about the purchase emerging , the gov
ernment is investigating whether the pur
chase violated federal laws prohibiting 
foreign ownership of U . S .  broadcasting 
properties .  If so , it could have multibillion
dollar consequences for Murdoch and his 
company involved in the deal , News Corp . 
Ltd. 

The original complaint had been 
brought by a division of the National Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) , which contended that the 

current o�nership is illegal and has served 
to squeeze out members of minority groups 
who want ,to buy stations to be part of the 
Fox televi$ion network, which was formed 
on the basis of the 1 985 purchase . 

Murdoch had become a naturalized 
American ' citizen during 1 985 before the 
deal was finalized, and said that he and his 
American lieutenant Barry Diller would 
control th(1 six stations . Murdoch's applica
tion , though , did not make explicit that Mur
doch' s  AuStralian-based News Corp . Ltd . 
was to supPly virtually all the money used to 
complete t\1e purchase . The Murdoch/Diller 
portion amounted to 0 . 00 1 3% of the total 
equity cawtal , while Murdoch' s  attorneys 
only recently acknowledged that more than 
99% of eqlJity capital came from the News 
Corp . 

Missis�ippi to open 
segregPtion agency files 
On May 3 1 ,  U . S .  District Judge William H .  
Barbour, �r.  gave the state o f  Mississippi 
one year tp prepare the documents of the 
Sovereignty Commission , a pro-segrega
tionist state agency that had existed from 
1 956-77 , according to Associated Press . 
The agency had harassed and spied on citi
zens involved in the civil rights movement. 
It is said tp have files on some 250 groups 
and 1 0 ,000 individuals ,  which lawmakers 
at first trie� to have destroyed, until barred 
by a judg� . Then the files were ordered 
sealed until 2027 . The American Civil Lib
erties Uni�n (ACLU) led the fight to have 
the docum�nts released . 

Victims of the Sovereignty Commission 
can agree to release the files,  request that 
identifying characteristics be deleted, ask 
that the erttire file be sealed , or add more 
informatiqn to the dossiers . 

The Sqvereignty Commission employed 
a network of informers and agents to spread 
propagamla, infiltrate civil rights groups , 
and keep police informed of people deemed 
subversivd . Some documents have leaked 
out already . Among them, in 1 964, the com
mission planted a story in the state ' s  largest 
black ne"fspaper that claimed that Rev . 
Martin LlIIther King, Jr. was linked to the 
Communi$t Party . Some files revealed in 
1 989 showed that the commission helped 
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Byron De La Beckwith ' s  defense by screen
ing potential jurors before his second trial in 
the 1963 assassination of civil rights activist 
Medgar Evers , leading to his eventual con
viction in February 1 994. 

DOJ report: prison 
population exploding 
The Justice Department released its annual 
report on June 1 ,  which says the number of 
inmates in state and federal prisons totalled 
948 ,88 1 ,  an almost threefold increase in 
both male and female inmates since 1980, 
when the figure was 329 ,82 1 .  The average 
annual increase over the 14-year period has 
been 8 . 5% .  Last year alone , there were av
erage weekly increases of 1 ,250 prisoners . 

Missing from the report are those across 
the nation incarcerated in jails ,  which house 
inmates sentenced to terms of less than one 
year. Mid-year statistics for 1 992 estimate 
jail populations at 444,584. Mid-year 1 99 1  
populations were said to be 426,479 and the 
mid-year prison population was 823 ,414,  
giving a total of almost 1 ,250,OOO-by far 
the highest known rate of incarceration in 
the world. 

At the end of last year, state prisons 
were estimated to be operating at between 
1 8-29% above capacities , while the federal 
system was estimated to be 36% over capac
ity . The report stressed that inmate over
crowding and rising costs of incarceration 
have forced a number of states to begin 
housing prisoners in local jails or other 
facilities . 

Brit daily gloats over 
Americans' gambling 
The London Guardian in a June 3 article 
from New Orleans , gloated over the rising 
gambling rage in the United States.  Head
lined "America Tries To Turn the Tables on 
Poverty ," author Jonathan Freedland wrote: 
"Gambling is back . . . .  Barred for nearly a 
century from legal gambling almost no
where but in the desert of Las Vegas or by 
the seaside of Atlantic City , suddenly 
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Americans can bet in every corner of the 
union . 

"In downtown New Orleans, construc
tion workers are building what will be the 
largest casino in the world , a vast billion
dollar complex with room enough for thou
sands of chancers at a time . And already it 
faces national competition. 

"Every state except Hawaii and Utah has 
changed the law to allow some form of gam
bling , whether on river boats , at casinos on 
autonomous Indian reservations ,  or in a 
state lottery . Suddenly Americans are gam
bling away $30 billion a year, more than six 
times what they spend on cinema tickets . 
More than 500,000 jobs have been created. 

"But there is no greater symbol of gam
bling' s  renaissance than the blossoming of 
its national home, Las Vegas . The oasis in 
the Nevada desert is now the fastest-grow
ing city in America ." 

Bob Woodward writes 
new book on Clinton 
Washington Post assistant managing editor 
Bob Woodward has written a new book, The 
Agenda: Inside the Clinton White House, 
joining the growing list of authors writing 
books on the subject. However, unlike most 
of the others , which are neo-conservative 
diatribes ,  Woodward' s  is not aimed at de
stroying the presidency as such . 

According to excerpts in the June 5 
Washington Post, the book tries to portray 
Clinton as a puppet of Federal Reserve 
chairman Alan Greenspan, claiming that 
Greenspan has been "a senior adviser, al
most a teacher to Clinton . "  

Robert Rubin, chairman o f  Clinton' s  
National Economic Council , said the Presi
dent "relates to Alan Greenspan the same 
way he relates" to other policy experts , by 
hearing their views and then making his own 
decisions," according to an Associated 
Press report. "There was no question about 
where the buck stops and who was making 
the decisions ,"  Rubin said. 

The Post explained that because "nearly 
all the interviews were conducted on 'deep 
background, '  the [more than 250] sources 
who provided most of [the] information are 
not identified ."  

I 

Brtfjly 
• NATIONAL URBAN League 
President John hcobs called for an 
end to the death penalty in an editorial 
in the June 2 iss�e of the Los Angeles 
Sentinel . Jacobs :wrote: "The most se
rious of penaltie$ remains trapped in a 
web of racial pr�judice and irrational 
arbitrariness, and current trends can 
only make the lproblem far worse. 
· . . When the !government kills in 
revenge, it lowflrs itself to the status 
of the criminal , and undermines its 
moral authority .j' 
• 190 HOUSJl; MEMBERS favor 
bills that curtai� illegal immigrants' 
access to welfare , according to the 
Philadelphia Infuirer of June 5 .  The 
bill is sponsoreq by David McCurdy 
(D-Okla . ) ,  and ; would deny federal 
welfare payme$ts to illegal immi
grants . It has 3Q co-sponsors and al
legedly 1 90 Ho�se supporters. 

• THE ENV�ONMENT ALIST 
Union of Conc�rned Scientists has 
written a 50-pa�e document for the 
National ReligiQus Project to dissem
inate among r4ligious groups . Al
though titled "�enewing the Face of 
the Earth ," it h�s three different ver
sions for Catholics , Protestants ,  and 
Jews.  It draws Heavily on scare cam
paigns about �lobal warming and 
ozone depletiolli from Greenpeace . 

• STANFORl> UNIVERSITY 
professors hav� voted to restore "F' 
as a failing gra�e , which they abol
ished more than! 20 years ago . On the 
home campus Qf the politically cor
rect movementj, the faculty senate 
voted 37-3 on lune 2 to restore the 
failing grade apd to tighten up the 
university ' s  lilX:ral grading and en
rollment policies . 

• LOS ANG�LES students pro
tested the schoqI districts recognition 
of Gay and LeSbian Pride month by 
staying home. 'According to media 
reports ,  San Fernando Valley public 
schools repoI1efl increased absentee 
rates of up to

.
�O% on June 1 when 

parents kept thf!ir children home in 
protest. A dis�

.
· ct-wide protest was 

organized by Parents and Students 
United in the San Fernando Valley . 
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Editorial 

Fifty years after D-Day , 
Fifty million people died in World War II,  most of them 
boys under 20 years of age . The tragedy of their loss 
remains with us . The experience of this war, and the 
aftermath of the war, made an indelible impression on 
all of us who lived through it, as some of the veterans 
remarked in televised interviews .  For many of them , 
so they said , it was the most important event of their 
entire lives , because through it they participated in 
world history . 

Yet most people alive today , including the Presi
dent of the United States of America,  were born after 
the war was over. When President Clinton said it was 
his generation who must take up the baton of guarding 
civilization , there is a more profound truth in that state
ment than merely the succession from one generation 
to the next . The challenge we face today is every bit as 
great as that faced 50 years ago . 

The extraordinary thing about the 50-year com
memoration of D-Day is that it is occurring at a time 
when the Balkans are at war, when war is being threat
ened in Haiti and North Korea, and when the global 
economy is in danger of a far worse collapse than that 
of the 1 930s . Genocidal population reduction measures 
are again given respectability by forces grouped around 
the United Nations ,  and the agenda for the Cairo depop
ulation conference is modelled upon the eugenics con
ference held in Berlin in the 1 930s , which gave a seal 
of approval to the Nazi Nuremberg laws which denied 
Jews their rights as German citizens , and paved the way 
for their later extermination . 

In 50 years , we seem to be no nearer to dealing with 
the causes of world war than political leaders were 
then . Indeed , the same forces which gave us World 
War I and World War II are bringing the world to the 
brink of catastrophe once again . For that reason we 
must applaud President Clinton ' s  remarks repudiating 
the one-worlders who wish to tum the United Nations 
into a world federalist government , with police power 
control over every aspect of our lives . 

On June 5 ,  the President was interviewed on ship
board by Cable News Network reporter Wolf Blitzer, 
who addressed the following question to him: 
"Throughout these past several days , as you ' ve re-
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flected on what your predecessors had to do 50 years 
ago , has it ever entered your mind that you may be in 
that same situation?" 

Clinton ' s  answer was : "Yes , it has been on my mind . 
And the thing that I am impressed by is that Roosevelt 
and Churchill , when they thou�ht of the United Nations , 
were cold-eyed realists . The)! never had any idea that 
there could be some utopian , world government, you 
know , where all problems wquld go away . What they 
thought was that after this wilt, we would be able-the 
great powers would be able-i-to find ways to contain 
aggression before it got too big to deal with , short of a 
horrible war like that and a DiDay invasion . "  

We might take issue with the interpretation of Win
ston Churchill ' s  actual intentions concerning the Unit
ed Nations , but we certainly db endorse the President' s  
repudiation of the utopian o$e-worlders , and we ap
plaud his choice of the occasion of the anniversary of 
D-Day to make that point . 

The truth of the matter is that although Churchill did 
not subscribe to Neville Charrfuerlain ' s appeasement of 
Hitler at Munich and thereaftet, nonetheless , like many 
Britons of his class , he did not reject fascism . Further
more , he shared prevalent British notions on the ques
tion of white race supremacy.  

This has been documented recently in several books 
and articles published in Brit�in . Author Clive Ponting 
cites one letter in which Churchill admits that it was 
his political aim in life to sterilize 1 00,000 "mentally 
degenerate" Britons ;  indeed , he actually sent tens of 
thousands of his fellow countrymen to labor camps . 
The death count from similari Nazi labor policies was , 
of course , much higher, but the similarity in point of 
view underscores the sorry truth that Hitler and the 
Nazis were supported by King Edward VIII , Bank of 
England head Montagu Nonnan , and many others in 
Britain , before they came to power and during most of 
the 1 930s . 

If we are to avoid a third world war,  then the coun
terparts in Britain today of such pro-fascists cannot be 
allowed to dictate U .  S .  policr , nor control the United 
Nations as a vehicle for the enforcement of their deadly 
designs . 
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S E E  L A R O U C H E O N  C A B L E T V  
Al l prog ra m s  a re The LaRouche Connection u n l ess ot h e rwise n oted . 

ALASKA · 
• ANCHORAG E-ACTV Ch.  40 

Wednesd ays-9 p . m .  

ARIZONA 
• PHOEN IX-Di mension C h .  22 

Fri . ,  J u n e  1 0  & 1 7-1 2 Noon 

ARKANSAS 
• FAYETIEVI L LE-C h .  8 

Wednesdays-1 2 M i d n i g ht 

CALIFORNIA 
• DOW N E Y-Co nti .  Ch .  51 

Th u rsdays-9 : 30 p . m .  
• E.  L.A. t o  SANTA M O N I CA

Centu ry Cable Ch.  3 
Fridays-6 p . m .  

• E. S A N  F E R N A N D O  VALLEY
U n ited Arti sts Ch.  25 
Fridays-7 p . m .  

• HO LLYWOOD-Conti .  Ch .  3 7  
Mondays-8 p . m .  

• LANC./PALM DALE-C h .  3 
S u n d ays-8 : 30 a . m .  

• MAR I N  C O U N TY-Ch .  3 1  
Tuesdays-5 p . m .  

• MODESTO-Access C h .  5 
Thurs. ,  J u n e  23-6 : 30 p . m .  

_ Thurs. ,  J u ly 1 4-6 : 30 p . m .  
• MTN . VI EW-M VCTV Ch.  30 

T.uesdays- 1 1 p . m .  
• ORAN G E  COU NTY-Ch .  3 

Fridays-1 0 p . m .  
• PASADENA-C h .  5 6  

Tuesdays-2 & 6 p . m .  
• SACRA M E NTO-Ch .  1 8  

2nd & 4th Weds.- 1 0  p . m .  
. SAN D I E G O-

Cox Cable C h .  24 
Saturdays- 1 2  Noon 
Southwest Cable  Ch.  1 6  
Mondays-8 : 30 p . m .  

• S A N  FRANCISCO-Ch.  5 3  
Fridays-6 : 30 p . m .  

• SANTA ANA-C h .  53 
Tuesdays-6 : 30 p . m .  

• W. S A N  F E R N A N DO VALLEY
CVI C h .  27 
Fridays-8 p . m .  

COLORADO 
• DENVE R-DCTV C h .  57 

Wednesdays-1 1 p . m .  
Fridays-7 p . m .  

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
• WAS H I N GTO N-DCTV Ch. 25 

S u n days- 1 2  Noon 

FLORIDA 
• PASCO COU NTY-Ch .  3'1 

Tuesdays-8 : 30 p . m .  

GEORGIA 
. ATLANTA-Ch . 1 2  

Fridays-1 : 30 p . m .  

IDAHO 
• M O SCOW-C h .  37 

(Chec k  Readerboard) 

ILLINOIS 
• C H I CAG O-CATN Ch. 21 

Weds . ,  J u n e  22- 1 0  p . m .  
Weds.,  J u n e  28- 1 0  p . m .  

INDIANA 
• SOUTH B E N D-Ch .  3 1  

Th u rsdays- 1 0  p . m .  

LOUISIANA 
• G R EATE R M O N ROE-

. Lou i s i a n a  Cablevision Ch.  38 
M o n .-7 p . m . ;  Fri .-6 p . m .  

MARYLAND 
• BAL T I M O R E-BCAC C h .  42 

Mondays-9 p . m .  
• M O NTG O M E RY-M CTV Ch.  49 

Tue.-1 1 p . m . ,  Thu .-2 : 30 p . m .  
• WESTM I N STE R-CCTV Ch.  1 9  

Tuesdays-3 p . m .  

MASSACHUSETTS 
• BOSTO N -B N N  Ch. 3 

Satu rdays- 1 2  Noon 

MICHIGAN 
• CENTERLI N E-Ch .  34 

Tuesd ays-7 : 30 p . m .  
• TRE NTO N-T C I  C h .  44 

Wednesdays-2 : 30 p . m .  

MINNESOTA 
• E D E N  PRAI R I E-Ch. 33 

Wed.-5 : 3 0  pm, S u n .-3 : 30 pm 

Executive 
Intelligence 
Review 
US. ,  Canada and Mexico only 
1 year . . . . . . . $396 

6 months 

3 months 

Foreign Rates 
1 year . .  

6 months 

3 months 

. $225 

. $125 

. $490 

. $265 

. $145 

• M I N N EAPO L I S-C h .  32 
ElR World News 
Satu rdays-9 : 30 p . m .  

• M I N N EAPO L I S  ( N W  S u b u rbs) 
Northwest C o m m .  TV-Ch. 33 
Mondays-7 p . m .  
Tuesdays-7 a . m .  & 2 p . m .  

• ST. LO U I S  PARK-C h .  3 3  
ElR World News 
Friday throug h M o n day 
3 p.m., 1 1  p . m . ,  7 a . m .  

• ST. PAU L-C h .  33 
ElR World News 
Mondays-8 p . m .  

MISSOURI 
• ST. LOU I S-C h .  22 

Tues.-2 p . m . ;  Weds.-5 p . m .  

NEW JERSEY 
• STATEWIDE-CTN 

(Check Local  C h a n n e l )  
Mondays-2 a . m .  

NEW YORK 
• ALBANY-

Capitol Cablevis ion C h .  28 
M o n . ,  J u n e  20 & 27-5 : 30 p . m .  

• BRO NX-Bronx N et C h .  67 
Satu rdays-6 pm 

• BROOKHAVE N-TCI 
(E. Suffo l k, L . I . )  
1 Flash or C h .  9 9  
Wednesdays-5 p . m .  

• B U FFALO-BCAM C h .  1 8  
Mondays-6 p . m .  

• H U DSON VALLEY-Ch .  6 
2nd Sunday month ly-2 p . m .  

. ITHACA-Pegasys C h .  5 7  
(fi rst 3 weeks e a c h  month)  
Tues.-8 p .m. ;  Weds.-5 p . m .  
Fridays-8 p . m  

• OS S I N I N G-Conti n e ntal  
Southern Westcheste r Ch.  1 9  
Rockland Cou nty C h .  26 
1 st & 3rd S u n days-4 p . m .  

• POUGH KEEPSIE-Ch. 3 
Poug h keepsie Cable System 
(ca l l  station fo r t imes)  

• Q U E E N S-QPTV Ch.  56 
Satu rdays-3 p.m.  

• ROCHESTER-GRC Ch.  1 5  
Fr i .- 1 0 : 30 pm, Mon .-7 pm 

• S C H E N E CTADY-P.A. Ch.  1 1  
Fridays- 5 : 30 p . m .  

• STATE N ISL.-CTV C h . · 24 
Weds.-1 1 p . m . ,  Sat.-8 a . m .  

• S U FFOLK, L . I .-Ch. 25, 
2 n d  & 4th Mondays"""",,1 0  p . m .  

• SYRACUSE-Ch.  3 
Ade l p h i a  Cable 
Com m u n i cations 
Fr idays-4 p.m. 

• SYRACUSE (Subu rbs) 
NewChannels  Cable-Ch .  1 3  
4th Sat. each month-4 p . m .  

• WEBSTE R-G RC Ch.  1 2  
Wednesdays-9 : 30 p . m .  

OREGON 
• PORTLAN D-Access C h .  27 

Tuesdays-6 p.m. (Ch. 27) 
Thu rsdays-3 p.m. (Ch. 33) 

PENNSYLVANIA 
• PITISBURG H-PCTV C h .  2 1  

Mondays-7 p . m .  

TEXAS 
• AUSTIN-ACTV Ch. 1 0  & 1 6  

(ca l l  station for t imes) 
• H O U STON-PAC 

The LaRouche Connection 
M o n . ,  J u n e  20 & 27-5 p . m .  

VIRGINIA 
• ARLI N GTON-ACT C h .  33 

S u n .-1 pm, Mon.-6 : 30 pm 
Wednesdays- 1 2  Noon 

• FAI R FAX-FCAC Ch.  1 0  
Tuesdays-1 2 Noon 
Thu rs.-7 pm, Sat.- 1 0  am 

• LEESBURG-Ch.  6 
Mondays-7 p . m .  

• MANASSAS-Ch. 64 
Tuesdays-8 p.m.  

WASHINGTON 
• SPOKAN E-Cox Ch.  37 

Wednesdays-1 p . m .  
• TRI -CITI ES-TCI Ch.  1 3  

Mon.-1 1 : 30 a . m . ,  Tues.-6 :30 
p . m . ,  Th u rs.-8 : 30 p.m.  
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the news if you 
subscribe to 
�17lD) C O N F I D E NTIAL 

l..$l..1� ALERT 

Isn't it time you knew months, sometimes 
years, before the rest of the world, what policy 
options were in the works? EIR Alert has its 
finger on the pulse of London and Washington, 
where such skullduggery is devised .  We also 
present the alternatives, which are being 
increasingly discussed in Europe and Ibero
America, and reported by our special 
correspondents.  We cover economics and 
strategic stories--some of which will never be 
published anywhere else. 

EIR Alert brings you 1 0-20 concise news 
and background items, twice a week, by first
class mail-or by fax (at no extra charge ). 

Annual subscription ( United States):  $3,500. 
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